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Executive Executive Executive Executive SSSSummaryummaryummaryummary    

This Conservation Management Plan (CMP) updates a previous conservation plan 

for the site by Orwell & Peter Phillips in March 1991, which was updated by Susan 

O’Neill Architecture + Conservation in May 2003. 

 

Penrhyn House is a two-storey face brick building with frontages to Argyle Street, 

Playfair Street and Kendall Lane. In the current spatial organisation, there is an 

arcade through the centre of the building on the ground level, with shops to the 

west and a restaurant to the east. The first floor has an open plan with exposed 

timber trusses on timber posts, supporting a roof and glazed clerestory.  

 

The site of Penrhyn House, part of the original convict-built hospital at Sydney 

Cove, was associated from at least the 1850s with metalworking (blacksmithing 

and coppersmithing), probably serving nearby shipping. The present building was 

constructed for this purpose, and is a modest example of an early 20th century 

industrial building, one of very few such buildings remaining in The Rocks and 

also a rare surviving example of the work of its architect, F E Stowe. The building 

has associations with government welfare operations during the Great Depression, 

and with the firm Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd, which used it and the site to the north 

as garages to help maintain its fleet of transport vehicles to serve its providore 

business which included the supply of the Pacific naval fleet during World War II. 

The demolition by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority of the smaller 

buildings to the north was a catalyst for the Green Bans placed on The Rocks by 

the Builders Labourers Federation, which led to the preservation of Penrhyn House 

and many other buildings within The Rocks. 

 

The conservation policies generally recommend conserving the place in its current 

configuration and use, with some additional interpretation to explain significance.  

One of the conclusions of this CMP is that the building should preferably be 

known in future by a name that better interprets its origin and history, such as 

Turnbull’s Factory or Playfairs Garage. The name Penrhyn House should however 

be explained as part of the interpretation strategy 

 

The assistance in the preparation of this report of Mr Zoran Popovic and the 

Archives staff of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, and Anne Higham of the 

Australian Institute of Architects, is gratefully acknowledged. 
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1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

1.11.11.11.1 Context of the Context of the Context of the Context of the rrrreporteporteporteport    

This report is based on a brief outlined in a letter from the Sydney Harbour 

Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority), and as clarified in subsequent 

discussions with the Foreshore Authority. 

 

The Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for Penrhyn House has been structured 

to fit within the framework of The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (adopted 

February 2002). It conforms to the current guidelines of the New South Wales 

Heritage Council and has been prepared to a standard suitable for adoption by the 

Foreshore Authority.  

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 1111    

Location of Penrhyn House within the context of The Rocks1 

 

                                           
1 Base plan from Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (2000), p.6. 

The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, adopted February, 2002, is in three volumes, Vol. 1, Vol. 2, 

Background Papers, and Vol. 3, Supporting Documentation. The Rocks Heritage Management Plan 

(2000) may be accessed at www.shfa.nsw.gov.au 
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1.21.21.21.2 ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives    

The main objective of this Conservation Management Plan is to provide guidelines 

for the conservation, re-use, interpretation and management of the building and 

site at Penrhyn House to ensure that the heritage values of the place are 

maintained and, where appropriate, enhanced.  

1.31.31.31.3 Site Site Site Site iiiidentificationdentificationdentificationdentification    

Penrhyn House is located between on the corner of Argyle and Playfair Streets (Lot 

1, DP 264080), and adjacent to Scarborough House to the north. 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 2222    

Site plan showing location of Penrhyn House 

Source: (base plan) Central Sydney, Pyrmont and Ultimo Map Edition 1. City of Sydney June 

2001 
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1.41.41.41.4 ListingsListingsListingsListings    

1.4.11.4.11.4.11.4.1 Statutory listingsStatutory listingsStatutory listingsStatutory listings    

The place is listed on the State Heritage Register as Shop and Residence (SHR No. 

01568), gazetted on 10 May 2002.2 The property is also listed in the Sydney 

Harbour Foreshore Authority’s S170 Register.3 

 

    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333    

Penrhyn House from the south-west, 2008 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 

 

 

1.4.21.4.21.4.21.4.2 Non Non Non Non sssstatutory tatutory tatutory tatutory llllistingsistingsistingsistings    

The property does not appear to have been classified by the National Trust of 

Australia (NSW) or individually listed on the Register of the National Estate. It is 

within The Rocks Conservation Area listed in the Register of the National Estate on 

21 October 1980 (item No 2255), and also within The Rocks Urban Conservation 

Area classified by the National Trust of Australia (NSW). 

                                           
2 Information from State Heritage Register web site 

3 Information from Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Heritage Register web site 
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1.51.51.51.5 Building Building Building Building ddddescriptionescriptionescriptionescription    

Penrhyn House has two storey frontages to Argyle Street, Playfair Street and 

Kendall Lane. The northern end of the building is no longer visible externally 

owing to the addition of the building known as Scarborough House in the 1970s. 

The building has face brick walls with painted concrete lintels over original 

window openings, timber framed windows and a corrugated steel roof. Refer to 

Figures 3 and 4. Internally there is an arcade through the centre of the building on 

the ground level, with shops to the west and a restaurant to the east. Along the 

eastern side is a terrace with large glazed openings to the restaurant, and a glass-

enclosed structure at the north-western corner houses a stair to the first floor, 

which is also reached by way of an escalator from the internal arcade. The first 

floor has an open plan with exposed timber trusses on timber posts, supporting a 

roof and glazed clerestory.  

 

 

    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444    

Plans and elevations of Penrhyn House 

Source (base plans): Hassell Pty Ltd tender drawings Nos PSA 7257 A-200A, A-230B, A-

231B and A-234B, dated 15 March 2005, adapted Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 
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1.61.61.61.6 Methodology and Methodology and Methodology and Methodology and sssstructuretructuretructuretructure    

This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared in accordance with 

guidelines outlined in The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places 

of Cultural Significance, 1999, known as The Burra Charter; the Heritage Branch of 

the NSW Department of Planning’s Guidelines on Conservation Management 

Documents, and James Semple Kerr's The Conservation Plan (sixth edition) 2004.  

 

This Conservation Management Plan revises and updates the original plan 

prepared for the Sydney Cove Authority by Orwell & Peter Phillips in 1991, and the 

amended version prepared by Susan O’Neill in May 2003.4 

 

The Burra Charter proposes processes and principles for the conservation of an 

item. The NSW Heritage Manual explains and promotes the standardisation of 

heritage investigation, assessment and management practices in NSW. The key 

methodology of both documents is to identify the nature of any heritage 

significance as a basis for making decisions which will affect the future of the 

place. The Conservation Plan provides guidance on substance, structure and 

methodology for the writing of effective, site-specific conservation plans. 

 

The initial sections of the CMP provide an analysis of the site and buildings, based 

on documentary and physical evidence. This analysis includes a historical 

summary, developing an understanding of the history of the site and place, 

together with a descriptive analysis of building components and elements.  

 

A grading of significant elements and spaces has been provided to identify their 

differing levels of contribution to the significance of Penrhyn House. 

 

The following sections address various management issues, and the role and 

objectives of the relevant heritage authorities. They provide the framework for the 

formulation of the conservation policies and implementation guidelines. 

1.71.71.71.7 Documentary and Documentary and Documentary and Documentary and pppphotographic hotographic hotographic hotographic ssssourcesourcesourcesources    

The majority of the material used in this report has been taken from the archives 

of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority. Other repositories of information 

include the Mitchell Library, State Archives NSW and the City of Sydney Archives. 

Recent photographs unless otherwise credited have been taken by Orwell & Peter 

Phillips.  

                                           
4 Conservation Management Plan, Penrhyn House, The Rocks, prepared by Orwell & Peter Phillips 

Architects, March 1991, updated by Susan O’Neill, Architecture +Conservation, May 2003. 
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1.81.81.81.8 TerminologyTerminologyTerminologyTerminology    

The terminology used in this report, where referring to conservation processes 

and practices, follows the definitions as presented in The Burra Charter. Article 1 

of the Burra Charter gives the following definitions5 - 

 

PlacePlacePlacePlace means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings 

or other works, and may include components, contents, spaces and views. 

 

Cultural significanceCultural significanceCultural significanceCultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value 

for past, present or future generations. 

 

Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, 

associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects. 

 

Places may have a range of values for different individuals or groups.  

 

FabricFabricFabricFabric means all the physical material of the place including components, fixtures, 

contents, and objects. 

 

ConservationConservationConservationConservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its 

cultural significance.  

 

MaintenanceMaintenanceMaintenanceMaintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a 

place, and is to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or 

reconstruction. 

 

PreservationPreservationPreservationPreservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and 

retarding deterioration. 

 

RestorationRestorationRestorationRestoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state 

by removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the 

introduction of new material. 

 

ReconstructionReconstructionReconstructionReconstruction means returning the place to a known earlier state and is 

distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material into the fabric.  

 

AdaptationAdaptationAdaptationAdaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use. 

 

                                           
5 Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 1999, p. 2. 
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UseUseUseUse means the functions of a place, as well as the activities and practices that may 

occur at the place. 

 

Compatible useCompatible useCompatible useCompatible use means a use which respects the cultural significance of a place. 

Such a use involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance. 

 

SettingSettingSettingSetting means the area around a place, which may include the visual catchment. 

 

Related placeRelated placeRelated placeRelated place means a place that contributes to the cultural significance of 

another place. 

1.91.91.91.9 AuthorshipAuthorshipAuthorshipAuthorship    

This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared using a standard template 

provided by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, which includes a history of 

The Rocks area. The principal author of the plan is Peter Phillips of Orwell & Peter 

Phillips, who is also responsible for the investigation of physical evidence. 

Documentary research and preparation of the history of the precinct and site were 

undertaken by Dr Rosemary Annable. Advice and preparation of policies on 

historical archaeology have been provided by Tony Lowe of Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd. 
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2.2.2.2. Documentary Documentary Documentary Documentary eeeevidencevidencevidencevidence    

2.12.12.12.1 Thematic Thematic Thematic Thematic hhhhistoryistoryistoryistory    

In order to better understand how the building at Penrhyn House developed, this 

history has been approached thematically, as such a framework offers multiple 

storylines for the place to assist in understanding all of its cultural values. This 

method of approach can provide contextual patterns and associations, especially 

in relation to human activities in the environment, which would not be 

immediately obvious were a strictly descriptive or chronological approach taken. 

 

The Heritage Branch of the NSW Department of Planning has developed a thematic 

framework for use in heritage assessment and management. The Thematic 

Framework identifies thirty-eight principal themes.6 The organising principle for 

the thematic framework is the dynamism of human activity. 

 

The historical development of an area or item can be understood as occurring in a 

thematic way. A physical illustration of this can be seen when we think about a 

landscape or building or arrangement of artefacts as a series of layers, each one 

representing a progressively earlier or later theme, or historical influence. 

Thinking about a place in terms of themes can help us understand its 

significance.7 

 

The State historical themes of Accommodation and Commerce are used in this 

history to guide research questions, interpret the history, and structure the 

narrative of the development of Penrhyn House within the context of the 

development of The Rocks.  

 

2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1 DDDDevelopment of evelopment of evelopment of evelopment of The RocksThe RocksThe RocksThe Rocks    

Indigenous SydneyIndigenous SydneyIndigenous SydneyIndigenous Sydney    ----    The CadigalThe CadigalThe CadigalThe Cadigal    

The Aboriginal people who lived along the coastal area of Sydney were called 

(erroneously by the Europeans) the Eora, or coastal Darug. The Sydney area, 

including The Rocks, Darling Harbour and Pyrmont/ Ultimo formed the territory of 

a “clan” (subgroup) known as the Cadigal. Their word for The Rocks, or more 

specifically the shore where the hospital stood on George Street between Globe 

                                           
6 Both the Australian Heritage Council (National) and the NSW Heritage Office (State) have identified 

themes for research relating to places of heritage significance. Refer to www.heritage.nsw.gov.au. 

7 NSW Heritage Office, Heritage Information Series, Historical Research for Heritage, Baskerville, 

Bruce, (2000) p. 2. 
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Street and Argyle Street, was “Tallawolodah”. The peninsula of land now called 

Dawes Point was “Tarra”, and Sydney Cove itself was “Warrang” or “Warrane”. 

 

Owing to the rugged outcrops of rock which later gave the “The Rocks” its name, it 

is unlikely there was any permanent occupation of the upper ridges. Flat stones by 

the water at Dawes Point were said to have been used by the Cadigal cooking fish. 

 

The Convict Settlement (1788The Convict Settlement (1788The Convict Settlement (1788The Convict Settlement (1788----1820)1820)1820)1820)    

After the arrival of the Europeans in 1788 the upper ridges of The Rocks were 

quickly occupied by convicts who built rough huts to live in. Along George Street 

the Government built a hospital, dockyard and market place, and at the northern 

end of The Rocks an observatory, and, in 1791, a fort (Dawes Point Battery) were 

constructed. 

 

In 1810 the streets of The Rocks were formalised and generally given the names 

they bear today. 

 

As the colony grew, the rough convict huts were replaced by modest houses, and 

also a few mansions. From the archaeological excavations that have been carried 

out over the past two decades it has become evident that the lives of the convicts 

were very different from what is commonly assumed. These convicts were often 

tradespeople from Britain’s cities and some were political prisoners exiled after 

the Irish rebellion in the 1790s. They appear to have had a far better lifestyle in 

Sydney than they would have expected in Europe. They ate well off china and 

oriental ceramics, and furnished their houses with fine figurines and exotic curios. 

Some made substantial fortunes from investing in ships trading with Asia and the 

Pacific. 

 

As Sydney expanded in the 1790s the initial concentration of the colony’s 

occupants in The Rocks thinned out, with those remaining consolidating larger 

areas around them. In 1809 the Government instituted a system of town leases, 

and new arrivals to the area were forced to register the land they occupied and 

pay a fee to the Colonial Secretary.  

 

The Port Town (1800The Port Town (1800The Port Town (1800The Port Town (1800----1900)1900)1900)1900)    

Following the opening up of Sydney to free settlement after 1822 the government 

surveyors surveyed and issued titles to the land in The Rocks and other parts of 

Sydney. Long-term occupants were granted title of ownership to their land. As 

Sydney underwent a population boom after the assisted immigration and then the 
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gold rushes between 1839 and the 1850s, many old-time occupants subdivided 

their lands, either selling off portions or else retaining them as landlords. 

 

From c. 1810 the waterfront was extensively developed with wharves and 

warehouses, attracting merchants who built their houses, stores and shops along 

George and Argyle Streets. 

 

By the late 19th century The Rocks had become run down and overcrowded, the 

dozens of pubs being seen as meeting places for criminal gangs, and the back 

streets the haunts of prostitutes. In short, it was considered a typical waterfront 

slum. 

 

In 1900 an outbreak of bubonic plague in Sydney was used by the NSW 

Government as an excuse to clean the area up. Of the 103 deaths attributed to the 

plague, only three occurred in The Rocks. The entire area was bought up 

(“resumed”) by the Government’s Sydney Harbour Trust (after 1937 the Maritime 

Services Board) which then demolished hundreds of houses considered to be 

uninhabitable. 

 

Redevelopment (1900Redevelopment (1900Redevelopment (1900Redevelopment (1900----current)current)current)current)    

The newly formed State Government Housing Board designed and built “workers” 

housing in 1911-13 in a move to keep tighter control on the area. Rows of new 

terrace-style houses were occupied by waterside workers and their families. 

Shops, pubs and other commercial buildings were simultaneously constructed 

following the resumption. In 1913 Sydney Council opposed the construction of 

“terrace” housing as being unhealthy, this being the period of suburban expansion 

and the development of the “Garden Suburb” ideal. The First World War halted 

much of the Government’s redevelopment plans for the area and effectively 

stopped further demolition. 

 

In the inter-war period (1918-1939) little construction occurred in The Rocks, 

with the notable exceptions of a few pubs (Fortune of War & Glenmore), and some 

NSW Government offices (Housing Board, Dept of Labour & Industry, State 

Clothing Factory). Some private factories were also built at The Rocks in this 

period (Playfair’s smallgoods, Bushell’s, Cadbury’s). All relied on locally-based 

labour. One of the last buildings to be designed, and commenced, was the new 

offices for the Maritime Services Board (MSB) which, interrupted by the World War 

II, was not completed until 1953 and now serves as the Museum of Contemporary 

Art.  
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The construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge between 1923 and 1932 saw the 

demolition of some 400 houses in Princes Street, Upper Fort Street and the 

western side of Cumberland Street. Princes Street itself disappeared from the map.  

 

With the exception of the MSB, almost no development occurred in The Rocks in 

the period from c. 1932 to 1970. Further demolition of houses for the Cahill 

Expressway occurred in 1956-7, along with the removal of Little Essex Street 

(Brown Bear Lane). The other significant construction at this time was the 

Overseas Passenger Terminal at Circular Quay between 1959 and 1962, serving as 

the post-war immigration gateway to Sydney.  

 

In the 1960s it was planned to demolish all the buildings in The Rocks and build 

high-rise. The local residents, planners, historians and sociologists, with the 

support of the Builders Labourers Federation, opposed the re-development. 

Between 1971 and 1973 the Government gave in to their demands and it was 

decided that The Rocks would be re-developed in a means sympathetic to the 

historic nature of the buildings, whilst at the same time being economically viable. 

Local residents were re-housed in the area, and the former Victorian residential 

terraces of George, Playfair, Gloucester and Harrington Streets were converted to 

commercial uses. The area south of the Cahill Expressway, known as the 

“sacrificial zone”, was redeveloped with high-rise commensurate with the rest of 

the city from 1979 onwards. 

 

2.1.22.1.22.1.22.1.2 Development of the precinctDevelopment of the precinctDevelopment of the precinctDevelopment of the precinct    

The hospital site 1788The hospital site 1788The hospital site 1788The hospital site 1788----1816181618161816    

From the arrival of the First Fleet in 1788 until 1816, much of the west side of 

George Street at Sydney Cove was occupied by the Colony’s first hospital. On first 

landing, the sick were housed in tents but, by March 1788, with some two 

hundred patients suffering from scurvy and dysentery, a permanent building was 

under construction and two months later was being roofed.8 The arrival of the 

Second Fleet in June 1790, with its cargo of the sick and dying, again required the 

use of tents while a ‘portable’ hospital was erected in July providing some 

additional accommodation for the 488 people then needing medical treatment.9    

 

While the pre-fabricated hospital was considerably more difficult to assemble in 

Sydney than it had been in London, its method of construction enabled the 

                                           
8 David Collins: An account of the English Colony in New South Wales, Volume 1 (Originally 

published 1798) edited by Brian H Fletcher, Sydney, 1975, pp 5, 15 & 19. 

9 Collins, Volume 1, pp 99-103, 132 & 139. 
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building to be dismantled and moved further from the line of the road (later 

George Street North) in 1797 when it was rebuilt on stone foundations.10 Its 

distinctive construction in sections and its copper roof made it an easily 

recognisable feature in early paintings and drawings of Sydney Cove.11 By 1807 

the hospital consisted of three buildings, with the Surgeon and Assistant-

Surgeon’s quarters to the north and a large area of gardens on the west, 

extending as far as the present line of Cambridge Street.12 

 

The hospital remained in use until 1816 when it was superseded by an extensive 

range of brick buildings, the new General Hospital on the heights of Macquarie 

Street, and the old site was vacated. The materials of the old hospital and its 

associated offices were put up for auction in April 1816,13 but the site was not 

completely cleared at this time. Francis Greenway, who had been granted the 

occupancy (and, he later claimed, ownership) of the Assistant Surgeon’s quarters 

at the corner of George Street, south of Argyle Street, in 1814 by Governor 

Macquarie, continued to live there, while to the south the central section of the 

main hospital remained and some of what were probably its outbuildings were 

fenced and presumably, occupied.14  

 

The re-use of the hospital site was slow. A major problem may have been the 

steep topography of at least part of the area, while J S Roe’s plan of the Sydney, 

drawn in August 1822, suggests that some part of the old hospital site was being 

quarried.15 The street plan was also something of a problem. The streets had been 

formally named and defined by Governor Macquarie in October 1810 but in reality 

were not quite as regular as the Governor’s proclamation suggested.16  

 

                                           
10 Collins, Volume 2, p 41. 

11 Tim McCormick: First views in Australia 1788-1825. A history of early Sydney, Hordern 

House, 1987. 

12 Plan of the town of Sydney, New South Wales, 31 October 1807 by James Meehan in M 

Kelly and Ruth Croker; Sydney takes shape. A collection of maps from foundation to 

federation, Doak Press, 1978, p 12. 
13 Sydney Gazette 6 April 1816 p 1d. The sale was on 18 April. 
14 As shown in Harper’s plan of Sydney c. 1823 (State Records NSW SZ 469) 

15 Plan of the town and suburbs of Sydney August 1822 in M Kelly and Ruth Croker; 

Sydney takes shape. A collection of maps from foundation to federation, Doak Press, 

1978, p 14.  Part of the hospital site is shown as stone quarries. The plan was 

photolithographed in the late 19th century and there is no known original. It compares 

closely with Roe’s other charts and the attribution is made on this basis. The chart of Port 

Jackson was republished on several occasions throughout the 19th century; several copies 

are held by the Mitchell Library. 

16 Sydney Gazette 27 October 1810, p 2. 
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Captain Piper’s grant, 1823Captain Piper’s grant, 1823Captain Piper’s grant, 1823Captain Piper’s grant, 1823----1828182818281828    

The Surgeon’s quarters, at the corner of George Street and the north side of 

Argyle Street, were still in existence when Roe drew his plan in 1822 17 and 

Harper’s map of Sydney (Figure 5), begun in about 1823, shows a building in 

approximately the same location. Being much more detailed, Harper’s map shows 

two other significant details; the name ‘Capn Piper’s’ next to the building; and a 

distinct northern boundary to the allotment of ground.18 The new, but as yet 

unofficial, owner of the land was Captain John Piper who, by July 1826, was in the 

process of erecting a substantial new house on this part of the old hospital site. 

Set back at some distance from George Street, on rising ground, the new building 

commanded a fine view of Sydney Cove and would, the Sydney Gazette 

prophesied, be ‘one of the most elegant and capacious buildings in our 

metropolis’.19  

 

Piper’s civilian career as Naval Officer in Sydney under Governor Macquarie, 

following his resignation from the New South Wales Corps, brought him 

considerable prosperity and social advancement. This came rapidly to an end, 

however, in April 1827 when a deficiency of £12,000 was discovered following an 

inquiry into his administration and Piper was suspended from his position as 

Naval Officer. While the deficiencies appear to have been the result of 

mismanagement rather than fraud, Piper sold most of his properties, repaid the 

money owing to government and to other creditors and retired to his Bathurst 

property, Alloway Bank.20 

 

                                           
17 Plan of the town and suburbs of Sydney August 1822 in M Kelly and Ruth Croker; 

Sydney takes shape. A collection of maps from foundation to federation, Doak Press, 

1978, p 14. 

18 An overlay of Meehan’s 1807 map with the current street plan locates the Surgeon 

General’s quarters on George Street North, projecting into the present line of the road, to 

the north of the corner of Argyle Street, reproduced in Conservation Management Plan 

Penrhyn House, The Rocks Prepared by Orwell & Peter Phillips March 1991, updated by 

Susan O’Neill, May 2003 pp 23-24 (SHFA Archives) 

19 Some 20-30 mechanics were reported to be working there see Sydney Gazette 5 July 

1826 p 2d. Later reports described this as ‘the intended house of the late Naval Officer’ [ie 

Piper], The Australian 2 October 1829 p 3a. 
20 Australian Dictionary of Biography Volume 2: 1788-1850 I-Z, Melbourne University 

Press, 1967, pp 334-335 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555    

The beginnings of what was to become Piper’s grant at the corner of George Street and 

Argyle Street are shown on Harper’s plan of Sydney begun in about 1823 

Source: State Records NSW SZ 469 

 

 

While Piper did not have legal title to the land on the north side of Argyle Street on 

which his house was being built, a situation that he shared with many New South 

Wales’ residents, his investment in the property suggests that he had considerable 

confidence that this would eventually come about. This was obviously well 

founded, for despite the fact that he had by then been suspended from office, the 

allotment was formally granted to him in June 1828.21 A few weeks later Piper sold 

the property and ‘all that capital unfinished stone building now erecting on the 

said piece or parcel of land’ to Mary Reibey for £2,000. 22 The immediate sale of 

the property once the grant had been issued suggests that this was part of the 

general realisation of Piper’s assets following his suspension. 

 

In November 1828 Mary Reibey sold the allotment to Frederic Wright Unwin for 

£2,500, a handsome profit for less than five month’s ownership unless she had 

been paying for work to continue on the unfinished building in the meantime.23  

                                           
21 Land Grants Vol. 14 [formerly Vol. 10] pp 230-232 (L&PI) 

22 M 105 dated 29-30 June 1828 (L&PI) 

23 M 106 dated 4-5 November 1828 (L&PI) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666    

The hospital, surgeons’ quarters and their associated gardens are identified in James 

Meehan’s 1807 plan (‘Plan of the town of Sydney in New South Wales, 31 October 1807’)  

Source: Max Kelly & Ruth Crocker; Sydney takes shape. A collection of contemporary maps 

from Foundation to Federation, 2nd ed., Doak Press in association with The Macleay 

Museum, The University of Sydney, 1978, p 12 

 

 

FredericFredericFredericFrederic    Wright Unwin’s land 1828Wright Unwin’s land 1828Wright Unwin’s land 1828Wright Unwin’s land 1828----1841184118411841    

Frederic Unwin, a London solicitor who had arrived in the Colony in 1827, 

continued to invest in the Argyle Street property. By 1829 the work was nearing 

completion under the supervision of the architect Henry Cooper and the 

unfinished stone residence had become a commercial building.24 In August the 

building was being roofed with slate ‘the first in the Colony’,25 and in October The 

Australian reported that ‘the bonded store erecting on the site of the intended 

house of the late Naval Officer’ [John Piper] was nearing completion.26 Unwin got 

an immediate return for his investment when the government rented part of the 

                                           
24 Sydney Gazette 23 May 1829 p 3f 

25 The Australian 5 August 1829 
26 The Australian 5 August 1829 & 2 October 1829 p 1b & 3a 
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premises for use as the Custom House and store.27 The surgeon’s quarters and 

outbuildings (a long building on George Street and two smaller buildings behind 

on Argyle Street) had not been removed at this stage and are shown in 1830s 

maps and plans.28  

 

While the rent for the Customs House would have brought in a steady income, 

Unwin’s investment was largely funded by substantial loans from Samuel Terry, to 

whom the property was mortgaged in May 1829, closely followed by another 

mortgage to Wakefield Simpson and James Norton in July of the same year.29 In 

January 1830 Unwin bought more land on the south side of Argyle Street, at the 

corner of Harrington Street.30 

 

According to land title records, Frederic Unwin remained the owner (under 

mortgage) of Piper’s grant until the early 1840s, despite the fact that the property 

was reported to have been sold. The first proposed sale, a subdivision with twelve 

allotments, was advertised in August 1830, but does not appear to have 

eventuated.31 The second, brought about by an action by James Norton against 

Unwin in the Supreme Court, took place in September 1831 when all of the 

property occupied as the Custom House ‘including all the large site of ground in 

George-street, Argyle-street and Gloucester-street’ was advertised by Mr 

Bodenham.32 According to the Sydney Gazette the property sold for £6,200 and 

could have fetched much more, if the condition of the sale had not been ‘cash 

down’.33 (The Gazette may not have been aware that the property was carrying 

mortgages totalling £5,000.) There are however no registered transactions 

showing any change of ownership as the result of this sale. It is possible that 

Samuel Terry (to whom the property was already mortgaged) purchased it for 

Unwin at Bodenham’s sale and simply added the purchase price to the loan he had 

                                           
27 The Australian 2 October 1829 p 1b 
28 The 1831 Map of the Town of Sydney by Hoddle, Larmer & Mitchell reproduced in M 

Kelly and Ruth Croker; Sydney takes shape. A collection of maps from foundation to 

federation, Doak Press, 1978, p 16 shows buildings in these locations. They are also 

shown on the survey of this city section (Section 85) also drawn in the 1830s, CRS 955 

Section 85 (Sydney City Council Archives) 

29 C 41 dated 1 May 1829 to Terry and C 404 dated 6-7 July 1829 with other lands to 

Simpson & Norton (L&PI) 

30 The property was purchased from Thomas Ryan,, see K A Johnson: ‘28-30 Harrington 

St, Sydney’, Newsletter of the Royal Australian Historical Society No. 115, June 1972, p 3. 
31 Sydney Gazette 26 August 1830 p 4d. The allotments were described as part of Piper’s 

grant. There is no evidence in land title records that any sales took place. 

32 Sydney Gazette 1 September 1831 p 1f 

33 Sydney Gazette 10 September 1831 p 2e 
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already given Unwin. Terry was one of Unwin’s clients and an arrangement such as 

this could have been documented between them, without official registration. 

When Samuel Terry died in 1838 Unwin repaid £5,200 to Terry’s executors for the 

reconveyance of the Argyle Street property, considerably more than his 1829 

registered mortgage, suggesting that Terry had advanced him further sums.34 In 

1839 the property was remortgaged and investment continued.35 Unwin 

purchased the allotment immediately to the north of Piper’s grant and by July 

1840 his ‘new stores adjoining the Custom House’ were nearing completion.36  

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 7777    

Various versions of the 1830s city section plan show three buildings at the corner of 

George Street and Argyle Street, presumably the surgeon’s quarters and its outbuildings, 

part of the original hospital. Unwin’s store, used as the Custom House, is at some distance 

from the George Street frontage, reflecting the original intention for this to be a house 

Source: Subdivision plans Z SP 811.1716/43, Mitchell Library 

                                           
34 M 780 dated 23 March 1838 reconveyance by Rosetta Terry and others (L&PI) 

35 O 223 dated 23-24 January 1839 property and buildings occupied as the Custom House 

mortgaged to David Wallace for £3,400 (L&PI) 

36 M 780 dated 23 March 1838 reconveyance by Rosetta Terry and others, O 223 dated 

23-24 January 1839 property and buildings occupied as the Custom House mortgaged to 

David Wallace for £3,400 & U 971 dated 17 July 1840 agreement to lease two 

northernmost of new stores to Henry Fisher (L&PI) 
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2.22.22.22.2 Historic Historic Historic Historic tttthemeshemeshemeshemes    

The following themes have been identified as being applicable to the site and 

history of Penrhyn House: 
 

NSW State themeNSW State themeNSW State themeNSW State theme    Australian themeAustralian themeAustralian themeAustralian theme    ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication    

Convict Peopling Australia Part of site of convict built hospital 

Health Developing local, regional 

and national economies 

Part of site of surgeon’s quarters at 

first hospital 

Industry Developing local, regional 

and national economies 

Site of blacksmith’s premises in 19th 

century. Current building a 20th 

century factory/workshop for 

blacksmith/coppersmith  

Accommodation Building settlements, towns 

and cities 

Site of houses in Argyle Terrace and 

possibly in Playfair Street 

Commerce Developing local regional 

and national economies 

Site of shops in Argyle Terrace 

Welfare Governing Food relief depot for government 

Social Services Department 

Domestic life Developing Australia’s 

cultural life 

Site of mid-19th to early 20th century 

residences 

Defence Governing Part of the premises of Thomas 

Playfair Pty Ltd, a firm that played an 

important role in provisioning of 

troops in WWII 

Transport Developing local regional 

and national economies 

Playfair’s Garage an important 

component of the firm’s meat 

distribution network 

Labour Working Building the subject of a BLF ‘green 

ban’ 

Persons Marking the phases of life Premises of John Turnbull and family 

 

2.32.32.32.3 Initial Initial Initial Initial ddddevelopment of the evelopment of the evelopment of the evelopment of the ssssiteiteiteite    

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 Subdivision and saleSubdivision and saleSubdivision and saleSubdivision and sale    1841184118411841----1850s1850s1850s1850s    

By 1841 Frederic Unwin was in financial difficulties, a fate he shared with many 

other colonists, and in December his property at the corner of Argyle Street and 
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George Street was subdivided and put up for sale.37 The subdivision included 

Piper’s grant (with the exception of the Custom House which was still being used 

by the government) and part of the adjacent grant that Unwin had purchased in 

1839. By now the old surgeon’s quarters at the corner of George Street and Argyle 

Street must have been removed.38 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 8888    

The 1841 subdivision of Unwin’s land with annotations of later sales 

Source: Subdivision plans Z SP 811.17/8, Mitchell Library 

                                           
37 The Australian 7 December 1841, p 3g. Subdivision plans Z SP 811.1716/27 & Z SP 

811.1716/8 (Mitchell Library) 

38 The plan of the subdivision makes no reference to existing buildings, other than the 

Custom House, and none is mentioned in the sales advertisements 
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The subdivision created ten allotments with a frontage on George Street, four on 

Argyle Street and six lots along ‘New George Street’, which bounded the Custom 

House on the north and east side. The creation of this street – and its name – 

originated in a scheme put forward in the 1830s to extend George Street north to 

Dawes Point, following a new and straighter line and diverging from the existing 

street at Essex Street. The proposal, one of several under discussion for providing 

additional wharfage and a site for a new government house, never eventuated, but 

in 1836 Unwin had been compensated by government for the loss of a strip of 

land along the east side of the Custom House to form the new street.39 When the 

subdivision was planned, New George Street provided a street frontage for some 

lots while the reserved lane to the east gave access to the back of premises in 

both George Street and New George Street.  

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 9999    

Unwin’s property in 1836 showing the new line of street (New George Street) formed 

between the Custom House and the George Street frontage of his property for which he 

was compensated by government. 

Source: Surveyor General’s Sketch Books Vol. 3 Fol. 40, Reel 2778, State Records NSW 

 

                                           
39 Surveyor General’s Sketch Books Vol. 3 Fol. 40, Reel 2778 Frame 539 (State Records 

NSW) 
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Only five lots were sold in December 1841 (Lots 1, 2, 8, 9 and 11) and in January 

1842 the remainder of the property was once more up for auction, again with little 

success.40 In the end Unwin retained ownership of much of the land, which he 

remortgaged from 1843 to a variety of lenders.41 Of the lots that were sold, 

several were paid for only in part, with the remainder of the purchase price held 

on mortgage to Unwin, doing little to ease his finances. Despite the lack of 

success of the subdivision sale and the difficult economic times, Unwin continued 

to invest in his George Street property. In 1844 he was building on Lots 3 to 6, on 

the George Street frontage and at some stage employed the architect James Hume 

on ‘several houses opposite the Old Dock Yard’ and proposals for buildings ‘near 

the Old Custom House’.42 Despite this activity, there appears to have been little 

capital return on the property and much of the subdivision remained mortgaged. 

 

In December 1847 Frederic Unwin became insolvent. His debts totalled a massive 

£45,092. 13s 4d but his assets were valued at exactly the same amount; what was 

missing was the capacity to service such a large burden of debt.43 In this situation 

Unwin’s mortgaged properties effectively belonged to his mortgagors but as at 

least some of them continued to bring in rental, they were not finally disposed of 

by the Official Assignee until financial conditions improved in the 1850s. 

 

2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 The sale of the Argyle Street lots 1840sThe sale of the Argyle Street lots 1840sThe sale of the Argyle Street lots 1840sThe sale of the Argyle Street lots 1840s----1850s1850s1850s1850s    

The site of Penrhyn House, which comprises Lots 11-14 and part of Lot 15 of 

Unwin’s 1841 subdivision, was acquired by three different owners during the 

1840s and 1850s. 

 

                                           
40 Sydney Morning Herald 28 January 1842 p 4a 
41 For details see Appendix 10.4 with details of transactions on the property 

42 The buildings being erected on Lots 3-6 were noted in the mortgage dated 28 February 

1844 Bk 6 No. 260 (L&PI). James Hume was one of Unwin’s creditors when he became 

insolvent see Insolvency file No. 1712 F W Unwin, 2/8814 (SRNSW) 

43 Insolvency file No. 1712 F W Unwin, 2/8814 (SRNSW) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 10101010    

Lots 11-15 of Unwin’s 1841 subdivision, later the site of Penrhyn House.  

Source: Subdivision plan Z SP 811.17/8, Mitchell Library 

 

 

Lot 11Lot 11Lot 11Lot 11    

As the sale advertisement in 1841 had suggested, the ‘ne plus ultra’ of Unwin’s 

subdivision was Lot 1 at the corner of Argyle Street and George Street and this, 

together with the adjacent Lot 2 and Lot 11 (immediately to the west on the 

opposite site of the reserved lane), were all acquired in 1842 by James Chapman, 

a carcass butcher.44 Here, on the valuable corner site, James Chapman built an 

impressive three-storey house for himself with a stable and shed in the back yard 

and immediately adjacent on the north, a butcher’s shop.45 The building was 

completed by 1845 when Chapman paid off his original mortgages and then 

                                           
44 Lots 1 and 11 were purchased by James Chapman in February 1842 Z 339 and 

mortgaged to Unwin Z 340 (L&PI). Lot 2 was initially sold to Michael Gannon and also 

mortgaged to Unwin but Gannon later transferred the equity of redemption on the 

mortgage to Chapman, recited in Bk 10 No. 154 and Bk 69 No. 490 (L&PI). 

45 Rate Assessment Book 1845 Gipps Ward No. 686 describes this as a brick house and 

shop, of three floors with ten rooms ‘with every convenience’.  
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immediately entered into another mortgage with John Tindale for £2,500.46 Within 

two months he had defaulted and was insolvent.47 

 

An undated plan shows the buildings that comprised Chapman’s property: the 

house on the corner of Argyle Street and George Street occupying Lot 1 and part 

of Lot 2; the butcher’s shop on the remainder of Lot 2, with a residence behind 

accessed from the back lane; and at the rear of the premises, on Lot 11, a building 

along the northern boundary.48  

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 11111111    

Chapman’s premises at the corner of George Street and Argyle Street in the 1850s, the 

prime lots of Unwin’s 1841 subdivision. A building is shown on Lot 11, later part of the 

site of Argyle Terrace. 

Source: Subdivision plan Z SP 811.1716/51, Mitchell Library 

 

 

The 1856 survey gives a little more detail and shows Lot 11 fenced. It seems likely 

that the building on Lot 11 could have been used as stabling or in association with 

Chapman’s butcher’s shop.49 While Chapman no longer owned the property (Lots 

1, 2 and 11) after he became insolvent, he remained the occupant and when John 

                                           
46 Reconveyance to Chapman by Morehead & Young Bk 10 No. 154 and by William Perry Bk 

10 No. 155 and new mortgage to John Tindale Bk 10 No. 157 (L&PI) 

47 Insolvency file No. 1515 James Chapman 2/8800 (SRNSW) 

48 Subdivision plan Z SP 811.1716/51 (Mitchell Library) 

49 1856 Trigonometric Survey of Sydney CRS 502/33 (Sydney City Council Archives) 
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Tindale converted the house into a hotel James Chapman became its landlord.50 In 

September 1851 the “Marine Hotel” and the adjoining butcher’s shop were leased 

by John Tindale to James Chapman for seven years.51 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 12121212    

The Marine Hotel at No. 93 George Street and associated buildings in 1856. The lots on 

Argyle Street between the hotel and the Argyle Stores are vacant. 

Source: CRS 502/33, Sydney City Council Archives 

 

 

Following James Chapman’s death, a judgment in the Equity jurisdiction of the 

Supreme Court ordered that Chapman’s property be sold.52 The sale 

advertisement in February 1859 provided a fulsome description of the Marine 

Hotel ‘so long and faithfully conducted by the late Mr. James Chapman’. It also 

provided details of the butcher’s shop and residence adjoining.53 No mention was 

made of any building on Lot 3 of the sale (Lot 11 of Unwin’s subdivision) and its 

description as a ‘fine building site for a shop’ suggests that it was then vacant 

                                           
50 The 1851 Rate Assessment lists the premises as a house and butchers shop, Gipps Ward 

1851 George Street No. 60 (Sydney City Council Archives).  

51 Bk 21 No. 578 lease dated 13 September 1851 for Lots 1, 2 & 11 as well as an allotment 

with a dwelling house in Fort Street (L&PI) 

52 Report of Master in Equity 29 September 1858 cited in Bk 69 No. 470 (L&PI) 

53 Sale notice by Bowden and Threlkeld, Sydney Morning Herald 15 February 1859 p 6f 
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land, or perhaps occupied only by an insignificant structure.54 Lot 11 was 

purchased in April 1859 by Henry Bell, a butcher.55 

 

Lots 12, 13 and 14Lots 12, 13 and 14Lots 12, 13 and 14Lots 12, 13 and 14    

Lots 12, 13 and 14 of the 1841 subdivision, with frontages to Argyle Street, 

together with Lots 3 to 6 on George Street (on which buildings were being erected) 

and parts of Lots 15 and 16 were mortgaged by Unwin in 1844 as security for 

promissory notes and the mortgage was eventually transferred to the Bank of 

Australasia. In 1853 the Bank sold Lots 12, 13 and 14 to William Perry of 

Paddington.56 The lots had no buildings on them at this date.57 Perry quickly on 

sold them to John Henry Challis and Charles Smith who in their turn sold them in 

October 1859 to Henry Bell, 58 who had earlier purchased Lot 11. His combined 

purchase gave him a row of four allotments with frontages to Argyle Street 

bounded on the west by Little Gloucester Street (formerly New George Street) and 

on the east by a reserved lane (later known as Mill Lane or Kendall’s Lane). 

 

Lot 15Lot 15Lot 15Lot 15    

In 1844, while still building on George Street, Unwin mortgaged what remained of 

his George Street/Argyle Street subdivision 59 which, following his insolvency, 

effectively became the property of his mortgagors. In 1852 the Official Assignee 

gave ownership of Lots 15 to 20 to James Norton, one of Unwin’s major 

creditors.60 The site cannot be identified in the 1851 rate assessment book (rates 

were only levied on buildings in the 19th century) so the land was probably 

unoccupied, but by 1856 there was a building on Lot 15 set back from the street 

and next door to the north on Lot 16 what may have been a house on New George 

Street with three other buildings in the yard behind.61  

 

The documentary evidence shows that from the 1850s this area at the back of 

George Street developed into a small industrial enclave. William Nelson was the 

occupant of James Norton’s land in 1861, living in a single-room brick house, but 

when the 1871 assessment was undertaken this was described as a four-room 

                                           
54 Sale notice by Bowden and Threlkeld, Sydney Morning Herald 15 February 1859 p 6f 
55 Bk 69 No. 470 dated 27 April 1859 conveyance to Henry Bell of Lot 11 (L&PI) 

56 Bk 25 No. 944 dated 18 February 1853 (L&PI) 

57 Bk 25 No. 944 dated 18 February 1853 (L&PI) 

58 Bk 32 No. 148 dated 25 February 1854 conveyance to Challis and Smith and Bk 65 No. 

223 dated 3 October 1859 conveyance to H Bell (L&PI) 

59 Bk 6 No. 260 dated 28 February 1844 (L&I) 

60 PA 7758 (L&PI) 

61 Rate Assessment for Gipps Ward 1851 and 1856 Survey CRS 502/33 (Sydney City 

Council Archives) 
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timber building, consisting of a blacksmith’s shop with ‘a 3 room house lately 

added’. William Nelson was now listed as both the occupant and owner of the 

premises that had been erected on a building lease for which Allan Street & 

Norton were the agents.62 Norton was, it seems, making use of his land but not 

selling it. By 1880 the blacksmith’s premises occupied the whole of Lot 15 and 

were quite extensive. 

 

William Nelson, who was variously described as a shipsmith, ship/general smith 

and blacksmith, continued to occupy the site until about 1885 when he was 

replaced by John Turnbull, who seems to have practised the same range of skills 

as Nelson, being described in street directories at various times as a blacksmith, 

shipsmith, coppersmith and plumber.63 According to James Norton writing in 

1889, a part of his land was occupied by Turnbull and the rest was unoccupied.64 

 

The Turnbull family’s association with the site was to be a long one, with both 

professional progression and family succession on the way. From 1894 John 

Turnbull was described in Sands Directory as a coppersmith and from 1909 as a 

coppersmith / engineer. He was also a Justice of the Peace, which suggests that he 

was a man of respectability. 

 

 

                                           
62 Rate Assessment Books Gipps Ward 1861 and 1871 (City of Sydney Archives) 

63 The listings varied even within one issue of Sands Directory with different trade 

descriptions in the alphabetical and street listings sections. 

64 PA7758 (L&PI) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 13131313    

In 1865 there were a number of buildings between George Street and the Argyle Stores 

that were used as blacksmiths’ workshops and residences. A drain had been constructed 

along the north side of Lots 11-14, presumably in anticipation of building on the site. 

Source: 1865 Trigonometric Survey Sheet B2/1, State Records NSW 
 

 

2.3.32.3.32.3.32.3.3 Developments on Argyle Street in the 1870s: the construction of ArgyleDevelopments on Argyle Street in the 1870s: the construction of ArgyleDevelopments on Argyle Street in the 1870s: the construction of ArgyleDevelopments on Argyle Street in the 1870s: the construction of Argyle    

TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace    

When Henry Bell purchased the four Argyle Street allotments in 1859, there were 

no buildings on them and the land remained vacant until c.1872-1873 when Bell 

built ‘Argyle Terrace’.65 This consisted of four, two-storey brick buildings, each of 

four rooms with a combined shop and residence at the ends of the row and two 

houses in the centre. In typical 19th century fashion, the shops occupied the street 

corners although only the one at the corner of Little Gloucester Street had the 

typical corner entrance, while the other at the corner of Mill Lane was entered 

from Argyle Street, but had the advantage of a side entrance from the laneway. 

The terrace was apparently unfinished, or at least largely unoccupied, in 1873 but 

was fully occupied by 1875.66  

 

                                           
65 There are no buildings on the site in the Rate Assessment Books for Gipps Ward for 

1861 and 1871 (Sydney City Council Archives). In Sands Directory for 1873 there are two 

vacant ships in this location, with William Jones fruiterer between. 

66 Sands Directory 1873 and 1875. There was no Directory for 1874. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 14141414    

Argyle Terrace on Argyle Street, probably soon after its construction in c.1872-1873. The 

earlier building at the north end of Lot 11 remains.  

Source: Updated version of the 1865 Trigonometric Survey, Sheet B2, State Records NSW 

 

 

The footprint of the terrace is first shown in an updated version of the 1865 

Trigonometric Survey. On this plan there is a building along the north side of Lot 

11 (presumably that shown in the undated subdivision plan as part of Chapman’s 

George Street establishment) but in later surveys this had been replaced by the 

passageway leading to the back of the terrace.67 A photograph taken in about the 

middle of 1879 looking towards the Garden Palace Exhibition building shows the 

back of three of the houses in Argyle Terrace and the adjacent blacksmith’s 

works.68 

 

                                           
67 Trigonometric Survey 1865 Sheet B2 (State Records NSW), H Percy Dove, Plans of 

Sydney, 1880, FM4/10685 and Metropolitan Detail Survey Sydney Section 85, 1889, Z M 

Ser 4 811.17/1 (Mitchell Library) 

68 Reproduced in J Coleman (compiler): In & around The Rocks, View Productions, [nd] 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 15151515    

Argyle Terrace in 1880 and behind it at No. 30 Little Gloucester Street, the blacksmith’s 

premises later occupied by John Turnbull.  

Source: H Percy Dove, Plans of Sydney, 1880, FM4/10685, Mitchell Library 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 16161616    

A view looking towards the Garden Palace Exhibition building in 1879. The back of Argyle 

Terrace is visible in the foreground  

Source: Reproduced in J Coleman (ed.): In & around The Rocks, View Productions, [nd] 
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2.3.42.3.42.3.42.3.4 Changes in the 1890s: shops and dual occupancyChanges in the 1890s: shops and dual occupancyChanges in the 1890s: shops and dual occupancyChanges in the 1890s: shops and dual occupancy    

Rate assessment records show that by 1891 all of the premises in Argyle Terrace 

were combined shops and residences while the street directories suggest that 

from about 1894 (perhaps as the result of the financial depression) dual 

occupancy became a feature of the terrace, with either two residents in one 

building, or a shop and residence with different occupants. The street numbering 

was adjusted to take account of this dual occupancy. Photographs taken in 1922 

show that shop windows had been inserted in the two middle buildings that had 

originally been houses.69 

2.3.52.3.52.3.52.3.5 Changes of ownership 1880Changes of ownership 1880Changes of ownership 1880Changes of ownership 1880----1901190119011901    

In 1880 Henry Bell sold Argyle Terrace for £3,500 to Alfred Goodwin of Oakwood 

Station near Charleville, Queensland.70 Goodwin brought the property under 

Torrens Title and remained the owner until it was resumed by government, at 

which time it was under mortgage to the Bank of New South Wales for £2,000.71 

 

Following James Norton’s death, the lot occupied by John Turnbull and his 

blacksmith’s premises continued in the ownership of the Norton family, together 

with Lots 16-20 until they were sold in 1898 to William Eyre Matcham in 

England.72 The property had been brought under Torrens Title in 1889 73 and was 

resumed in 1901 from Matcham. By 1889 the land between Turnbull’s premises 

and the laneway to the north had been cleared, removing the other blacksmith’s 

sheds and yards shown in 1880 and this land was still vacant in 1900.74 

 

                                           
69 CRS 51/984 & 985, Demolition Books 1900-1949, 18-24 Argyle Street, photographs 

dated 20 June 1922 (City of Sydney Archives) 

70 Bk 205 No. 492 conveyance dated 18 June 1880. The property was mortgaged to Bell for 

£1,500 see Bk 205 No. 493 dated 21 June 1880 (L&PI) 

71 PA7359 and Vol. 920 Fol. 214 dated 15 April 1889 (L&PI) & Darling Harbour 

Resumptions Plan N (Sydney City Council Archives) 

72 Vol. 1250 Fol. 187 (L&PI) 

73 PA7758 (L&PI) 

74 Metropolitan Detail Survey Sydney Section 85, 1889 & 189x, Z M Ser 4 811.17/1 and 

City of Sydney 1889, City & Suburban Plan Publishing Co., Z M3 811.171/1889/1 (Mitchell 

Library) 
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FiguFiguFiguFigure re re re 17171717    

Property ownership at the time of the government resumption in 1900. 

Source: Darling Harbour Resumptions Plan N, copy held at Sydney City Council Archives 

 

 

 

2.3.62.3.62.3.62.3.6 Business as usual 1900Business as usual 1900Business as usual 1900Business as usual 1900----1922192219221922    

The resumption of Argyle Terrace and of the blacksmith’s premises behind it did 

not alter the usage of these premises or disturb their occupants. John Turnbull 

continued to run his business as a coppersmith / engineer on the site in what was 

now called Playfair Street (formerly Little Gloucester Street) and the same tenants 

continued to rent their shops and homes in Argyle Street, plying their various 

trades as grocer, plumber, bootmaker, hairdresser, clothier, hairdresser and fish 

shop owner to the local community. This continued until 1922 when Argyle 

Terrace and the adjacent blacksmith’s premises were demolished to allow the re-

alignment and widening of Playfair Street and of the lane to the east. The work of 

demolition was in progress in June 1922 when record photographs were taken of 

the terrace.75 

 

                                           
75 CRS 51/984 & 51/985 Nos. 18-24 Argyle Street, corner of Playfair Street, Demolition 

Books 1900-1949 (Sydney City Council Archives) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 18181818    

Argyle Terrace in 1922, in the course of demolition. The two middle houses had been 

converted into shops in the 1890s.  

Source: CRS 51/984 & 985, Demolition Books 1900-1949, 18-24 Argyle Street, 

photographs dated 20 June 1922, Sydney City Council Archives 
 

2.42.42.42.4 History of occupation of the siteHistory of occupation of the siteHistory of occupation of the siteHistory of occupation of the site    

2.4.12.4.12.4.12.4.1 Turnbull’s new workshops 1924Turnbull’s new workshops 1924Turnbull’s new workshops 1924Turnbull’s new workshops 1924----1933193319331933    

As the result of the demolition work and street widening, a new lot was created at 

the corner of Argyle Street and Playfair Street, now (somewhat confusingly) 

renamed Harrington Street. The site combined the land occupied by Argyle 

Terrace and Turnbull’s adjacent works (Lots 11-15 of Unwin’s 1841 subdivision) 

but as a result of street widening was slightly smaller with a narrower frontage to 

Argyle Street than the original Lots 11-14 and Argyle Terrace.76  

                                           
76 ‘Plan of Section No. 18 of Observatory Hill, City of Sydney’ Crown Plan 2469-3000 (L&PI) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 19191919    

The realignment of Playfair Street and Mill Lane showing the relationship of the new 

streets to existing buildings. The street widening eventuated in 1922-1923. 

Source: Crown Plan 2469-3000, Land & Property Information, Department of Lands 

 

 

In September 1921 this new site (which had not yet been cleared of its existing 

buildings) was leased by the government to Leslie Alfred Turnbull of Sydney, an 

engineer, for a period of 50 years, commencing on 1 July 1921. For the first 25 

years the rent was to be £540 a year. A condition of the lease was that Turnbull 

would erect a building to the value of at least £4,000, to an approved plan, within 

three years.77 In the interim, until Argyle Terrace was demolished, the existing 

tenants’ rents were protected, varying between £1 and £2 per week.78  

 

Leslie Turnbull was the son of John Turnbull and this arrangement continued the 

family’s association with the site that had existed since the mid-1880s. John 

Turnbull had died in 1917 and it seems that it must have been Leslie who 

continued the business on the site following his father’s death. 

                                           
77 Memorandum of Lease A772909 and FP 170488 (L&PI) 

78 Memorandum of Lease A772909 (L&PI) 
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Leslie Turnbull’s architect for his new building was Francis Ernest Stowe who 

practised both as an architect and civil engineer in Sydney. The two men had both 

grown up in Balmain, living just a couple of streets from each other, and it is 

possible that Leslie Turnbull’s choice of architect came about as the result of this 

connection. Stowe’s plans for a ‘factory’ in Argyle and Playfair streets for ‘John 

Turnbull Esq. Sydney’ were approved by the City Council in August 1923 and the 

building was presumably constructed shortly afterwards to meet the conditions of 

the lease.79  

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 20202020    

Building application drawing for Turnbull’s new premises: elevations and sections. 

Source: Building Application plan 0658/23, City of Sydney Archives 
 

 

The building, of brick with a galvanised iron roof, occupied the whole width of the 

Argyle Street frontage of the new site. The ground floor consisted of a large open 

workshop with vehicle access on the Kendall Lane side, lavatories in the north-

east corner and offices and lavatories at the Argyle Street end of the building. On 

the first floor, which was reached by two sets of stairs, the accommodation 

consisted of a large gallery around a central light well, the whole of the building 

being amply provided with windows along all sides and top lit by a clerestory. At 

                                           
79 Building Application plans 0658/23 (Sydney City Council Archives) 
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the north-west corner on the Harrington Street frontage, where the street level 

was higher than the east side of the building, an entrance provided ramped access 

to both the lower and upper floors. 
 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 21212121    

Building application drawing for Turnbull’s new premises: plans. 

Source: Building Application plan 0658/23, City of Sydney Archives 
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John Turnbull’s name, which appeared on Stowe’s plans, continued to appear in 

street directories until they ceased to be published in the early 1930s, suggesting 

that this continued to be the firm’s trading name.80 According to the description 

on the Fire Underwriters plans, Turnbull’s building was a blacksmiths, 

coppersmiths and iron works, very much the mix of trades that the firm had 

practised since the mid-1880s.81  

 

Leslie Turnbull died, unmarried on 19 April 1933 leaving his widowed mother 

Hannah Turnbull as his executrix and sole beneficiary. His brothers had 

predeceased him and the lease of the Playfair Street building was surrendered.82 

 

2.4.22.4.22.4.22.4.2 A government food relief A government food relief A government food relief A government food relief depot 1936depot 1936depot 1936depot 1936----1937193719371937    

It was not an easy time to find another lessee for the building. Like many of his 

neighbours, Leslie Turnbull had been finding it difficult to keep up with his rent 

payments, rates and taxes during the Depression. Various offers to lease the 

premises were received during 1934. In March 1935 the building was mooted as a 

government records repository but by June the Public Works Department reported 

that funds were available to undertake the necessary repairs for use as a food 

relief depot and these had been effected by February 1936. The Social Services 

Department, which had only recently been set up in August 1935, utilised the 

building as a food relief depot until late in 1937.83 

 

In September 1937, in anticipation of being vacated by Social Services, a new lease 

was negotiated with Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd of Harrington Street, a firm that had a 

long association with the area first as a retail butchers and by the early 20th 

century as ships providores.  

 

Playfair’s had occupied the vacant land to the north of Turnbull’s workshop from 

about 1915 and in 1921 this was formally leased to E J Playfair for use as stables, 

                                           
80 Leslie’s parents were John O Turnbull and his wife Hannah and a John O Turnbull died in 

1917, On line historical indexes, NSW Registry of Births Marriages and Deaths 

81 Ignis et Aqua Series, Fire Underwriters Plans of Sydney FM4/10537 No. 41 (Mitchell 

Library) 

82 Probate Ser. 4 No. 188568 L A Turnbull  (SRNSW). The transfer of the lease to Hannah 

Turnbull widow of Drummoyne as part of Leslie Turnbull’s estate is recorded on the 

Memorandum of Lease A772909 (L&PI)  

83 Social Services advised on 26 November 1937 that the premises had been vacated, see 

Tenancy cards 22-26 Harrington Street (SHFA Archives) Transcript in the Conservation 

Management Plan Penrhyn House, The Rocks Prepared by Orwell & Peter Phillips March 

1991, updated by Susan O’Neill, May 2003 pp 23-24 (SHFA Archives) 
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at the same time as Leslie Turnbull obtained the lease of his new site.84 Like 

Turnbull’s site this too had been reduced in area by street widening. With a large 

meat preparation and delivery business, Playfair’s must have maintained a large 

number of horses and delivery carts, later modernised into a sizeable fleet of 

motor delivery vans.85  

 

Turnbull’s workshop made a substantial and comparatively modern addition to 

the firm’s properties, just across the road from their new premises, with the 

added advantage that the simple form of the original building allowed it to be 

easily converted for other uses. The building was leased for 10 years from 1 

February 1938 for £416 a year and was now to be used ‘solely for a motor garage 

and for a meal room and dressing room for the Lessee’s employees’. The lease 

was finally signed in July 1939 86  

 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 22222222    

Edmund Playfair’s new building at the corner of Harrington Street and Argyle Street, 

opposite Turnbull’s workshops, first occupied on 6 April 1918 when horse drawn 

transport was still the norm. 

Source: The Playfair Story, 1960 

 

 

                                           
84 FP170488 to accompany lease A772909 (L&PI) 

85 The stables became a garage in 1928, Sands Directories 1914-1932 
86 Memorandum of Lease C815983, Clause 14 for use of premises (L&PI) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 23232323    

Playfair’s premises in 1960 with their delivery van fleet. The site is now occupied by the 

Clocktower building. 

Source: The Playfair Story, 1960 

 

 

2.4.32.4.32.4.32.4.3 Playfair’s garage 1937Playfair’s garage 1937Playfair’s garage 1937Playfair’s garage 1937----1972197219721972    

The change of use required alterations to the building, the plans for which were 

drawn in October 1937. At the south end of the building, on the ground floor, the 

original office area was completely reconfigured to provide connecting corner 

access from Harrington Street and Argyle Street with a small office and store, and 

the stairs were moved to the south-east corner. At the north end the stairs 

adjacent to the original lavatories were removed. On the first floor the light well 

was floored over and a new store room, mess room, dressing room and shower 

room were partitioned off along the east side of the building, accessed from the 

new stairs at the south-east corner.87 The entrance on Kendall Lane was retained 

but there were now three other entrances (one on Argyle Street and two off 

Harrington Street) for vehicle access to the garage.88 The estimated cost of the 

building works was £958. Petrol pumps and tanks were also installed.89 In the 

1940s the garage was listed as the ‘Argyle Garage’ motor service station in Wise’s 

Directory.90 It eventually became known as Playfair’s garage. It seems likely that 

the main purpose of the garage was to service and maintain Playfair’s own fleet of 

vehicles that were a vital part of its providoring business. 

 

                                           
87 Maritime Services Board plan T 5/1 dated 19 October 1937 (SHFA Archives 

ROX/809/HP/0001/OD) 

88 New concrete crossings were installed on the footpaths to accommodate vehicle entry, 

see Tenancy cards 22-26 Harrington Street, October 1937 (SHFA Archives) 

89 Tenancy cards 22-26 Harrington Street, November 1937 (SHFA Archives) 

90 Wise’s NSW Post Office & Commercial Directory for 1942 and 1947 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 24242424    

Maritime Services Board plan T 5/1, alterations to building for Thomas Playfair P/L, 1937. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority archives 
 

 

In the garage, work in 1941 included concreting the ground floor and the rooms 

on the upper floor while in 1944 extra lavatory accommodation, a mess room and 

locker rooms were provided for staff.91 It seems likely that this was necessary to 

accommodate the huge wartime trade. 

 

The original lease with Playfair’s expired in 1948 92 but the tenancy continued. 

The roof was renewed in 1957.93 In 1962 the Maritime Services Board reduced the 

letting agreement to a monthly tenancy. The possibility of continuing occupancy 

was uncertain as the government’s plans for The Rocks redevelopment were 

unveiled. Influenced by the ‘Manhattan syndrome’ new development was to be 

high-rise, with the area south of Argyle Street as the office, hotel and retail 

precinct.94 Together with the rest of The Rocks area the premises became the 

responsibility of the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority in 1970. They were 

vacated in January 1972.95 Playfair Street was closed to traffic in 1973.96 

                                           
91 Tenancy cards 22-26 Harrington Street, November 1937 (SHFA Archives) 

92 Memorandum of Lease C815983 (L&PI) 

93 Tenancy cards 22-26 Harrington Street, February- October 1957 (SHFA Archives) 

94 Kate Blackmore: ‘A Good Idea at the Time; The redevelopment of the Rocks’, in G P 

Webber (editor): The design of Sydney. Three decades of change in the city centre, 1988, 

pp 121-138. 

95 Tenancy cards 22-26 Harrington Street, November 1937 (SHFA Archives) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 25252525    

Playfair’s Garage in 1970. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Image No 40009/742/207 

 

 

2.4.42.4.42.4.42.4.4 Part of Part of Part of Part of The RocksThe RocksThe RocksThe Rocks    redevelopment 197redevelopment 197redevelopment 197redevelopment 1971111----1991199119911991    

While a few reminders of the past were to be retained in the proposed new 

scheme, the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority was required to be self-

sufficient. With much of the existing building stock in need of substantial repair 

and with tenants paying low rents this posed a substantial challenge for the new 

Authority. There was little about Playfair’s Garage to suggest that the building 

would be other than ripe for redevelopment and in June 1973 Owen Magee, the 

Director of the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority, announced that there 

would be a new 400-seat live theatre on the corner of Playfair Street and Argyle 

Street. Cladan Investments, owned by Mrs Claire Dan Ross, had signed an 

agreement for the theatre that would also include a restaurant for patrons.97 The 

site was that then occupied by Playfair’s Garage which was to be demolished. By 

late September plans had been prepared for the building which was designed ‘not 

to intrude on the historic architectural aspect of the area’ and work was expected 

to begin within three months.98  

 

                                                                                                                                 
96 NSW Government Gazette 22 June 1973 folio 2630 
97 ‘New theatre for The Rocks’, Sydney Morning Herald 5 June 1973, p 1g 
98 ‘Rocks area to get 400-seat theatre’, Sydney Morning Herald 29 September 1973 p 17f 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 26262626    

Measured drawing of Playfair’s Garage in 1971. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Plan No ROX-809-AR-0089-OD 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 27272727    

Playfair’s Garage: buildings to the north of the present Penrhyn House in 1970. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Image No 46792/PRM/332 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 28282828    

Playfair’s Garage: by 1973, the buildings to the north of Penrhyn House have been 

demolished. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Image No 46752/PRM/320 
 

 

The project never proceeded. There was now substantial public opposition to 

inner city redevelopment, the demolition of historic buildings and the loss of 

existing housing, often in low-income areas. With the help of the Builders 

Labourers’ Federation, work was halted on many projects including the proposed 

theatre redevelopment on the site at the corner of Argyle Street and Playfair Street 

which was the subject of one of its ‘green bans’. In August 1974, as the BLF was 

recommending an end to some of the bans, Owen Magee called upon the Union to 

lift its ban on the theatre site, a ‘derelict garage’ that was ‘aesthetically and 

practically ... of no value whatsoever’.99 

 

In 1974, faced with the inevitability of including public participation in planning 

and in changed economic circumstances, the Sydney Cove Redevelopment 

Authority commissioned a review of its original scheme. The climate of opinion 

had changed and heritage was now an important element of the revivification of 

The Rocks. The area south of the Cahill Expressway was ‘sacrificed’ to high-rise 

while more modest proposals were developed for the retention of existing 

buildings to the north. Greater emphasis was now to be placed upon cultural, 

social and historical values and upon preservation and rehabilitation.100 In the 

midst of this change of heart Playfair’s Garage was saved. 

                                           
99 ‘Plea to lift green ban on theatre’, Sydney Morning Herald 12 August 1974 p 8d 
100 Kate Blackmore, op. cit. 
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In 1978 work began to convert the 1924 Turnbull workshop for use as a corner 

shop and offices and to redevelop the site to the north of it that housed other less 

substantial buildings that had also been part of Playfair’s garage (Lots 16-20 of 

the 1841 subdivision). A full photographic record of the building was made before 

this work began. The buildings to the north were demolished and a new five-

storey building (Scarborough House) was erected, with shops, offices and 

residential apartments.  

 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 29292929    

Interior of Playfair’s Garage in 1978: stair in ?north-west corner, first floor. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Image No 161974/18.6 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 30303030    

Interior of Playfair’s Garage in 1978: ground floor looking south. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Image No 161977/18.9 

 

 

 

 

Work on the 1924 building included the removal of the south-east corner (altered 

in part when the building was converted into a garage in 1937) to make a corner 

shop and the use of the rest of the ground floor as parking; the conversion of the 

Playfair Street level into offices (retaining the infill of the light well that had been 

part of the 1937 work) and the construction of a new gallery within the roof space. 

This new feature was lit by a continuous clerestory, replacing the original 

individual windows, ripple iron panels and some structural timbers. All of the 

windows were replaced, as was the roof structure and cladding. Scarborough 

House was attached to the north elevation and internal access was provided 

between both buildings on the main two levels. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 31313131    

Extract from drawings for alterations and additions to the former Playfair Garage (Site B11) 

by Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority, March 1978: ground floor (above) and first floor 

(below). 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Plan Nos ROX-809-AR-0092 and -

0094 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 32323232    

The converted Penrhyn House in 1980, with the new Scarborough House attached to the 

north. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Image No 50560/PRM/97 

 

 

 

In February 1979 the board of the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority resolved 

to name the new building Scarborough House and to rename the former Playfair’s 

Garage as Penrhyn House, commemorating ships of the First Fleet. Neither name 

had any direct relevance to the history of these sites but was part of the general 

interpretation of The Rocks as the first European settlement in Australia. The 

name The Rocks Square was recommended to the Geographical Names Board for 

the open area at the north end of Scarborough House.101 In 1981 the main tenants 

of what was now No. 22 Playfair Street were Davis Heather & Dysart architects and 

planners. While the 1920s building had been preserved and reused, it was not 

identified in the Authority’s tourist literature.102 

 

 

                                           
101 Minutes of meeting No. 150 SCRA 6 February 1979 Site B.11 naming of Public Area, File 

RE 0066.01.01 Maintenance – regular – Playfair Street 10/26 Rocks Square (P1410), 

K0458358 (SRNSW) 

102 For example its self-guided Walking Tour, ‘The Rocks Australia’s First European 

Settlement’, published by SCRA  in October 1987 and a later version published by SCA in 

October 1991 
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2.4.52.4.52.4.52.4.5 ThThThThe Sydney Cove Authority and e Sydney Cove Authority and e Sydney Cove Authority and e Sydney Cove Authority and The RocksThe RocksThe RocksThe Rocks    Centre 1991Centre 1991Centre 1991Centre 1991----1999199919991999    

The Rocks Square was not successful as an urban space and by the early 1990s. 

This, together with the infelicities of Scarborough House, ‘an unsuccessful attempt 

at imitation of a terrace building’, 103 generated new thinking about how to revivify 

the area, where work was also proceeding on the Argyle Centre conversion. At its 

meeting on 30 November 1990 the Board of the Sydney Cove Redevelopment 

Authority approved the conversion of Penrhyn House into retail space for use by 

future displaced tenants of the Argyle Centre; and following consultation with the 

tenants a proposal was presented to the Board in March 1991. This suggested:  

• the remodelling of the Playfair Street level of Scarborough House providing 

vertical and horizontal retail connections from Argyle Street / Playfair Street 

and Kendall Lane to The Rocks Square;  

• the conversion of the Scarborough House and Penrhyn House basement car 

parks to permit the activation of Playfair Street and Kendall Lane and ; 

• the development of The Rocks Square incorporating surrounding retail 

spaces and affordable food outlets.  

 

The project had the additional advantage of giving a substantial increase in the 

amount of retail space and hence income. The Board approved the conversion of 

Scarborough House and Penrhyn House to retail use, noting that it was essential 

that the design concept incorporate ‘creative retail space with superb public 

areas’.104 The new development was to be a ’speciality retail centre’ with access on 

all sides to revitalise The Rocks Square precinct. 

 

The subsequent development strategy brief included: 

• shops to occupy The Rocks carpark, the ground floor of Scarborough and 

Penrhyn houses and the 1st floor of Penrhyn House; 

• the shopping centre to be designed as a single entity; 

• Kendall Lane and Playfair Street to be activated for retail use; 

• shop fronts and division walls to be capable of installation at a later date 

for flexibility with tenants; 

• at least three of the shops to be capable of providing hot food; 

• café on 1st floor of Penrhyn House having balcony access; 

• air conditioning to shops only; 

                                           
103 Planning – refurbishment of Penrhyn / Scarborough House 0809 / 4500103, File RE 

1110.01.05 (SHFA Archives) 

104 Chief Executive Report No. 28/91 for meeting 13 March 1991 and minutes of meeting, 

File 1110.01.01 Planning – Refurbishment of Penrhyn / Scarborough House. Kendall Lane 

works (SHFA Archives) 
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• mezzanine level not required to be part of works; 

• additional entry at north basement level to form adjunct to The Rocks walk; 

• modification of 1st floor of Scarborough House to be incorporated.105 

 

In April 1991 Peter Tonkin of Tonkin Zulaikha Harford produced three options for 

the work and in August 1991 a Development Application was lodged for the 

project that became known as The Rocks Centre.106 The architects were Tonkin 

Zulaikha Harford.  

 

In the meantime a Conservation Management Plan for Penrhyn House had been 

prepared for the Authority by Orwell & Peter Phillips Architects and completed in 

March 1991. 

 

Within the ground floor of Scarborough House five archaeological test trenches 

were excavated in April 1991, supervised by Jane Lydon, and archaeological 

monitoring continued until July 1992 as demolition work proceeded. The 1978-

1979 construction work had destroyed all remains of Playfair’s stables and garage 

but massive footings were located that may have been part of Unwin’s 1843 

warehouses. All associated strata had however been removed.107 No demolition 

was required within Penrhyn House and so archaeological excavation was not 

necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           
105 Project management Refurbishment of Penrhyn House, File RE 1097.01.01 relocation of 

tenants (SHFA Archives) 

106 File 1110.01.01 Planning – Refurbishment of Penrhyn / Scarborough House. Kendall 

Lane works (SHFA Archives) 

107 E C J Lydon: ‘Scarborough House Archaeological Report’, 1992, Sydney Cove Authority 

included in Conservation Management Plan Penrhyn House, The Rocks Prepared by Orwell 

& Peter Phillips March 1991, updated by Susan O’Neill, May 2003 (SHFA Archives) 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 33333333    

Extract from drawings for alterations and additions to Penrhyn House by Tonkin Zulaikha 

Harford, January 1992: ground floor (above) and first floor (below). 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Plan Nos ROX-809-AR-0008 and -

0009 
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By May 1992 the general demolition of Scarborough House was in progress. In the 

new plan the upper two floors of Scarborough House were retained as residential 

units, while levels 2 and 3 were replaced by a single floor that married with the 

second floor of Penrhyn House. 

 

In Penrhyn House the gallery added in 1978 was removed, and the building was 

remodelled to create a retail centre of small shops with a centre aisle and large 

display windows for each shop. Structural concrete columns were added to the 

building and black butt framing to shopfronts. New entries were created from 

Kendall Lane and Playfair Street to facilitate pedestrian traffic. The original void in 

the centre of the first floor of Turnbull’s factory was reconstructed. The new The 

Rocks Centre, with 42 speciality shops, was opened on 14 September 1993 by the 

Honourable Robert Webster MLC, Minister for Planning and Minister for Housing. 

The building was completed in 1994. A major thrust of the new development was 

its contribution to tourism within The Rocks, with the provision of more shops and 

an acknowledgment of the growing popularity of outdoor eating. Twenty years on, 

this was in marked contrast to the 1970s development which had sought to 

provide reliable commercial tenancies, not necessarily directed to the tourist 

industry. 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 34343434    

Penrhyn House (undated) after alterations in 1994 as part of The Rocks Centre. 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives Image No 259632/10-26 
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The architects Tonkin Zulaikha Harford (later Tonkin Zulaikha Greer) won a Royal 

Australian Institute of Architects (NSW) Merit Award for Civic Design for The Rocks 

Square development in mid-1994 and the Royal Australian Institute of Architects 

National Walter Burley Griffin Award for Urban Design for the project in November 

1994.108  

2.4.62.4.62.4.62.4.6 The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 1999The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 1999The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 1999The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 1999----2008200820082008    

The award winning design for The Rocks Square did not however remain as 

originally planned and in 2005 the area was upgraded to provide improved 

lighting and pedestrian safety with upgraded landscaping. The work was carried 

out by Project Architecture in association with the Sydney Harbour Foreshore 

Authority.109 Several shops were also refurbished.110 In an attempt to provide 

better access through Penrhyn House, the stairs were moved and a lift and 

escalator installed. The new work was designed by Hassell Pty Ltd Architects, and 

included further modification to ground floor openings and a new terrace along 

Kendall Lane. Following its removal from the Sailors’ Home on George Street, The 

Rocks Visitors Centre was then housed on Level 1 of Penrhyn House, with the new 

fitout designed by SJB Architects. 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 35353535    

Plan of Sydney Visitors Centre fitout on the first floor of Penrhyn House. 

Source: Drawing No 4330/A02-02/01 by SJB Architects, March 2005 

                                           
108 RAIA (NSW Chapter) Architecture Bulletin July 1994, p 31 and websites for Tonkin 

Zulaikha Greer www.tzg.com.au and www.world-architects.com viewed in December 2008.  

109 Website www.architecture.com.au/awards  viewed in December 2008 

110 Sydney Cityscope Map 1D, 18 August 2008, Cityscope Publications Pty Ltd 
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2.52.52.52.5 ChronologyChronologyChronologyChronology    

The south end of Playfair Street has been known by a number of names since it 

was formed in c. 1836-1837. These are: 
 

c. 1841-1876 New George Street 

c. 1879-1885 Little Gloucester Street 

1885-1923 Playfair Street 

1923-1953 Harrington Street 

1953 – present Playfair Street 
 

2.5.12.5.12.5.12.5.1 Periods of occupationPeriods of occupationPeriods of occupationPeriods of occupation    
 

Periods Periods Periods Periods     Occupancy / UseOccupancy / UseOccupancy / UseOccupancy / Use    

1788-1816 Part of the site of the original hospital: surgeon’s quarters, outbuildings 

and garden 

1816-c. 1823 Use not known 

c. 1823-1828 Unofficial occupation by Captain John Piper: construction of large stone 

building, intended to be residence 

1828 Allotment officially granted to John Piper 

1828-1841 Owned by F W Unwin: completion of stone building as warehouse, used 

by government as Customs House 

1841 Subdivision and sale of Unwin’s land (Piper’s grant) 

1841-1922 Lots that later comprised Penrhyn House owned by different owners 

1850s-1922 Northern part of site used as blacksmith’s premises 

c. 1872-1922 Most of the site occupied by Argyle Terrace on Argyle Street, comprising 

shops and residences 

1922 Demolition of Argyle Terrace and blacksmith’s premises to north and 

widening of Playfair Street and Mill Lane 

1923-1924 Construction of ‘factory’ (workshops) for Leslie Turnbull engineer 

1924-1933 Workshops used by Turnbull’s company 

1933-1935 Premises vacant 

1935-1937 Used as food relief depot 

1937-1972 Used as garage by Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd 

1972-1978 Vacant 

1973-1974 Plans for demolition and construction of a theatre: green ban on the site 
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Periods Periods Periods Periods     Occupancy / UseOccupancy / UseOccupancy / UseOccupancy / Use    

1978-1991 Building converted and used as shop and commercial offices 

1993-2008 Remodelled as speciality retail centre 

 

2.62.62.62.6 Notes on people Notes on people Notes on people Notes on people and firms and firms and firms and firms associated with the siteassociated with the siteassociated with the siteassociated with the site    

2.6.12.6.12.6.12.6.1 Francis Ernest StoFrancis Ernest StoFrancis Ernest StoFrancis Ernest Stowe (1867we (1867we (1867we (1867----1936)1936)1936)1936)    

The architect Francis Ernest Stowe (known as Ernest) was born in 1867 and was 

the son of Thomas Stowe and his wife Emma (nee Smith). His parents were both 

English; his father Thomas was born in Melksham in Wiltshire and his mother in 

Leiston in Suffolk. The family, which consisted of Thomas and Emma and their six 

children (Alfred aged 13, Annie aged 12, Francis aged 10, Emma aged 9, Priscilla 

aged 6 and George Thomas aged 4) arrived in Sydney as bounty migrants on 

board the St Lawrence in June 1877. Their eldest son, Alfred, though only 13, was 

listed with the single men as an immigrant in his own right. Both he and his father 

gave their occupation as ‘machinist’.111 The Stowe family had apparently lived in a 

number of places after Thomas and Emma were married in the early 1860s.112 

Alfred was born in Teberton in Suffolk, where his grandmother was living when 

the family emigrated to Australia in 1877, but Annie, Francis and Emma had all 

been born in Sligo in Ireland. By 1871 the family was living in Chelsea, in London 

where Thomas Stowe was a ‘wood cutting machinist’.113 Following their arrival in 

Australia, three more children were born. The birth of the first was registered at 

Richmond River in 1878 but by 1880 the family was living in Phillip Street, Balmain 

where Thomas’ occupation was given as millwright.114 

 

According to an entry in The Cyclopedia of NSW, published in 1907, Ernest had ‘a 

severe course of practical training, embracing engineering, building construction, 

and office work for a period of twelve years’ before he began to practise as an 

                                           
111 Persons on board bounty ships 1876-1877, Agents Immigration Lists, 4/4800 pp 127 

& 136, Reel 2140 and Immigration Department, Persons arriving on bounty ships, St 

Lawrence arrived 8 June 1877, 4/5004, Reel 2488 (SRNSW) 

112 In 1861 Emma Smith was living in Leiston, her birthplace where she was her brother’s 

housekeeper, 1861 census of England online at Ancestry.com  

113 Information about Emma Smith mother of Emma Stowe in Immigration Department, 

Persons arriving on bounty ships, St Lawrence arrived 8 June 1877, 4/5004, Reel 2488 

(SRNSW) & 1871 census of England RG 10 Piece 74 Folio 9 page 10 (The National Archives, 

London) online at Ancestry.com 

114 NSW Registrar General online indexes of Births, Marriages and Deaths and Sands 

Directories 1880-1894 
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architect in Parramatta in 1891.115 He first appears in Sands Directory as an 

architect as part of the firm of Byrnes & Stowe who were listed in the Mercury 

Building in Macquarie Street, Parramatta in both 1893 and 1894.116 In 1895, 

however, F E Stowe architect is listed alone at the same address and remained in 

Parramatta until 1902 by which date he had moved to King Street, Sydney.117 

Stowe taught engineering and later architecture at the Sydney Technical College 

and was the founder and principal of the Sydney Marine and General Engineers’ 

College.118 He was a Foundation Associate Member of the Institution of Engineers, 

Australia, becoming a Member of the Institution in 1922; a member of the 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers; the Engineer Surveyors’ Association; 

the Board of Architects of NSW and the Institute of Marine and Power Engineers.  

 

Stowe designed and installed the Rockhampton tramway system; the Balmain 

tramway counter balance and the Balls Head coal handling plant for the Union 

Steamship Company. He also designed and patented a number of ‘engineering 

constructional devices’, including the balanced window, which was used in New 

South Wales government school buildings.119 Little is known of his architectural 

practice but references in the 1890s and early 1900s suggest this was largely 

domestic or small scale.120 

 

Outside his work Stowe’s main interests were in volunteering as a member of the 

Parramatta Squadron of the NSW Lancers in which he had attained the rank of 

major in 1919; 121 as a life governor of the Benevolent Society; and as a member of 

the Masonic order, into which he was initiated in 1897. His architectural works for 

the Masons were the Baulkham Hills Masonic School; the Masonic Hospital at 

Ashfield; and Masonic temples at North Sydney, Newtown and Glen Innes. 

 

Francis Ernest Stowe married Margaret Lyon (a daughter of the well known firm of 

Lyon & Cottier) in 1894. He died at the Masonic Hospital, Ashfield on 18 July 1936 

at the age of 69 and was survived by his widow and three daughters.122 

                                           
115 The Cyclopedia of NSW (Illustrated), McCarron, Stewart & Co., Sydney, 1907, p422 

116 The listing is just Byrnes & Stowe and no first names are given 

117 Sands Directories 
118 The Cyclopedia of NSW (Illustrated), McCarron, Stewart & Co., Sydney, 1907, p422 

119 Transactions of the Institution of Engineers, Australia Vol. XVIII, June 1937, p. 258 

Francis Ernest Stowe M.I.E.Aust [obituary]. 

120 Miles Lewis (compiler): University of Melbourne Architectural Index (Mitchell Library) 

and Australian Institute of Architects NSW Biographical Information F E Stowe (kindly 

supplied by Anne Higham) 

121 P V Vernon: The Royal New South Wales Lancers 1885-1985, 1986, pp 78. 82, 179, 
122 ‘Obituary Mr. F. E. Stowe’, Sydney Morning Herald, 21 July 1936 p 8c 
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2.6.22.6.22.6.22.6.2 Frederic [FredericFrederic [FredericFrederic [FredericFrederic [Frederickkkk] Wright Unwi] Wright Unwi] Wright Unwi] Wright Unwinnnn        

The owner and developer of Piper’s grant, Frederic Wright Unwin, arrived in 

Sydney in 1827 on board the Elizabeth aged in his late twenties. A London 

solicitor, he was admitted to practice by the Supreme Court of New South Wales 

on 1 May 1827, having been a solicitor of the Kings Bench from 1820.123 On the 

voyage out he made the acquaintance of Ann King Plaistowe, who was eventually 

to be his wife and they were married in 1831.124  

 

Unwin’s reasons for emigrating included not only to practise law but also to make 

his fortune and a year after his arrival he owned 1410 acres of land, 130 acres of 

which were cleared and 30 acres cultivated, and had stock comprising 6 horses, 

300 cattle and 350 sheep.125  

 

In 1829 an unfavourable and unflattering report on Unwin was sent to Governor 

Darling by Archdeacon Scott. According to Scott, Unwin had been ‘discarded by 

his family’ and came out steerage ‘with sealed letters of introduction very far from 

a recommendatory nature’. Unwin’s practice, Scott wrote, was ‘to enter the Jail and 

procure from the distressed Debtors and insolvents power to settle their business, 

and thus gets sums of money into his hands, which he uses to his own advantage; 

with this he speculates in land, houses and cattle, and is the associate of the most 

worthless persons in the Colony’.126 As legal historians have pointed out, however, 

Scott’s attack on Unwin was because of his association with the Reverend Charles 

Wilton, a fellow passenger on the Elizabeth who was travelling out to be a Colonial 

Chaplain in NSW. Wilton fell foul of Scott and was ultimately dismissed and in the 

process Unwin became the object of Scott’s ire and unfavourable comment. The 

fact that Unwin was later favourably mentioned by the Attorney-General Plunkett 

suggests that Scott’s account was far from an unbiased one. 

 

Unwin specialised in mortgage procuration and insolvency matters, hence his 

association with debtors and insolvents, while the charge that he associated with 

‘the most worthless persons in the Colony’ may be taken as a reference to the fact 

that he included emancipists amongst his clients, including two of the Colony’s 

most successful ex-convict businessmen, Samuel Terry and Samuel Lyons. Indeed 

                                           
123 J M Bennett: A history of solicitors in New South Wales, Legal Books Pty Limited, Sydney, 

1984, pp 49 & 70-72 

124 The Australian 2 September 1831 

125 M R Sainty & K A Johnson (eds): Census of New South Wales November 1828, Library of 

Australian History, Sydney, 1980 

126 T H Scott to Governor Darling 3 April 1829, Enclosure with Darling to Sir George 

Murray, Despatch No. 58, 17 May 1829, Historical Records of Australia (Ser. 1) Vol. XIV p 

747 
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it was these clients who helped to establish Unwin’s practice. In 1837 he entered 

into partnership with R J Want and in 1841 retired to develop his commercial 

interests and to pursue interest in politics.  

 

Unwin was a magistrate; a shareholder in the Australasian Sugar Company and the 

Bank of NSW; served on Sydney District Council and stood for a place on the 

Legislative Council but later withdrew his candidacy. In the troubled financial 

times of the early 1840s he was readmitted to practice on 5 August 1843 but 

continued to invest in building ventures. In 1846-1847 he was in partnership with 

James Elliott, an English solicitor, and in 1847 became insolvent.127 He was 

discharged in March 1848 and continued to practise until his death on 1 October 

1852 at his home Wanstead, Cooks River. His estate was valued at under £350, a 

far cry from the days when he could borrow and spend thousands of pounds in 

major ventures such as his properties in The Rocks and the Australasian Sugar 

Company.128  

 

2.6.32.6.32.6.32.6.3 The Turnbull familyThe Turnbull familyThe Turnbull familyThe Turnbull family    

John O Turnbull who first occupied the blacksmiths premises in Little Gloucester 

Street in 1885 had previously lived in Balmain and it seems that it was here that 

his family had lived and worked in the same trade for many years.129 John was the 

son of William and Elizabeth Turnbull 130 and it seems likely that the William O 

Turnbull who was a coppersmith in Mullens Street, Balmain in the early 1880s was 

his father, or grandfather. John O Turnbull first appears in Sands Directory in 

1877 as a coppersmith working in Theodore Street, Balmain but by 1882 was also 

in Mullens Street.131 

 

In 1874 John had married Hannah Roderick (born c. 1848) and six children were 

born to the couple between 1875 and 1886, all of whose births were registered in 

Balmain.  

 

The available evidence suggests that the Turnbull family worked as blacksmiths 

and coppersmiths for at least three generations, with John making the move from 

Balmain to The Rocks in the mid-1880s. The description of his occupation as 

                                           
127 Insolvency file No. 1712 F W Unwin, 2/8814 (SRNSW) 

128 Probate papers Series 1, No. 2573, 14/3253 (SRNSW) 

129 Turnbull was a common name in Balmain at this time and more detailed research is 

needed to confirm these relationships 

130 John O Turnbull died in 1917 and his parent’s names are given as William and 

Elizabeth, see On line historical indexes, NSW Registry of Births Marriages and Deaths.  

131 Sands Directories 1877-1886 
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blacksmith / coppersmith / shipsmith and occasionally plumber suggests that his 

work could have been largely with shipping, which increased enormously in the 

later 19th century and into the 20th century around Circular Quay with the growth 

of the passenger trade as well as sea borne commerce. From 1909 John Turnbull 

gave his occupation as both engineer and coppersmith and he was a Justice of the 

Peace. 

 

Of John and Hannah Turnbull’s sons, two died young: Ernest (born in 1878) in 

1894; and Walter Theodore (born in 1880) in 1908, leaving Leslie Alfred Turnbull, 

born in 1884, as the only surviving son on his father’s death in 1917. It seems 

likely that Leslie had worked with his father in The Rocks and continued the firm’s 

business in new premises when offered the lease of the larger Argyle Street and 

Playfair Street site in 1922. The cost of the new premises was a considerable 

investment not the least as the site was only leased. Leslie Turnbull died, 

unmarried, in 1933 aged about 49. His mother Hannah Turnbull died in 1936 

aged 88 at Drummoyne.132 

 

2.6.42.6.42.6.42.6.4 Thomas Playfair Pty LtdThomas Playfair Pty LtdThomas Playfair Pty LtdThomas Playfair Pty Ltd    

Thomas Playfair (1832-1893) was born in Essex, England and joined the Navy at 

the age of twelve, serving as a captain’s and wardroom steward. In 1859 he 

arrived in Sydney and on his discharge began work in the butchery trade, in 

partnership with E J Bailey. By 1862 Thomas Playfair had opened his own shop in 

George Street as a shipping butcher but remained in partnership with Bailey’s 

widow until the 1870s. In 1875 he was elected to the city council representing 

Gipps Ward, a position that he retained until 1893 and where he campaigned for 

better sanitation and housing and the establishment of the Homebush sale yards. 

In 1884 he served as Mayor of Sydney, followed by a brief foray into the 

Legislative Assembly as member for West Sydney (1889-1891).133 The name 

Playfair Street was first used in 1885 the year he was Mayor, one of several streets 

in Sydney named for members of the city council. 

 

Following Thomas’s death in 1893, his son Edmund (1863-1926) began the 

gradual change to meat processing, providoring and exporting on a national 

scale, and by the time the firm moved into extensive new premises at the corner 

of Harrington Street and Argyle Street in April 1918 (one of the few buildings 

constructed in The Rocks during this period) the firm had ceased to be a retail 

                                           
132 On line historical indexes, NSW Registry of Births Marriages and Deaths 

133 Renato Perdon (compiler): Sydney’s Aldermen. A Biographical Register of Sydney City 

Aldermen 1842-1992. Sydney City Council, 1997, p 84 and Australian Dictionary of 

Biography Volume 5: 1851-1890 K-Q, Melbourne University Press, 1974, p 448 
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concern and had closed its shop on George Street.134 Supplying troopships had 

added considerably to the firm’s business during WWI and its new premises were 

presumably the result of this increase in trade. The firm became a limited 

company in 1921 with Edmund as the governing director. In 1926 following 

Edmund’s death, his son Thomas Alfred Playfair, known as Jack (1890-1966), 

became the third generation to run the company. A war hero (he was a Gallipoli 

veteran) and international equestrian, Jack Playfair not only modernised the firm’s 

plant and added a smallgoods factory to the business, but also served in the 

Legislative Council. During World War II he again became a soldier but was 

seconded to serve in the area he knew best, supplying meat for the defence 

forces.135 

 

Business boomed again for Playfair’s during WWII when the firm was responsible 

for supplying all of the allied navies in the Pacific; troopships including the two 

great Queen liners; the Australian, British and US forces in Australia and New 

Guinea; oil tankers; and the British NAAFI. For reasons of security, the ships would 

arrive without notice and Playfair’s staff had to be assembled, often at night, to 

work with great speed to provision the ships during their short turnaround in 

port.136 

 

Jack Playfair remained as chairman of Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd until the firm was 

taken over by the British Tobacco Co. (Australia) Ltd in 1965.137 

 

                                           
134 The Playfair Story, The Harbour Press, Sydney. 1960. 
135 Australian Dictionary of Biography Volume 11: 1891-1939 Nes-Smi, Melbourne 

University Press, 1974, pp 244-245 

136 The Playfair Story, The Harbour Press, Sydney. 1960. 
137 Australian Dictionary of Biography Volume 11: 1891-1939 Nes-Smi, Melbourne 

University Press, 1974, pp 244-245 
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3.3.3.3. Physical Physical Physical Physical eeeevidencevidencevidencevidence    
The aim of this chapter is to describe the place at Penrhyn House in detail, in 

order to facilitate the understanding of the existing place. The place itself is only a 

moderately good source of information on the number of changes that have been 

carried out during its lifetime, because some physical evidence has been lost or 

obscured by later work, including reconstruction. This chapter builds on the 

evidence outlined in the previous section to note the physical changes that have 

taken place over time in order to understand why, when and how these alterations 

were made. 

3.13.13.13.1 Street and Street and Street and Street and sssstreetscape treetscape treetscape treetscape ddddescriptionescriptionescriptionescription    

Penrhyn House is on the block bounded by Argyle Street to the south, Playfair 

Street to the west and Kendall Lane to the east. Scarborough House, constructed 

in 1979, adjoins the building to the north. Across Playfair Street to the west is the 

Argyle Stores, a conglomerate of former warehouse buildings dating from the 

1820s. Across Kendall Lane is the Orient Hotel. On the opposite side of Argyle 

Place is a group of 19th and early 20th century shops. 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 36363636    

Penrhyn House in the context of Argyle Street, with the corner of the Argyle Centre on the 

left and the Orient Hotel on the right 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 
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3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 Views and Views and Views and Views and vvvvistasistasistasistas    

The principal views towards the site at street level are along Argyle Street from the 

east and west, and from Harrington Street towards the north-east. There are also 

more limited views of the building southwards from Playfair Street. The principal 

views from the building are from the upper floors south across Argyle Street, and 

from side windows east and west to Playfair Street and Kendall Lane. 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 37373737    

Significant views to (blue) and from (yellow) Penrhyn House 

Source: (base plan) Google Maps 

 

 

3.23.23.23.2 Building Building Building Building ddddescriptionescriptionescriptionescription    

The building known as Penrhyn House has a concrete ground floor and timber 

first floor, solid face brick walls with rendered lintels, and a main roof of 

corrugated steel sheeting. Original windows are timber framed, and modern doors 

and windows are aluminium-framed or frameless glass. There is a modern timber 

deck along the eastern (Kendall Lane) frontage, and a frameless glass enclosure to 

the entrance and stair at the north-west corner in Playfair Street.  

 

Internally, the concrete ground floor is tiled (except in the restaurant, where 

timber boards have been laid over the concrete), and the timber stair treads and 

first floor are clear finished. The internal faces of external walls are face 

brickwork, with evidence of previous sandblasting to many areas of the original 

walls. Modern internal walls are framed with plasterboard linings, rendered and 

painted masonry, or glass; shopfronts on the ground floor have clear finished 
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timber framing set between the structural columns. The structure is exposed on 

both levels, and consists of steel I-section columns on the ground floor with 

hardwood beams and joists, and timber posts above the steel columns on the first 

floor supporting timber and iron trusses. There are no ceiling linings on the 

ground floor. The clerestory roof is lined on the underside with painted timber 

boards, and the clerestory windows are glass louvres.  

 

Within the restaurant, supplementary steel structures have been suspended from 

the floor structure above to support ventilation equipment. The two bays to the 

north of the restaurant are occupied with an escalator to the floor above. Stairs to 

the first floor have a steel structure and frameless glass balustrades; there are 

similar balustrades around the void in the centre of the first floor, which is 

partially floored with glass. The fitout for the Information Centre on the first floor 

consists of a substantial amount of fixed furniture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 38383838    

Current drawings of Penrhyn House 2008: ground floor plan 

Source: Drawings by Hassell Pty Ltd from Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives, 

amended by Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 39393939    

Current drawings of Penrhyn House 2008: first floor plan 

Source: Drawings by Hassell Pty Ltd from Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives, 

amended by Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 40404040    

Current drawings of Penrhyn House 2008: south elevation to Argyle Street 

Source: Drawings by Hassell Pty Ltd from Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives, 

amended by Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 41414141    

Current drawings of Penrhyn House 2008: east elevation to Kendall Lane 

Source: Drawings by Hassell Pty Ltd from Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives, 

amended by Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 42424242    

Current drawings of Penrhyn House 2008: west elevation to Playfair Street 

Source: Drawings by Hassell Pty Ltd from Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Archives, 

amended by Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008. 
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3.33.33.33.3 Identification of Identification of Identification of Identification of ffffabric abric abric abric ddddevelopment evelopment evelopment evelopment ––––    eeeexternalxternalxternalxternal    

The majority of the building form externally is as originally constructed, with 

much of the original masonry intact. The exceptions are the south-west corner 

(where the vehicular openings were constructed in the 1930s and closed up in the 

1990s), the northern wall (where new openings have been made to connect to the 

adjoining building), and several of the ground floor openings which have been 

enlarged, especially at the northern end. Patches to external brickwork are clearly 

evident. 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 43434343    

Southern end of western external wall showing three stages of brickwork: original wall, 

making good in the 1970s (lighter) and rebuilding in the 1990s (darker). The 1930s 

alterations to create the opening on the right have been obliterated by the two later 

stages. Refer also to Figure 3. 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 

 

 

The roof sheeting and clerestory walls and windows, and all rainwater goods, are 

all of relatively recent construction. The remaining timber framed windows appear 

to be original, while the later windows, doors, timber deck and fabric awning 

(along the east wall) and glazed porch (at the north-west corner) are all of 

demonstrably modern construction.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 44444444    

Modern additions to the exterior: (left) Scarborough House to the north and the rebuilt 

clerestory (1970s) and the new glazed entry at the north-east corner (2005) and (right) 

timber deck and steps, glazed balustrade and fabric awning along the eastern side (2005) 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 

 

 

 

3.43.43.43.4 Identification of Identification of Identification of Identification of ffffabric abric abric abric ddddevelopment evelopment evelopment evelopment ----    iiiinternalnternalnternalnternal    

The visible original fabric in the interior of the building consists mainly of 

structural elements (steel columns, timber posts and beams, and timber and iron 

roof trusses), and the internal surfaces of external brick walls. Many of the original 

brick walls appear to have been sand-blasted internally, possibly in the 1970s 

when the building was adaptively reused for the first time. Some areas of the 

timber boarded flooring on the first floor also appear original, although there are 

also several areas of later boards from the three stages of refurbishment in the 

1970s, 1990s and 2000s. There is little evidence of other internal fabric from 

either the Turnbull or Playfair periods, such as stairs, doors, internal partitions, 

equipment, machinery or signage. Tenancy partitions, shopfronts and fitouts, and 

the recent stairs and escalator, are all of evidently modern construction, as are 

ceiling linings on the first floor. Fitout elements on both ground and first floor 

obscure views of many of the original windows.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 45454545    

Internal views of Penrhyn House: north along ground floor arcade (left) showing 

shopfronts, timber structure, modern entrance to Scarborough House at end and void in 

floor above, and south along first floor (right) showing timber posts, roof and floor void. 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 
 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 46464646    

Northern end of the ground floor arcade looking south, showing new eastern entrance 

doors, tiled floor, and rendered and glazed walls surrounding the recently installed 

escalator. 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 47474747    

Penrhyn House interior: stairs in north-west corner (left), and restaurant interior (right) 

showing modern enlarged opening and frameless glass doors along eastern wall 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 
 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 48484848    

Detail of first floor showing floor finishes: original timber boards (right), later board 

patches (centre), glass floor to void (top left), and tiled concrete ground floor (bottom left) 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 49494949    

Internal fitout partly blocking views of windows on ground floor (left) and first floor (right) 

Source: Orwell & Peter Phillips 2008 

 

3.53.53.53.5 Assessment of archaeological potentialAssessment of archaeological potentialAssessment of archaeological potentialAssessment of archaeological potential    

3.5.13.5.13.5.13.5.1 Below groundBelow groundBelow groundBelow ground    

The site was assessed in The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological Management 

Plan (Higginbotham 1991) as being ‘mostly disturbed to destroyed’. It was not 

subject to archaeological investigation at the time of the conversion of the old 

building into Penrhyn House in 1991-1992, unlike the Scarborough House. The 

SHR listing mentions that ‘there is potential archaeological significance from pre-

existing street surfaces’, although this presumably relates to the area around the 

building. Nevertheless, there is potential for intact soil profiles that may relate to 

the ‘hospital garden’ phase and deeper sub-surface features belonging to the 

later nineteenth-century buildings on the site, such as the remains of the Argyle 

Terrace. These remains would include footings and possibly wells and cesspits. 

 

The level of archaeological potential is graded at low to medium. 

3.5.23.5.23.5.23.5.2 Above groundAbove groundAbove groundAbove ground    

The standing building is assessed as having no above-ground archaeological 

potential. 
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4.4.4.4. Assessment of Assessment of Assessment of Assessment of ccccultural ultural ultural ultural ssssignificanceignificanceignificanceignificance    

4.14.14.14.1 Assessment of Assessment of Assessment of Assessment of ssssignificanceignificanceignificanceignificance    

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 Comparative Comparative Comparative Comparative aaaanalysisnalysisnalysisnalysis    

There are very few comparable examples of modest industrial buildings such as 

Penrhyn House listed either in The Rocks or elsewhere in NSW. Within The Rocks, 

buildings such as the Bushells Building at 121-127 Harrington Street (completed 

1924) and the Old Sydney Holiday Inn, formerly Harringtons Buildings, at 55 

George Street (completed 1925) are comparable only in period and original 

industrial use, but are considerably larger and different in architectural style.  

 

  

Figure Figure Figure Figure 50505050    

Comparative examples of early 20th century industrial buildings in The Rocks: Bushells 

Building (left) and Old Sydney Holiday Inn, formerly Harringtons Buildings (right) 

Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 

 

 

A review of local built heritage items listed on the State heritage Inventory (under 

the National theme of Commerce, the State theme of Industry and the group 

Manufacturing and Processing) revealed few comparable listed items to Penrhyn 

House: two examples of small industrial buildings are the Albion Park Dairy Co-

operative (1926), which includes a clerestory roof, and Foley’s Butter Factory, 

Lower Southgate (1936), a small face brick building with concrete lintels.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 51515151    

Comparative examples of small industrial buildings: Foley’s Butter Factory (left) and Albion 

Park Dairy Co-operative (right)  

Source: Heritage Branch of the NSW Department of Planning web site: copyright 

Copmanhurst Shire Council (left) 

 
 

 

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 Assessment Assessment Assessment Assessment ccccriteriariteriariteriariteria    

The following assessment of heritage significance has been prepared utilising the 

current evaluation criteria established by the New South Wales Heritage Council. 

 

Criterion (a) Criterion (a) Criterion (a) Criterion (a) ––––    An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or 

natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)    

Penrhyn House, the former Turnbull workshop, has historical significance as one 

of the few remaining twentieth century industrial buildings within The Rocks area, 

on a site associated from at least the 1850s with the work of blacksmiths and 

coppersmiths, probably serving nearby shipping. The site was also associated with 

government welfare activity, being used as a food relief depot during the Great 

Depression. Playfair’s Garage was the subject of a green ban by the Builders 

Labourers Federation, following the demolition of the smaller buildings on the site 

of what is now known as Scarborough House, and thus has an important place in 

the events that led to the preservation of The Rocks.  

The place meets this criterion at a State level for its contribution to the history of 

the State-significant area of The Rocks. 
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Criterion (b) Criterion (b) Criterion (b) Criterion (b) ––––    An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a 

person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or 

the cultural or natural history of the the cultural or natural history of the the cultural or natural history of the the cultural or natural history of the local area)local area)local area)local area)    

Penrhyn House is the only surviving building of the complex of buildings occupied 

by Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd, a firm that began as a retail butcher and subsequently 

built a very large business as a ships’ providore associated with the maritime 

support operations of The Rocks. The firm also had an important role supplying 

the Pacific naval fleet during the Second World War. Penrhyn House was used as a 

garage to help maintain the large transport fleet used by Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd. 

The original building is also associated with the work of architect F E Stowe.  

The building meets this criterion at a local level. 
 

Criterion (c) Criterion (c) Criterion (c) Criterion (c) ––––    An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics andAn item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics andAn item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics andAn item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and    

////    or a high degree of creative or technical achievemor a high degree of creative or technical achievemor a high degree of creative or technical achievemor a high degree of creative or technical achievement in NSW (or the localent in NSW (or the localent in NSW (or the localent in NSW (or the local    area)area)area)area)    

Penrhyn House is an example of the sound utilitarian construction of the early 20th 

century, designed to give good natural light to the working floor.  

The building meets this criterion at a local level for its aesthetic contribution to 

the State-significant area of The Rocks. 
 

Criterion (d) Criterion (d) Criterion (d) Criterion (d) ––––    An item has strong or special association with a particular An item has strong or special association with a particular An item has strong or special association with a particular An item has strong or special association with a particular 

community or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or community or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or community or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or community or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or 

spiritual reasonsspiritual reasonsspiritual reasonsspiritual reasons    

The place does not meet this criterion, as it has no particular association with an 

identifiable group. 
 

Criterion (e) Criterion (e) Criterion (e) Criterion (e) ––––    An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an 

understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural 

history of the history of the history of the history of the local area)local area)local area)local area)    

Any remains associated with the former houses on the site have some potential to 

contribute to information about the early history of The Rocks.  

The place is therefore considered to meet this criterion at a local level.  
 

Criterion (f) Criterion (f) Criterion (f) Criterion (f) ––––    An itAn itAn itAn item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s em possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s em possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s em possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s 

cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)    

There are few intact buildings of the type and period similar to those of Penhryn 

House within the local area. The building is also a rare surviving example of the 

work of architect F E Stowe, and the only remaining building within The Rocks 

from the complex that housed the activities of Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd.  

Penrhyn House meets this criterion at a local level. 
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CrCrCrCriterion (g) iterion (g) iterion (g) iterion (g) ––––    An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics 

of a class of NSW’s cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments of a class of NSW’s cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments of a class of NSW’s cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments of a class of NSW’s cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments 

(or a class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural (or a class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural (or a class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural (or a class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural 

environmenvironmenvironmenvironments)ents)ents)ents)    

Penrhyn House is not representative of an identifiable class of similar structures, 

and is therefore not considered significant under this criterion. 

 

4.1.34.1.34.1.34.1.3 Ability to Represent Historic ThemesAbility to Represent Historic ThemesAbility to Represent Historic ThemesAbility to Represent Historic Themes    

 

NSW State themeNSW State themeNSW State themeNSW State theme    ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication    Ability to demonstrateAbility to demonstrateAbility to demonstrateAbility to demonstrate    

Convict Peopling Australia Possible physical remains of convict-

built structures beneath the building 

Health Developing local, 

regional and national 

economies 

Possible physical remains of surgeon’s 

quarters beneath the building 

Industry Developing local, 

regional and national 

economies 

Possible physical remains of early 

metalworking operations beneath the 

site. Form of the present building 

reflects its industrial purpose. 

Accommodation Building settlements, 

towns and cities 

Possible physical remains of Argyle 

Terrace houses beneath the building 

Commerce Developing local 

regional and national 

economies 

Possible physical remains of Argyle 

Terrace shops beneath the building 

Welfare Governing No physical remains 

Domestic life Developing Australia’s 

cultural life 

Possible physical remains of Argyle 

Terrace houses beneath the building 

Defence Governing No physical remains 

Transport Developing local 

regional and national 

economies 

No physical remains 

Labour Working No physical remains 

Persons Marking the phases of 

life 

Possible physical remains of Turnbull’s 

operations beneath the building 
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4.24.24.24.2 Statement of Statement of Statement of Statement of ssssignificanceignificanceignificanceignificance    

The site of Penrhyn House, part of the original convict-built hospital at Sydney 

Cove, was associated from at least the 1850s with metalworking (blacksmithing 

and coppersmithing), probably serving nearby shipping. The present building was 

constructed for this purpose, and is a modest example of an early 20th century 

industrial building, one of very few such buildings remaining in The Rocks and 

also a rare surviving example of the work of its architect, F E Stowe. The building 

has associations with government welfare operations during the Great Depression, 

and with the firm Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd, which used it and the site to the north 

as garages to help maintain its fleet of transport vehicles to serve its providore 

business which included the supply of the Pacific naval fleet during World War II. 

The demolition by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority of the smaller 

buildings to the north was a catalyst for the Green Bans placed on The Rocks by 

the Builders Labourers Federation, which led to the preservation of Penrhyn House 

and many other buildings within The Rocks. 

4.34.34.34.3 CurtilageCurtilageCurtilageCurtilage    

The appropriate curtilage for the building is delineated by the footpath kerb on 

the far side of Kendall Lane to the east, the external face of the original end wall 

to the north, the centre of Playfair Street to the west, and the footpath kerb of 

Argyle Street to the south, as shown in Figure 52. 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 52525252    

Recommended curtilage for Penrhyn House, The Rocks  

Source: (base map) Google Earth 
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5.5.5.5. Grading of Grading of Grading of Grading of ssssignificanceignificanceignificanceignificance    
Grading reflects the contribution the element makes to overall significance of the 

item, and the degree to which the significance of the item would be diminished if 

the component were removed or altered. Penrhyn House has been assessed to 

determine a relative grading of significance into five levels. This process examines 

a number of factors, including: 

 

• Original design quality 

• Degree of intactness  

• Relative age and authenticity (original, replaced) 

• Extent of subsequent alterations 

• Association with important people or events 

• Ability to demonstrate a rare quality, craft or construction process 

 

The standard five-grade system has been applied to assess individual contribution 

of each element to the overall significance of the item. This system is a valuable 

planning tool, and assists in the development of a consistent approach to the 

treatment of different elements. The various grades of significance generate 

different requirements for retention and conservation of individual spaces and the 

various elements. The following grades of significance have been defined: 

 

EXCEPTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Includes fabric that makes the greatest direct contribution to the item’s 

significance. This particularly refers to rare or outstanding original fabric and 

spaces of particular historic and aesthetic value, and unaltered original elements 

and features.  

 

Elements identified as being of Exceptional significance should be retained and 

conserved in situ. Any work which affects the fabric or external appearance of 

these elements should be confined to Preservation, Restoration and 

Reconstruction as defined by The Burra Charter. 

 

HIGH SIGNIFICANCE 

Includes elements and features that make an important contribution to the 

recognition of the item’s significance albeit the fabric may not be in good 

condition. This may include elements that have been altered, or elements created 

as part of a generally sympathetic alteration to the building. This category is likely 

to include much of the extant fabric from the early phases of construction and 

many reconstructed early or original elements wherever these make an important 

contribution to the significance of the item. 
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Elements identified as being of High significance should also generally be 

retained, restored and conserved in situ subject however to other relevant factors 

including technological feasibility of proposed works. Minor intervention into 

fabric including Adaptation and Alteration as defined by The Burra Charter is 

permissible, provided that level of significance of each element is retained, with 

an aim not to remove or obscure significant fabric, giving preference to changes 

which are reversible.  

 

MODERATE SIGNIFICANCE 

Includes building fabric and relationships that are supportive of the overall 

significance of the item and have some heritage value, but do not make an 

important or key contribution to that significance. Also includes elements and 

features which were originally of higher significance, but have been compromised 

by later, less significant modifications or elements that have deteriorated beyond 

repair and cannot be reconstructed in a technologically feasible manner. 

 

Where the fabric is of Moderate significance a greater level of intervention is 

permissible. Adaptation and relocation to components of these elements and 

spaces is acceptable provided that it protects the overall cultural significance of 

the item. Such work should take place within defined work programs and should 

not be the product of general maintenance or sporadic alterations. 

 

LITTLE SIGNIFICANCE 

Includes fabric which detracts from the heritage value of the item. Also includes 

most of the fabric associated with unsympathetic alterations and additions made 

to accommodate changing functional requirements. These are components 

generally of neutral impact on the complex’s significance. 

 

Elements assessed as being of Little significance are generally not regarded as 

essential to the major aspects of significance of a building or place, often fulfilling 

a functional role. Both retention and removal are acceptable options, depending 

on the element. Any major interventions to the item should be confined to areas 

where the fabric is of little significance. 

 

INTRUSIVE 

Includes fabric which adversely affects the significance of the complex or fabric 

created without respect for the intangible values of the building. Removal of 

elements of this category would directly increase the overall heritage value of the 

item.  
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Elements identified as Intrusive can reduce or obscure the overall significance of 

the place, despite their role as illustrators of the site’s progressive development. 

The preferred option is for their removal, conversion to a more compatible form, 

or replacement in a way which helps to retain the overall significance of the item. 

These works should be done without damage to adjacent fabric of significance. 

These items need not be addressed immediately. 

 

This grading has been established as a tool to assist in developing appropriate 

conservation measures for the treatment of Penrhyn House and its elements. Good 

conservation practice encourages the focussing on change or upgrading of 

historical buildings to those areas or components which make a lesser 

contribution to significance. The areas or components that make a greater or 

defining contribution to significance should generally be left intact or changed 

with the greatest care and respect. 
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5.15.15.15.1 Grading of Grading of Grading of Grading of ssssignificant ignificant ignificant ignificant eeeelements and lements and lements and lements and sssspacespacespacespaces    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.15.1.15.1.15.1.1 Eastern Eastern Eastern Eastern façfaçfaçfaçadeadeadeade    eeeexternal xternal xternal xternal eeeelementslementslementslements    

 

− Original face brick walls, concrete lintels, and timber 

framed windows 
Exceptional (red)  

− Galvanised steel roofing, gutters, downpipes and 

rainwater heads, and reconstructed brickwork  
High (orange)  

− Clerestory windows Moderate (yellow)  

− Enlarged openings, ground floor deck and adjoining 

building 
Little (green)  

− Fabric awning, glazed entry Intrusive (blue)  
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5.1.25.1.25.1.25.1.2 Southern Southern Southern Southern façadefaçadefaçadefaçade    eeeexternal xternal xternal xternal eeeelementslementslementslements    

 

− Original face brick walls, concrete lintels, and timber 

framed windows 
Exceptional (red)  

− Galvanised steel gutters and concrete lintel over 

central opening 
High (orange)  

− Enlarged window openings, ground floor deck and 

adjoining building 
Little (green)  

− Glazed entry lobby and fabric awning Intrusive (blue)  
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5.1.35.1.35.1.35.1.3 Western Western Western Western façadefaçadefaçadefaçade    eeeexternal xternal xternal xternal eeeelementslementslementslements    

 

− Original face brick walls, concrete lintels, and timber 

framed windows 
Exceptional (red)  

− Galvanised steel roofing, gutters, downpipes and 

rainwater heads, and reconstructed brickwork 
High (orange)  

− Clerestory windows Moderate (yellow)  

− Enlarged window openings and adjoining building Little (green)  

− Glazed entry lobby Intrusive (blue)  
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5.1.45.1.45.1.45.1.4 Ground floor level Ground floor level Ground floor level Ground floor level iiiinternal nternal nternal nternal eeeelements lements lements lements     

 

− External brick walls, steel columns and original 

timber windows 
Exceptional (red)  

− Reconstructed brick walls High (orange)  

− Concrete floor, enlarged windows, doors, partitions 

and glazed walls, shopfronts, ceilings, stairs, 

escalator, deck and adjoining building  

Little (green)  

− Internal masonry walls, glass entries Intrusive (blue)  
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5.1.55.1.55.1.55.1.5 First floor level First floor level First floor level First floor level iiiinternal nternal nternal nternal eeeelements lements lements lements     

 

− External brick walls, timber posts and original timber 

windows, floor structure and flooring 
Exceptional (red)  

− Reconstructed timber flooring High (orange)  

− Glass floor, balustrade, glass walls, ceilings, stairs, 

escalator and adjoining building 
Little (green)  

− Fixed fitout elements blocking windows, glass entry Intrusive (blue)  
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5.25.25.25.2 Schedule of Schedule of Schedule of Schedule of ssssignificant ignificant ignificant ignificant eeeelementslementslementslements    

Schedule of Schedule of Schedule of Schedule of ssssignificant ignificant ignificant ignificant eeeelementslementslementslements    

PenrPenrPenrPenrhyn Househyn Househyn Househyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Significance Significance Significance Significance     CommentaryCommentaryCommentaryCommentary    

EXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOR    

WALLS 

Face brick character and 

fabric of the façades, 

excluding reconstructed 

areas 

Exceptional These masonry elements are the most 

intact on the site 

Original concrete lintels Exceptional  

Timber windows Exceptional Most of these windows appear to be 

original, although some show evidence of 

repair or reconstruction 

Reconstructed brickwork High Reconstruction has helped to recover 

significance, and is distinguishable as 

new work 

Rainwater goods High The current elements are modern but 

appear to emulate the original 

Enlarged brick openings, 

including those to adjoining 

building 

Little  

Aluminium framed windows 

and frameless glass doors 

Little  

Timber deck and steps along 

eastern side 

Little  

Adjoining building  Little  

Glazed entry lobby, western 

side  

Intrusive This element interferes with 

interpretation of the form of the original 

factory building 

Glazed entry eastern side Intrusive This element interferes with 

interpretation of the form of the original 

factory building 

ROOFS 

Roof structure and covering High The roof form is original, but the present 

roofing materials are modern versions of 

the originals 
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Schedule of Schedule of Schedule of Schedule of ssssignificant ignificant ignificant ignificant eeeelementslementslementslements    

PenrPenrPenrPenrhyn Househyn Househyn Househyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Significance Significance Significance Significance     CommentaryCommentaryCommentaryCommentary    

EXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOR    

Clerestory windows Moderate These elements still allow some 

interpretation of the original clerestory 

form and function 

Fabric awning, eastern side Intrusive This element interferes with the 

interpretation of the original factory 

building 

 

 

Schedule of significant elementsSchedule of significant elementsSchedule of significant elementsSchedule of significant elements    

Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Significance Significance Significance Significance     CommentaryCommentaryCommentaryCommentary    

INTERIORINTERIORINTERIORINTERIOR    

GROUND FLOOR 

Concrete ground floor and 

tiled finish 

Little The floor has been reworked a number of 

times and there is no visible evidence of 

the original 

Face brick walls Exceptional Some of the internal faces of the walls 

have been damaged by sand-blasting, 

but many show evidence of previous 

construction such as stairs 

Reconstructed brickwork High Assists with interpretation of the original 

internal appearance 

Steel columns Exceptional  

Timber windows Exceptional Several of these windows appear to be 

original, although some show evidence of 

repair or reconstruction 

Ceiling linings Little These are modern elements with no 

interpretive value 

Shopfronts and glass walls Little  

Stairs and escalator Little  

Internal masonry walls 

surrounding escalator 

Intrusive These interfere with interpretation of the 

original internal space 
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Schedule of significant elementsSchedule of significant elementsSchedule of significant elementsSchedule of significant elements    

Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Significance Significance Significance Significance     CommentaryCommentaryCommentaryCommentary    

INTERIORINTERIORINTERIORINTERIOR    

Fixtures, fitout and services Little All these items are modern 

FIRST FLOOR 

Timber floor structures and 

flooring 

Exceptional 

/High 

These include both original and 

reconstructed elements 

Face brick walls Exceptional Some of the internal faces of the walls 

have been damaged by sand-blasting, 

but many show evidence of previous 

construction such as stairs 

Timber posts, and timber 

and iron roof trusses 

Exceptional These appear to be largely original 

Timber windows Exceptional Several of these windows appear to be 

original, although some show evidence of 

repair or reconstruction 

Glass flooring Little  

Glass walls and balustrades Little  

Stairs and escalator Little  

Boarded ceiling linings Little  

Fixtures and services, except 

as noted elsewhere 

Little  

Fixed fitout elements 

blocking access and views to 

windows 

Intrusive These elements interfere with 

interpretation of the original internal 

space. 
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5.35.35.35.3 Archaeological significance and Archaeological significance and Archaeological significance and Archaeological significance and potentialpotentialpotentialpotential    

Any archaeological remains would be able to provide information on the 

development of the site and of The Rocks generally. Any remains connected to the 

hospital garden are likely to be restricted to remnant and truncated soil profiles 

which may retain palynological evidence for what was grown in the garden, and 

for the pre-European landscape. Any such evidence would be of high 

archaeological significance. 

 

Archaeological remains connected to the later nineteenth-century buildings on the 

site would include footings and deeper sub-surface features such as wells and 

cesspits. These remains, with their potential to elucidate the development of The 

Rocks, would share the high level of archaeological significance of other sites in 

the area. 
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6.6.6.6. Constraints aConstraints aConstraints aConstraints and nd nd nd oooopportunitiespportunitiespportunitiespportunities    
This section outlines major issues for the conservation of the site. It takes into 

consideration matters arising from the statement of significance and procedural 

constraints imposed by cultural conservation methodology, such as that of the 

Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, and identifies all statutory and non-statutory 

listings that apply for the site and describes constraints and opportunities arising 

from these listings. 

6.16.16.16.1 Issues Issues Issues Issues aaaarising from rising from rising from rising from pppphysical hysical hysical hysical ccccondition of the ondition of the ondition of the ondition of the pppplacelacelacelace    

The fabric of the place is generally well maintained. Aspects of the physical 

condition of the place that may give rise to concern include some erosion of 

mortar joints to brickwork in exposed areas. 

6.26.26.26.2 Sydney Harbour Foreshore AuthoritySydney Harbour Foreshore AuthoritySydney Harbour Foreshore AuthoritySydney Harbour Foreshore Authority    

The Rocks area is managed by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, 

constituted on 1 February 1999 under the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Act 1998. 

The Rocks area is not within the jurisdiction of the Council of the City of Sydney. 

 

The principal functions of the Foreshore Authority, stated in its Act, are to: 

• Protect and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the foreshore area; 

• Promote, co-ordinate, manage, undertake and secure the orderly and 

economic development and use of the foreshore area, including the provision 

of infrastructure; 

• Promote, co-ordinate, organise, manage, undertake, secure, provide and 

conduct cultural, educational, commercial, tourist, recreational, entertainment 

and transport activities and facilities. 

 

In recognition of the importance of heritage conservation in the area, The Rocks 

Heritage Management Plan (adopted in February 2002) has been prepared to 

provide a basis for understanding and conserving the heritage value of The Rocks 

and to assist in preparing individual Conservation Management Plans for heritage 

buildings within The Rocks. 

6.2.16.2.16.2.16.2.1 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and CharterSydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and CharterSydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and CharterSydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and Charter    

VisionVisionVisionVision    

To demonstrate vision and leadership in creating quality environments that are 

enriching, diverse, accessible and sustainable by continually improving Sydney’s 

significant waterfront precincts, balancing visitor, community and commercial 

expectations. 
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CharterCharterCharterCharter    

The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Charter committed the Authority to: 

 

1. Add value by redevelopment of surplus government land through a highly 

skilled organisation that creates new city precincts on the harbour; 

2. Capitalise on the economic and cultural worth of foreshore precincts, notably 

The Rocks, Circular Quay, Darling Harbour, as core attractions for both visitors 

and Sydneysiders; 

3. Balance economic return, vibrancy and diversity of harbour foreshores, 

including the working waterfront; 

4. Deliver excellence in its role as place manager for Sydney’s premier harbour 

sites; 

5. As custodian, ensure preservation and interpretation of natural and cultural 

heritage around the foreshores, promoting a sense of community ownership; 

6. Facilitate the opening up of foreshore areas to the public, balancing protection 

with active use while improving and extending waterfront public domain. 

 

The Authority proposes to continue to lease the building for commercial uses. 

 

6.2.26.2.26.2.26.2.2 TTTTenant’s enant’s enant’s enant’s rrrrequirementsequirementsequirementsequirements    

The present tenants presumably propose to continue their current uses, especially 

the restaurant on the ground floor and Visitors Centre on the first floor, each of 

which has a substantial internal fitout. Other retail areas at ground floor level are 

more adaptable to a change in tenancy at some future stage.  

6.36.36.36.3 Heritage Heritage Heritage Heritage mmmmanagement anagement anagement anagement fffframeworkrameworkrameworkramework    

It is essential that the Foreshore Authority is consulted in order to determine any 

approvals that may be required for the execution of any works. Approvals for 

works may be required under both the Environmental Planning and Assessment 

Act and the Heritage Act. The Authority has delegation to determine development 

applications valued under $5 million. Projects valued above $5 million are to be 

determined by the minister. Applications are to be made to the Sydney Harbour 

Foreshore Authority. 

 

In some instances, for major projects applications may be required to be made to 

the Department of Planning. In all cases, liaison with the Sydney Harbour 

Foreshore Authority’s Planning Assessment Team should occur to ensure correct 

statutory processes are followed. 
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6.3.16.3.16.3.16.3.1 New South Wales Heritage ActNew South Wales Heritage ActNew South Wales Heritage ActNew South Wales Heritage Act    

Architectural Architectural Architectural Architectural wwwworksorksorksorks    

The place is listed in the NSW State Heritage Register, under SHR No. 01568. This 

listing recognises the site as being of State significance and provides statutory 

protection under the NSW Heritage Act (1977). 

 

Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act, Heritage Council approval is required for 

a wide range of works to an SHR item. Unless an item constitutes a danger to its 

occupants or the public, demolition of an SHR item is prohibited under the 

Heritage Act. An element of an SHR item may only be demolished if it does not 

contribute to the significance of the item. 

 

To gain approval for any of the above works, an application must be made to the 

Heritage Council (Section 60 application). Authority has been delegated to the 

Foreshore Authority to determine Section 60 applications for minor works which 

do not materially affect the significance of the item. The Foreshore Authority can 

advise applicants whether applications can be assessed under delegation, or 

whether they need to be approved by the Heritage Council. Section 60 application 

forms are available from the Heritage Branch, or from the Foreshore Authority. 

 

Archaeological managementArchaeological managementArchaeological managementArchaeological management    

Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act, Heritage Council approval is required to 

move, damage, or destroy a relic listed in the State Heritage Register, or to 

excavate or disturb land which is listed on the SHR where there is reasonable 

knowledge or likelihood of relics being disturbed. The Act defines a ‘relic’ as: 

 

Any deposit, object or material evidence: 

(a) which relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New 

South Wales, not being an Aboriginal settlement, and 

(b) which is 50 or more years old. 

 

A Section 60 application is required to disturb relics on an SHR listed site. The 

delegation to the Foreshore Authority to approve minor Section 60 applications 

extends to archaeological works. Where approval is being sought for works that 

may disturb subfloor areas, appropriate archaeological methodology to record 

these remains should be identified in the Section 60 application.  
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Standard Exemptions for works to State Standard Exemptions for works to State Standard Exemptions for works to State Standard Exemptions for works to State Heritage Register listed itemsHeritage Register listed itemsHeritage Register listed itemsHeritage Register listed items    

Under Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act, the Minister may make exemptions from 

approval otherwise required under Section 57(1) for works to State Heritage 

Register items (see above). Such exemptions are intended to streamline the 

approvals process. There are two types of exemptions: 

• Standard exemptions: apply to all State Heritage Register items and cover 

maintenance and repair and minor alterations. 

• Site specific exemptions: apply only to an individual State Heritage Register 

item. 

 

If proposed works are covered by a standard exemption, an Exemption 

Notification Form (not a Section 60 application) must be completed, with sufficient 

detail provided to determine whether the proposed works meet the standard 

exemption guidelines. The Foreshore Authority has delegation from the Heritage 

Council to approve standard exemption applications, and forms are available from 

the Authority. Details of the standard exemptions are available form the Heritage 

Branch of the NSW Department of Planning. 

 

Applicants should confirm with the Foreshore Authority whether proposed works 

fall within the Standard Exemptions, and what documentation will be required. 

 

Site specific exemptions relate to the particular requirements of an individual 

State Heritage Register item, and can only be for works which have no potential to 

materially affect the significance of the item. Site specific exemptions are only 

applicable if the works to which they refer are identified as exempt development 

in a CMP endorsed by the Heritage Council, or in a C M Strategy endorsed under 

delegation by the Executive Director of the Tenant and Asset Management 

Services, Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority. CMP endorsement by the Heritage 

Council is normally required only for particularly complex or exceptionally 

significant sites. Currently, there are no site-specific exemptions for the place. 

 

Minimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair    

Section 118 of the Heritage Act provides for the regulation of minimum standards 

for the maintenance and repair of State Heritage Register items. These standards 

were regulated in the Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 and apply to all State 

Heritage Register items. The minimum standards cover the following areas: 

• Weatherproofing 

• Fire protection 

• Security 

• Essential maintenance 
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An inspection to ensure that the item is being managed in accordance with the 

minimum standards must be conducted at least once every year (or at least once 

every 3 years for essential maintenance and repair standards). Details of the 

minimum standards are available form the Heritage Branch of the NSW 

Department of Planning. 

 

Failure to meet the minimum standards may result in an order from the Heritage 

Council to do or refrain from doing any works necessary to ensure the standards 

are met. Failure to comply with an order can result in the resumption of land, a 

prohibition on development, or fines and imprisonment. 

 

6.3.26.3.26.3.26.3.2 NSW Government Total Asset Management GuidelinesNSW Government Total Asset Management GuidelinesNSW Government Total Asset Management GuidelinesNSW Government Total Asset Management Guidelines    

The Total Asset Management (TAM) Manual prepared by the NSW Government’s 

Asset Management Committee requires that: ‘Sustainable management of heritage 

values should be treated by an agency as part of its core business’. Similarly, TAM 

Guidelines for Government Agencies prepared by NSW Treasury require ‘planning 

use of heritage assets to maximise their service delivery while protecting their 

cultural values’. 

 

While protection of built heritage in The Rocks area is part of the core business of 

the Foreshore Authority, these TAM Guidelines can be interpreted to indicate that 

the retention of heritage value overrides the financial feasibility of the ongoing 

reuse of items. The cultural importance of The Rocks is widely recognised as 

paramount, and in any eventual situation where retention of heritage significance 

could collide with the financial feasibility of the project, the importance of 

retention of the heritage significance shall be given a priority. 

6.46.46.46.4 Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs)Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs)Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs)Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs)    

There are three principal EPIs under the Environmental Planning and Assessment 

Act 1979 that are applicable to The Rocks: 

 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005 State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005 State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005 State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005     

Under SEPP (Major Projects) 2005, Part 3A of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act applies to development valued at over $5 million within the 

specified Sydney Harbour Foreshore sites (including The Rocks). Part 4 of the Act 

applies to development valued under $5 million. 
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The Minister is the consent authority for development in Foreshore Authority sites 

under both Part 3A and Part 4 of the Act. The Foreshore Authority’s Planning 

Assessment Team receives and processes development applications under Parts 

3A and 4 of the Act. 

 

The authority to determine applications under Part 4 of the Act (development 

under $5 million) has been delegated from the Minister to the Foreshore 

Authority’s Planning Assessment Manager. The Minister remains the consent 

authority for applications under Part 3A of the Act (development over $5 million).  

 

Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005    

The Rocks is included in the 'Foreshores and Waterways Area' defined in the SREP, 

and consequently any development must be considered in terms of the criteria set 

out in clauses 21 to 27 of the SREP. The SREP does not identify any heritage items 

within The Rocks; however, it does identify the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the 

Circular Quay Ferry Wharves as heritage items and any development within their 

vicinity needs to be considered in terms of impacts on these items, including 

views to the items. Draft Amendment 1 to the SREP also identifies a ‘Buffer Zone’ 

for development in the vicinity of the Sydney Opera House, which covers a 

majority of The Rocks area, and any impacts on views to the Opera House are to 

be taken into consideration.  The SREP also requires the consideration of potential 

impact on archaeological or potential archaeological relics.  

 

The Rocks is also included as a ‘Strategic Foreshore site’ on Sheet 1 of the SREP, 

for which a Master Plan (deemed DCP) is required. However this only applies to the 

City Foreshores area if the Minister directs, and as yet there has been no such 

direction.  

 

The DCP that exists under the SREP is also relevant to development in The Rocks. 

Its primary focus is on ecological and landscape character areas, and built form 

design guidelines for development very close to the water’s edge.  The only 

relevant landscape character area in The Rocks is Dawes Point.  

 

Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) SchemeSydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) SchemeSydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) SchemeSydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) Scheme    

The Rocks is covered by the SCRA Scheme which has the status of an EPI under 

Schedule 6 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The SCRA 

Scheme comprises a series of Building Site Control Drawings which provide for the 

maximum height of buildings on any particular site, and which also specify 

permissible uses for a particular site or precinct.  
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The SCRA Scheme does not have any further development provisions nor does it 

specifically identify Heritage Items. 

6.56.56.56.5 NonNonNonNon----statutory listings and statutory listings and statutory listings and statutory listings and ccccommunity ommunity ommunity ommunity ggggroupsroupsroupsroups    

6.5.16.5.16.5.16.5.1 National Trust of Australia (NSW)National Trust of Australia (NSW)National Trust of Australia (NSW)National Trust of Australia (NSW)    

The place is not classified by the National Trust, although it is within the boundary 

of the classified Urban Conservation Area of The Rocks. 

 

Listing on the Register of the National Trust carries no statutory implications. The 

Trust’s opinions however, are usually sought when major proposals are being 

formulated in heritage precincts or in relation to heritage buildings. 

6.5.26.5.26.5.26.5.2 Register of the National EstateRegister of the National EstateRegister of the National EstateRegister of the National Estate    

The place is not entered individually in the Register of the National Estate, 

although it is within The Rocks Conservation Area (Place ID No 2255). 

 

Listing on the Register of the National Estate (now known as the Australian 

Heritage Database) carries no statutory implications but it is indicative of the high 

cultural values of the place. 

6.66.66.66.6 Building Building Building Building rrrregulationsegulationsegulationsegulations    

The Building Code of Australia (BCA) is concerned with establishing uniform 

building regulations across Australia. The BCA is implemented in NSW through the 

Local Government Act 1993.  

 

The main provisions of the BCA concern structural requirements, fire resistance, 

access and egress (including provisions for people with disabilities), services and 

equipment and health and amenity. Generally, minimum performance 

requirements are required to be met in building works.  

 

An assessment of compliance of the complex with the BCA has not been carried 

out for this report. It is appreciated however that any DA/CC application will need 

to comply with the BCA unless granted exemption under the Act. 

 

In general, when considering the BCA in heritage buildings, proposals must 

ensure that significance fabric and spatial qualities are not compromised while full 

BCA compliance is achieved and public safety is assured. 
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6.76.76.76.7 Application of The Burra CharterApplication of The Burra CharterApplication of The Burra CharterApplication of The Burra Charter    

The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 1999,138, known as The Burra Charter, is 

widely accepted in Australia as the underlying methodology by which all works to 

places identified as having national, state and regional significance are 

undertaken. Because Penrhyn House is of demonstrated cultural significance, 

procedures for managing changes and activities at the complex should be in 

accordance with the recognised conservation methodology of The Burra Charter. 

 

Principles of the Burra CharterPrinciples of the Burra CharterPrinciples of the Burra CharterPrinciples of the Burra Charter    

In dealing with the built fabric, the conservation principles of The Burra Charter 

should be adopted. The relevant principles are established in the Articles of The 

Burra Charter as follows: 

 

Cautious Approach (Article 3)Cautious Approach (Article 3)Cautious Approach (Article 3)Cautious Approach (Article 3)    

All conservation work should be based on a respect for the original fabric, should 

involve the minimum interference to the existing fabric and should not distort the 

evidence provided by the fabric. 

 

Location (Article 9)Location (Article 9)Location (Article 9)Location (Article 9)    

A building or work should remain in its historical location. 

 

Contents (Article 10)Contents (Article 10)Contents (Article 10)Contents (Article 10)    

Contents, fixtures and objects contributing to the cultural significance of a place 

should be retained at that place. 

 

Change (Article 15)Change (Article 15)Change (Article 15)Change (Article 15)    

The contribution of all periods to the place must be respected, unless what is 

removed is of slight cultural significance and the fabric which is to be revealed is 

of much greater cultural significance. 

 

Removed significant fabric should be reinstated when circumstances permit. 

 

Adaptation (Article 21)Adaptation (Article 21)Adaptation (Article 21)Adaptation (Article 21)    

Adaptation is acceptable where it does not substantially detract from the cultural 

significance of the place and involves minimal change to significant fabric. 

                                           
138 The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance 1999. 
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New Work (Article New Work (Article New Work (Article New Work (Article 22)22)22)22)    

New work may be acceptable where it does not distort or obscure the significance 

of a place. 

 

New work should be readily identifiable as such on close inspection. 

 

Use and Conserving Use (Article 7 and Article 23)Use and Conserving Use (Article 7 and Article 23)Use and Conserving Use (Article 7 and Article 23)Use and Conserving Use (Article 7 and Article 23)    

Where the use of a place is of cultural significance it should be retained and a 

place should have a compatible use. 

 

Modifying or reinstating a significant use may be appropriate and a preferred form 

of conservation. 

 

Managing Change (Article 27)Managing Change (Article 27)Managing Change (Article 27)Managing Change (Article 27)    

Existing fabric, use, associations and meaning should be recorded before 

disturbance occurs. 

 

Disturbance of Fabric (Article 28)Disturbance of Fabric (Article 28)Disturbance of Fabric (Article 28)Disturbance of Fabric (Article 28)    

Minimal disturbance of fabric may occur in order to provide evidence needed for 

the making of decisions on the conservation of the place. 

 

Responsibility for Decisions (ArtiResponsibility for Decisions (ArtiResponsibility for Decisions (ArtiResponsibility for Decisions (Article 29)cle 29)cle 29)cle 29)    

The decision-making procedure and individuals responsible for policy decisions 

should be identified. 

 

Direction, Supervision and Implementation (Article 30)Direction, Supervision and Implementation (Article 30)Direction, Supervision and Implementation (Article 30)Direction, Supervision and Implementation (Article 30)    

Appropriate direction and supervision should be maintained at all stages of the 

work. 

 

RecoRecoRecoRecords (Article 32)rds (Article 32)rds (Article 32)rds (Article 32)    

A record should be kept of new evidence and future decisions and made publicly 

available. 

 

Removed Fabric (Article 33)Removed Fabric (Article 33)Removed Fabric (Article 33)Removed Fabric (Article 33)    

Removed significant fabric should be catalogued and protected in accordance with 

its cultural significance. Where possible it should be stored on site. 
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7.7.7.7. Conservation Conservation Conservation Conservation ppppoliciesoliciesoliciesolicies    
Conservation can be regarded as the management of change. It seeks to 

safeguard that which is significant to an item within a process of change and 

development. It is essential to establish criteria, policies and recommendations for 

the conservation and on-going use of the item to ensure best practice heritage 

management. Within this framework, owners and managers of the item will be 

able to formulate suitable proposals, and planning authorities will be able to 

assess those proposals against the site specific criteria. 

 

The conservation policies are intended to assist in the ongoing use, maintenance 

and conservation of the site. These policies are intended to manage change, 

rather than prohibit it. Each policy is supported by a series of guidelines which will 

ensure that future decisions are made in an informed manner, ensuring the 

significance of the place. 

7.17.17.17.1 Current and Current and Current and Current and ppppotential otential otential otential ffffuture uture uture uture uuuusesesese    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

The current building was constructed as a factory and later became adapted for 

use as a garage. Since acquisition by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority it 

has been used for a variety of commercial purposes. 

Policy 1Policy 1Policy 1Policy 1    

The former Turnbull factory mayThe former Turnbull factory mayThe former Turnbull factory mayThe former Turnbull factory may    continue to be used for continue to be used for continue to be used for continue to be used for commercialcommercialcommercialcommercial    purposes, or purposes, or purposes, or purposes, or 

may be admay be admay be admay be adapted for other usesapted for other usesapted for other usesapted for other uses, provided that , provided that , provided that , provided that the nature and physical the nature and physical the nature and physical the nature and physical 

consequences of any such useconsequences of any such useconsequences of any such useconsequences of any such use    are consistent with the retention of are consistent with the retention of are consistent with the retention of are consistent with the retention of the building’sthe building’sthe building’sthe building’s    

significance.significance.significance.significance.    

Guidelines Guidelines Guidelines Guidelines     

• While the current commercial uses are not in principle inappropriate to the 

building, it would be desirable for future uses to allow more of the original 

internal spaces to be appreciated and the original uses interpreted. 

• The adaptive re-use of all building components is acceptable, with compatible 

new uses selected that utilise the original character or permit a creative and 

responsible re-use of the fundamental architectural, functional and spatial 

characteristics as far as possible. 

• The Foreshore Authority shall ensure that any new uses selected for the 

existing building shall adopt the principle of "loose fit", where the new use is 

adjusted as necessary to work within the available spatial and architectural 

configuration. 
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• Adaptation of a building's interior should ensure that the original fabric or 

significant architectural and spatial features are retained and interpreted as far 

as possible. 

• The detailed requirements of the new uses should not generate undue changes 

to the existing significant fabric that cannot be reversed in the long term, or 

which do not respect and work within the existing architectural framework. 

• If subdivision of internal spaces is required for a new use, it should preferably 

be designed to reflect the configuration of original rooms within the building, 

and should be undertaken in a secondary manner, using such items as 

partitions that can eventually be removed and which do not impact on the 

existing finishes or details. 

• External alterations or additions should be discouraged; however, if required 

to meet approved interpretation, re-use or cultural tourism requirements, 

these should be of a minor nature, and subservient to the primary architectural 

features and composition of the existing structure. 

• The introduction of new services and associated fittings as part of approved 

re-use programs should be carried out with the minimum of disruption to the 

fabric and spaces. 

• Uses which require an unacceptable degree of intervention for upgrading to 

ordinance compliance should be avoided. 

• Future uses should be compatible with the nature and significance of the 

building components and should enable the building to remain a vital and 

important component of The Rocks precinct. 

7.27.27.27.2 Asset ManagementAsset ManagementAsset ManagementAsset Management    

7.2.17.2.17.2.17.2.1 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority responsibilitiesSydney Harbour Foreshore Authority responsibilitiesSydney Harbour Foreshore Authority responsibilitiesSydney Harbour Foreshore Authority responsibilities    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Penrhyn House, as part of The Rocks, is owned by the Crown vested in the Sydney 

Harbour Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority). The Foreshore Authority 

has overall responsibility for the management of the place. Additional 

responsibilities derived from the NSW TAMS Guidelines are also recognised. 

Policy 2Policy 2Policy 2Policy 2    

Sydney Harbour ForesSydney Harbour ForesSydney Harbour ForesSydney Harbour Foreshore Authority shall retain management ofhore Authority shall retain management ofhore Authority shall retain management ofhore Authority shall retain management of Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    

as a single entity within the overall context of as a single entity within the overall context of as a single entity within the overall context of as a single entity within the overall context of The RocksThe RocksThe RocksThe Rocks    precinct.precinct.precinct.precinct. 

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority should implement a management 

structure that integrates development and conservation work with the overall 

management of Penrhyn House. 
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• The Foreshore Authority should make this Conservation Management Plan a 

publicly accessible document. 

• The Foreshore Authority should ensure that this document and any subsequent 

recording and investigations are achieved in such a manner that provides an 

accurate record of the changes to the significant fabric of the building. 

• The intention, aims and policies of this CMP shall be disseminated through, 

and implemented by, relevant key staff of the Foreshore Authority. 

• The Foreshore Authority shall adequately assess the impact of proposed 

modifications to significant fabric, prior to the granting of owner's consent. 

• All recording, when required, should be undertaken and archived in 

accordance with the recording guidelines prepared by the Heritage Branch of 

the NSW Department of Planning. 

• A program of regular monitoring should be established, covering both the 

physical changes within the building and visitor experience issues, and be 

incorporated, where relevant, into management decisions. 

• The Foreshore Authority should investigate mechanisms which give it better 

control of the design, documentation and implementation of work to heritage 

buildings. One option, which should be investigated, is that all such activities 

be undertaken directly by the Foreshore Authority and paid for by the tenant. 

 

7.2.27.2.27.2.27.2.2 Total Asset Management Plans and CMPsTotal Asset Management Plans and CMPsTotal Asset Management Plans and CMPsTotal Asset Management Plans and CMPs    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

This CMP will be one of the documents used by the asset owners, managers and 

tenants for management and maintenance of Penrhyn House and needs to be fully 

compatible with other relevant documents addressing the same property, 

including any current Maintenance Plans and Total Asset Management (TAM) 

Plans. All the relevant asset management documents were included in the 

preparation of this CMP. 

Policy 3Policy 3Policy 3Policy 3    

This Conservation Management Plan should be used to provide feedback to all This Conservation Management Plan should be used to provide feedback to all This Conservation Management Plan should be used to provide feedback to all This Conservation Management Plan should be used to provide feedback to all 

future Management Plans for the same property.future Management Plans for the same property.future Management Plans for the same property.future Management Plans for the same property.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• The Authority should include findings of this CMP into the Foreshore 

Authority’s asset management systems and plans, particularly TAM Plans and 

Maintenance Plans for Penrhyn House. 
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7.2.37.2.37.2.37.2.3 Adoption and Review of the CMPAdoption and Review of the CMPAdoption and Review of the CMPAdoption and Review of the CMP    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

The Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for Penrhyn House proposes a 

framework for the management of heritage issues in relation to upgrading and 

adaptive re-use projects and, into the long term, to ensure that the identified 

significance of the place is retained and maintained. 

 

Circumstances will change over the years as various recommendations are 

implemented and new use requirements emerge. Conservation Policies need to 

respond progressively to changing situations if they are to remain relevant. 

Policy 4Policy 4Policy 4Policy 4    

This Conservation Management Plan should be adopted as one of the bases for This Conservation Management Plan should be adopted as one of the bases for This Conservation Management Plan should be adopted as one of the bases for This Conservation Management Plan should be adopted as one of the bases for 

the future management of the site. Conservation Policthe future management of the site. Conservation Policthe future management of the site. Conservation Policthe future management of the site. Conservation Policies should be reviewed every ies should be reviewed every ies should be reviewed every ies should be reviewed every 

five to ten years.five to ten years.five to ten years.five to ten years.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• Reviews of the CMP should be based on The Burra Charter and other guidelines 

by the Heritage Branch of the NSW Department of Planning. 

• Reviews should also take into account any other relevant legislation, planning 

frameworks, appropriate literature and widely recognised conservation 

practices and procedures. 

• Reviews should be undertaken by experienced conservation practitioners in 

conjunction with relevant ownership and management representatives. 

• Irrespective of the requirement to review the document every 5 years, the CMP 

should remain as a valid basis for on-going heritage management until such 

reviews are completed. 

 

7.2.47.2.47.2.47.2.4 Approvals Approvals Approvals Approvals pppprocess and rocess and rocess and rocess and llllandowner’s andowner’s andowner’s andowner’s cccconsentonsentonsentonsent    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

To prevent gradual loss of cultural significance through gradual change, a 

mechanism needs to be established for controlling any modifications by tenants 

to the significant fabric. 

 

Forms for development applications, Section 60 applications and Standard 

Exemption applications are available from the Foreshore Authority. 
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Policy 5Policy 5Policy 5Policy 5    

Prior to the lodgement of applications and the commencement of works the Prior to the lodgement of applications and the commencement of works the Prior to the lodgement of applications and the commencement of works the Prior to the lodgement of applications and the commencement of works the 

proponent should liaise with the Foreshore Authority’s heritage architect and proponent should liaise with the Foreshore Authority’s heritage architect and proponent should liaise with the Foreshore Authority’s heritage architect and proponent should liaise with the Foreshore Authority’s heritage architect and 

obtain the consent of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authorobtain the consent of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authorobtain the consent of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authorobtain the consent of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority as landowner. ity as landowner. ity as landowner. ity as landowner.  

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• As the Foreshore Authority is the owner of land and buildings in The Rocks, 

the consent of the Authority is required prior to lodging an application for 

works. This part of the process is separate from approving the works, and the 

landowner’s consent to lodge an application does not constitute actual 

approval to undertake the works. 

• Prior to granting owner’s consent to a proposal, the Foreshore Authority 

should, in its capacity as land owner and manager, be satisfied that there are 

no adverse heritage impacts associated with the proposal.  

• A Heritage Impact Assessment and adequate documentation of the proposed 

works should be prepared to assist in the assessment of owner’s consent 

applications. 

 

7.2.57.2.57.2.57.2.5 TenancyTenancyTenancyTenancy    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

To prevent the gradual loss of cultural significance through incremental change, a 

mechanism for controlling any modifications undertaken by tenants to the 

significant fabric needs to be established. 

Policy 6Policy 6Policy 6Policy 6    

All tenants of the building should be made aware of the cultuAll tenants of the building should be made aware of the cultuAll tenants of the building should be made aware of the cultuAll tenants of the building should be made aware of the cultural significance of ral significance of ral significance of ral significance of 

the the the the placeplaceplaceplace. Tenancies should only be selected and approved by the Foreshore . Tenancies should only be selected and approved by the Foreshore . Tenancies should only be selected and approved by the Foreshore . Tenancies should only be selected and approved by the Foreshore 

Authority on the basis that the proposed or future uses are compatible with the Authority on the basis that the proposed or future uses are compatible with the Authority on the basis that the proposed or future uses are compatible with the Authority on the basis that the proposed or future uses are compatible with the 

significance of the item and the sensitive fabric and spaces, and that the requirsignificance of the item and the sensitive fabric and spaces, and that the requirsignificance of the item and the sensitive fabric and spaces, and that the requirsignificance of the item and the sensitive fabric and spaces, and that the required ed ed ed 

changes to the item can be installed and removed without impactchanges to the item can be installed and removed without impactchanges to the item can be installed and removed without impactchanges to the item can be installed and removed without impact    and will not and will not and will not and will not 

interfere unduly with interpretation of the buildinginterfere unduly with interpretation of the buildinginterfere unduly with interpretation of the buildinginterfere unduly with interpretation of the building....    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• Tenants must incorporate the guidelines of this CMP into their planning and 

design. Full compliance with the requirements of this CMP will be required for 

the Foreshore Authority’s consent to the proposed development. This includes 

completion within the recommended time of the Schedules of Conservation 

Works recommended in Chapter 8 - Implementing the Plan.  

• Tenants should be aware of Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority policies. 

• The impact of proposed modifications to significant fabric should be 

adequately assessed, prior to applying for owner's consent. 
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7.37.37.37.3 Management of Management of Management of Management of ssssignificanceignificanceignificanceignificance    

7.3.17.3.17.3.17.3.1 Retention of Retention of Retention of Retention of ssssignificanceignificanceignificanceignificance    

BackgrouBackgrouBackgrouBackgroundndndnd    

The significance of the place derives from its external appearance, its internal 

configuration, and its former use and history.  

Policy 7Policy 7Policy 7Policy 7    

The statement of significance should be adopted as the basis for heritage The statement of significance should be adopted as the basis for heritage The statement of significance should be adopted as the basis for heritage The statement of significance should be adopted as the basis for heritage 

management. All decisions should considermanagement. All decisions should considermanagement. All decisions should considermanagement. All decisions should consider    and seek to retain the values and seek to retain the values and seek to retain the values and seek to retain the values 

identified in the Statement of Significance.identified in the Statement of Significance.identified in the Statement of Significance.identified in the Statement of Significance.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• The significant aspects of the architectural character of Penrhyn House should 

be retained and conserved.  This includes evidence of its external appearance, 

its internal configuration, and its former use and history.  Conservation should 

be undertaken in the context of the likely on-going use of the building for 

commercial purposes. 

• The conservation, adaptation and maintenance of Penrhyn House should be 

approached with the general principle of changing “as much as necessary but 

as little as possible”. Since the property was taken over by the Sydney Cove 

Redevelopment Authority, successive reworkings of the building (partially 

reversed in the 1990s exercise) have resulted in the gradual loss of original 

fabric and character. 

• Structural alteration to the early building components which impact on the 

integrity or significance of the place should not occur. 

• Opportunities should be explored in the future to remove or adapt elements 

identified as intrusive to reduce their adverse impact on overall significance. 

• Internal alterations and renovations are acceptable within the context of 

compatible commercial uses, but should not impact adversely on the 

significance of the internal original fabric of the building, or the external 

façade. Where possible within the building, the recovery of the original spatial 

quality is encouraged.  

• At the same time, evidence of the progressive evolution of the place should be 

respected, and retained where significant. 

 

7.3.27.3.27.3.27.3.2 Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate cccconservation onservation onservation onservation sssskills and kills and kills and kills and eeeexperiencexperiencexperiencexperience    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

The Burra Charter encourages the use of skilled and appropriate professional 

direction and supervision from a range of disciplines for conservation activities.  
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The skills and experience required and creative approaches taken in the context of 

a conservation project are quite different to those applied to the design and 

construction of new buildings. 

Policy 8Policy 8Policy 8Policy 8    

Appropriate conservation skills and experience should be employed for Appropriate conservation skills and experience should be employed for Appropriate conservation skills and experience should be employed for Appropriate conservation skills and experience should be employed for 

dodododocumentation and supervision within project teams to deal with any programs of cumentation and supervision within project teams to deal with any programs of cumentation and supervision within project teams to deal with any programs of cumentation and supervision within project teams to deal with any programs of 

conservation and upgrading of the significant building components of conservation and upgrading of the significant building components of conservation and upgrading of the significant building components of conservation and upgrading of the significant building components of Penrhyn Penrhyn Penrhyn Penrhyn 

HouseHouseHouseHouse.... 

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• Appropriate professional skills and experience assembled to work on the 

detailed conservation of the building could include, as appropriate, historians, 

interpretation specialists, archaeologists, conservation architects, structural 

engineers, building code compliance advisers, materials conservation 

specialists and cost planners. 

• Building contractors, project managers and tradespeople who are experienced 

with working on historic buildings should be selected to work on the project. 

 

7.3.37.3.37.3.37.3.3 Conservation of Conservation of Conservation of Conservation of ssssignificant ignificant ignificant ignificant ffffabricabricabricabric    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

One of the key objectives of contemporary conservation practice is that as much 

as possible of the significant original fabric of the building or place should be 

retained and conserved in order to preserve the essential integrity of the heritage 

resource for future generations. While any conservation activity will affect the 

building in some way, the aim, consistent with responsible re-use or management 

aims, should be to minimise the work necessary. In this way the authenticity of 

the item will be retained as far as possible within a process of evolutionary 

changes and good maintenance practice.  

 

Article 3 of The Burra Charter indicates that conservation is based on a respect for 

the existing fabric of a place and should therefore involve the least possible 

physical intervention in order not to distort the evidence provided by the fabric. 

 

The existing external fabric of the building is still relatively intact, although many 

of the external openings have been enlarged and the clerestory has been 

reworked to incorporate full glazing rather than regular windows. Roofing to the 

building is a comparatively recent reconstruction of original fabric. Internally, 

much of the original structural framing survives, although again several framing 

members and areas of flooring have been reconstructed at various times. 
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Policy 9Policy 9Policy 9Policy 9    

ExtExtExtExtant early building fabric, both internally and externally, should be retained and ant early building fabric, both internally and externally, should be retained and ant early building fabric, both internally and externally, should be retained and ant early building fabric, both internally and externally, should be retained and 

conserved in accordance with the levels of significance identified in Section 5 conserved in accordance with the levels of significance identified in Section 5 conserved in accordance with the levels of significance identified in Section 5 conserved in accordance with the levels of significance identified in Section 5 ----    

Grading of Significance of this CMP and in accordance with particular actions Grading of Significance of this CMP and in accordance with particular actions Grading of Significance of this CMP and in accordance with particular actions Grading of Significance of this CMP and in accordance with particular actions 

specified in Sspecified in Sspecified in Sspecified in Section 8.2 ection 8.2 ection 8.2 ection 8.2 ––––Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP.Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP.Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP.Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• External and internal fabric, which has been identified as of Exceptional or 

High significance should be retained and conserved. 

• No conservation or maintenance work should alter or negatively impact on the 

elements of the external façades or internal fabric/space that have been 

identified as elements of High or Exceptional level of significance.  

• Aged building fabric that is unlikely to be causing on-going deterioration 

should not be repaired for visual reasons if by doing so the patina of age and 

the ability to successfully interpret various stages of use is degraded. 

• Where repairs or alterations are required, new material should closely match 

original or adjacent materials. This applies especially to reconstructed 

elements such as masonry walls and timber floor structure and flooring, where 

repair or replacement should be based on the best available evidence of the 

original elements rather than reproducing the reconstructed elements. 

However, evidence of change should be identifiable on close inspection. 

• All structural elements should be retained as existing, with appropriate 

maintenance. No structural members should be removed, other than to re-

instate significant architectural elements. 

• Where it is clear that original or significant fabric has been removed 

consideration should be given to reconstruction based on documentary 

evidence.  

• While the Foreshore Authority is liable for the execution of works identified in 

the Section 8.2 – Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP, the Authority 

may, as part of the tenancy contracts, require tenants to execute the required 

works and provide auditable evidence of the completion of required works.  

• Redundant but significant equipment, fittings and fixtures are to be retained 

on site preferably in their existing location, or in a new location. 

• Intervention into any building fabric should respect the integrity of the extant 

material, be carefully controlled, and be limited to the extent required by the 

proposed works. 

• The conservation of particular materials requires due consideration and the 

expertise of appropriately experienced personnel. The Heritage Branch of the 

NSW Department of Planning ‘Maintenance of Heritage Assets’ Series provides 

general advice as to the cause, treatment and remediation of various 

traditional building materials. These publications can be obtained from the 

Heritage Branch of the NSW Department of Planning. 
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7.3.47.3.47.3.47.3.4 Conservation of Conservation of Conservation of Conservation of ssssignificant ignificant ignificant ignificant sssspacespacespacespaces    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

The significance of the internal spaces within Penrhyn House has been diminished 

by the works undertaken since the 1970s to adapt the place for offices. These 

were partly reversed in the 1990s works, but more recent works have again 

interfered with interpretation of the original spaces.  

Policy 10Policy 10Policy 10Policy 10    

The surviving spatial qualities of The surviving spatial qualities of The surviving spatial qualities of The surviving spatial qualities of Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    contribute to its significance and contribute to its significance and contribute to its significance and contribute to its significance and 

interpretation and therefore should be conserved and where possible recovered, interpretation and therefore should be conserved and where possible recovered, interpretation and therefore should be conserved and where possible recovered, interpretation and therefore should be conserved and where possible recovered, 

as part of the onas part of the onas part of the onas part of the on----going use, ongoing use, ongoing use, ongoing use, on----going management and any future developmentgoing management and any future developmentgoing management and any future developmentgoing management and any future development    

strategy.strategy.strategy.strategy. 

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• If the opportunity arises at an appropriate future time, consideration should be 

given to removing internal masonry walls and fitout structures that interfere 

with the interpretation of the original internal spaces. 

 

7.3.57.3.57.3.57.3.5 Element Element Element Element sssspecific pecific pecific pecific ppppoliciesoliciesoliciesolicies    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

In addition to general policies applicable to all areas of the site, a strategic 

direction for management of individual elements is considered appropriate to the 

level of significance of each element and the condition of fabric. This is developed 

in further detail in actions outlined in Chapter 8.  

Policy 11Policy 11Policy 11Policy 11    

Surviving Surviving Surviving Surviving original and reconstructed elementsoriginal and reconstructed elementsoriginal and reconstructed elementsoriginal and reconstructed elements    of the built fabric of the built fabric of the built fabric of the built fabric and other and other and other and other 

elements elements elements elements shall generally be retained and conserved in accordance with the levels shall generally be retained and conserved in accordance with the levels shall generally be retained and conserved in accordance with the levels shall generally be retained and conserved in accordance with the levels 

of significance identifieof significance identifieof significance identifieof significance identified in Section d in Section d in Section d in Section 5.15.15.15.1    ––––    Grading of Grading of Grading of Grading of ssssignificant ignificant ignificant ignificant eeeelements and lements and lements and lements and 

sssspacespacespacespaces, and managed in accordance with this Section., and managed in accordance with this Section., and managed in accordance with this Section., and managed in accordance with this Section.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

The following schedule contains conservation policy statements for specific 

individual elements of Penrhyn House. The conservation actions should not 

attempt to recreate a particular situation from the history, but acknowledge past 

and recent changes and modifications as evidence of technological advancements 

and evolution of the use of the place.  
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Element Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation Policies    

Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Significance Significance Significance Significance     PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

EXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOR    

Face brick character and 

fabric of the façades, 

excluding reconstructed 

areas 

Exceptional Retain and conserve 

Original concrete lintels Exceptional Retain and conserve 

Timber windows Exceptional Retain and conserve 

Reconstructed brickwork High Retains and conserve 

Rainwater goods High Retain and conserve 

Enlarged brick openings, 

including those to 

adjoining building 

Little If a future opportunity arises, reconstruct at 

least some original openings, especially 

those to adjoining building 

Aluminium framed 

windows and frameless 

glass doors 

Little May be retained, or may in future be 

replaced with more appropriate elements 

Timber deck and steps 

along eastern side 

Little May be retained or removed 

Adjoining building  Little May be altered as required. Future 

alterations should if possible create a clear 

visual separation of Penrhyn House from its 

more recent neighbour, and interpret the 

fact that the earlier building was originally 

separate 

Glazed entry lobby, 

western side  

Intrusive If a future opportunity arises, consider 

removing this element and redesigning the 

entrance 

Glazed entry eastern 

side 

Intrusive If a future opportunity arises, consider 

removing this element and redesigning the 

entrance 

Roof structure and 

covering 

High Retain and conserve 

Clerestory windows Moderate May be retained or adapted to a form that 

better interprets the original arrangement 
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Element Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation Policies    

Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Significance Significance Significance Significance     PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

Fabric awning, eastern 

side 

Intrusive If a future opportunity arises, remove 

INTERIORINTERIORINTERIORINTERIOR    

GROUND FLOOR 

Concrete ground floor 

and tiled finish 

Little May be retained or adapted as required 

Face brick walls Exceptional Retain and conserve, preferably with no 

applied finish 

Reconstructed brickwork High Retain and conserve 

Steel columns Exceptional Retain and conserve 

Timber windows Exceptional Retain and conserve 

Ceiling linings Little May be retained or replaced 

Shopfronts and glass 

walls 

Little May be adapted provided interpretation is 

not diminished. 

Stairs and escalator Little May be retained or replaced 

Internal masonry walls 

surrounding escalator 

Intrusive If a future opportunity arises, remove to 

allow better interpretation of the original 

space 

Fixtures, fitout and 

services 

Little May be adapted or renewed provided that 

impact on significant fabric is minimised 

FIRST FLOOR 

Timber floor structures 

and flooring 

Exceptional 

/High 

Retain and conserve. Future works should 

preferably be confined to areas of 

reconstructed floor  

Face brick walls Exceptional Retain and conserve 

Timber posts, and 

timber and iron roof 

trusses 

Exceptional Retain and conserve, without concealment 

Timber windows Exceptional Retain and conserve 

Glass flooring Little May be retained or removed 

Glass walls and 

balustrades 

Little May be retained or replaced 
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Element Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation PoliciesElement Specific Conservation Policies    

Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Significance Significance Significance Significance     PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

Stairs and escalator Little May be retained or replaced 

Boarded ceiling linings Little May be retained, removed or replaced with 

an appropriate lining 

Fixtures and services, 

except as noted 

elsewhere 

Little May be adapted or renewed provided that 

impact on significant fabric is minimised 

Fixed fitout elements 

blocking access and 

views to windows 

Intrusive When a future opportunity arises, redesign 

fitout so as not to interfere with views to 

windows 

 

7.3.67.3.67.3.67.3.6 Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological mmmmonitoringonitoringonitoringonitoring    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

There is some potential for archaeology remains to survive beneath the ground 

floor.  The Heritage Act 1977 states that any excavation, where relics may be 

disturbed, requires an excavation permit.  

Policy 12Policy 12Policy 12Policy 12    

Because the archaeological potential of the site is low to medium, the potential Because the archaeological potential of the site is low to medium, the potential Because the archaeological potential of the site is low to medium, the potential Because the archaeological potential of the site is low to medium, the potential 

disturbance of archaeological remains should be carried out by a qualified disturbance of archaeological remains should be carried out by a qualified disturbance of archaeological remains should be carried out by a qualified disturbance of archaeological remains should be carried out by a qualified 

archaeologist. Appropriate permits should be sought from the NSW Heritage archaeologist. Appropriate permits should be sought from the NSW Heritage archaeologist. Appropriate permits should be sought from the NSW Heritage archaeologist. Appropriate permits should be sought from the NSW Heritage 

CounCounCounCouncil prior to the commencement of cil prior to the commencement of cil prior to the commencement of cil prior to the commencement of such such such such works. Archaeological testing of the works. Archaeological testing of the works. Archaeological testing of the works. Archaeological testing of the 

area should precede works wherever possiblearea should precede works wherever possiblearea should precede works wherever possiblearea should precede works wherever possible....    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• Based on the significance of the site, The Rocks and Millers Point 

Archaeological Management Plan (1991), and The Rocks Archaeological Report 

2000, it is the recommendation of the CMP that any proposed below ground 

disturbance be preceded by a comprehensive archaeological assessment. 

 

7.3.77.3.77.3.77.3.7 OnOnOnOn----going going going going mmmmaintenance and aintenance and aintenance and aintenance and rrrrepairepairepairepair    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

The nature of any building is that its fabric will deteriorate owing to the effects of 

age, maintenance, weather, vegetation incursion and use. To ensure the on-going 

conservation of significant building fabric, a regular maintenance schedule should 
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be implemented, which provides for regular inspection and for remedial action to 

be taken where necessary. 

Policy 13Policy 13Policy 13Policy 13    

The significant fabric of The significant fabric of The significant fabric of The significant fabric of Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    should be maintained by the should be maintained by the should be maintained by the should be maintained by the 

implementation of the short, medium and longimplementation of the short, medium and longimplementation of the short, medium and longimplementation of the short, medium and long----term maintenance program term maintenance program term maintenance program term maintenance program 

outlined in Section outlined in Section outlined in Section outlined in Section 8.38.38.38.3    ––––    OngOngOngOngoing oing oing oing mmmmaintenanceaintenanceaintenanceaintenance....    

    

As a necessary minimum, the ongoing maintenance should include works that will As a necessary minimum, the ongoing maintenance should include works that will As a necessary minimum, the ongoing maintenance should include works that will As a necessary minimum, the ongoing maintenance should include works that will 

ensure that each element retains its current level of significance and not allow the ensure that each element retains its current level of significance and not allow the ensure that each element retains its current level of significance and not allow the ensure that each element retains its current level of significance and not allow the 

loss of significloss of significloss of significloss of significance due to the deterioration of fabric.ance due to the deterioration of fabric.ance due to the deterioration of fabric.ance due to the deterioration of fabric.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• The building fabric and services should be subject to continuing care and 

maintenance by the Foreshore Authority and the tenant. 

• In addition to regular maintenance activities, prompt preventative action and 

repair should be taken as necessary. 

• Prevention of continuing deterioration should take priority over widespread 

repair or reconstruction. 

• Inspection and maintenance works should only be conducted by those with 

professional knowledge and demonstrated experience with buildings and 

materials of this nature. 

• No maintenance work or repairs should negatively impact on significant fabric. 

• While the Foreshore Authority is liable for the execution of works identified in 

the Section 8.3 –Schedule of Ongoing Maintenance Works of this CMP, the 

Foreshore Authority may, as part of the tenancy contracts, require tenants to 

execute the required works and provide auditable trace of the completion of 

required works.  

• New internal floor coverings are permissible provided that they do not damage 

timber floors. 

 

7.3.87.3.87.3.87.3.8 Retention of Retention of Retention of Retention of ffffixtures and ixtures and ixtures and ixtures and ffffittingsittingsittingsittings    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Because the building has been comprehensively reworked several times, there are 

no fixtures or fittings associated with its original or subsequent use remaining on 

site. 

PPPPolicy 14olicy 14olicy 14olicy 14    

Although fAlthough fAlthough fAlthough features and fixtures associated with the eatures and fixtures associated with the eatures and fixtures associated with the eatures and fixtures associated with the building’sbuilding’sbuilding’sbuilding’s    historic use as historic use as historic use as historic use as a a a a 

factory factory factory factory and and and and garagegaragegaragegarage no longer survive, articles that could illustrate the former uses no longer survive, articles that could illustrate the former uses no longer survive, articles that could illustrate the former uses no longer survive, articles that could illustrate the former uses 

of the building sof the building sof the building sof the building should be hould be hould be hould be considered as part of an interpretive displayconsidered as part of an interpretive displayconsidered as part of an interpretive displayconsidered as part of an interpretive display....    
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7.3.97.3.97.3.97.3.9 InterpreInterpreInterpreInterpretationtationtationtation    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Interpretation of historic places essentially reveals long-term connections and 

cohesions which underpin our cultural identity. To "interpret" a historic place, in 

its geographic and physical setting, is to bring its history to life to increase the 

public’s understanding, and, through this extended understanding, to give them 

an enhanced perception of the significance of the place. 

 

Owing to its history, significance and setting in The Rocks area, Penrhyn House is 

capable of being interpreted for promotional and educational purposes. However, 

there does not appear to be any real attempt at present to interpret the place for 

what it really was, nor those actually associated with it. The only interpretive 

material in the vicinity is a sign relating to the buildings that previously occupied 

the site, and a plaque commemorating the Dreadnought Old Boys who have no 

connection with the site. The official name of the building, Penrhyn House, derives 

from the name of one of the ships in the First Fleet, which again has no 

association with this site.  

 

Because Penrhyn House has been adaptively reused for commercial purposes since 

the 1970s, with numerous changes to its interior, no physical remnants of its 

original industrial use or its subsequent use as a garage survive internally, nor are 

there any physical indications in the fabric of its associations with historical 

persons and events including the Playfair company or the Green Ban movement. 

These aspects of significance therefore require interpretation on site. 

Policy 15Policy 15Policy 15Policy 15    

The heritage significance of the former The heritage significance of the former The heritage significance of the former The heritage significance of the former factory and garagefactory and garagefactory and garagefactory and garage    should be interpreted should be interpreted should be interpreted should be interpreted 

on site by appropriate methods.on site by appropriate methods.on site by appropriate methods.on site by appropriate methods.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• One of the primary components of the conservation management of Penrhyn 

House should be to make the values of its cultural significance physically, 

intellectually and/or emotively accessible to the public.  

• The building should preferably be known in future by a name that better 

interprets its origin and history, such as Turnbull’s Factory or Playfairs Garage. 

The name Penrhyn House should however be explained as part of the 

interpretation strategy. 

• The ongoing management of Penrhyn House should include the development 

and implementation of an interpretation strategy, which reveals the cultural 

significance of the place. 
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• In making significance accessible, the Foreshore Authority should take into 

account the policies and guidelines contained within the ICOMOS International 

Cultural Tourism Charter. 

• Interpretation at Penrhyn House should take into account all periods of 

development and occupation in the context of the history of The Rocks area 

under the management of the Foreshore Authority, and be presented in an 

accurate and insightful manner. 

• Interpretation programs should provide equitable physical, spiritual and 

intellectual access to the cultural significance of the present building. 

• Interpretation should take into account all the historic phases of Penrhyn 

House. However, the principal themes of the 20th century history of the site, 

including construction as a metalworking factory, use as a garage for a well-

known providore, and catalyst for the Green Ban movement in The Rocks, 

should be given appropriate prominence. 

• The building could also be used to interpret the presence in The Rocks of 

Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd, other physical remnants of which have been removed. 

• Wherever possible within the building, interpretation should make use of and 

refer to the surviving internal and external physical fabric. 

7.47.47.47.4 New New New New wwwwork ork ork ork ppppoliciesoliciesoliciesolicies    

7.4.17.4.17.4.17.4.1 Integration of Integration of Integration of Integration of nnnnew ew ew ew wwwworkorkorkork    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Because extensive works have already occurred to Penrhyn House, scope for 

further development is limited without further loss of significance. In general, no 

external alterations or additions should occur, and some of the existing external 

alterations and additions should preferably be reversed at an appropriate future 

time. Within the general principles outlined in this Conservation Management Plan, 

some internal alterations and additions could occur, especially given that these 

areas that have already been substantially altered. These should preferably not 

affect surviving original fabric. New work should be carefully designed and 

integrated with the original character of the significant components. Any new 

work should also attempt to recover significance by removing or adapting 

intrusive elements. 

Policy 16Policy 16Policy 16Policy 16    

The introduction of new fabric should be undertaken in such a manner that it does The introduction of new fabric should be undertaken in such a manner that it does The introduction of new fabric should be undertaken in such a manner that it does The introduction of new fabric should be undertaken in such a manner that it does 

not result in a lessening of the cultural significance of the place. New work should not result in a lessening of the cultural significance of the place. New work should not result in a lessening of the cultural significance of the place. New work should not result in a lessening of the cultural significance of the place. New work should 

be identifiable as such and should, whereverbe identifiable as such and should, whereverbe identifiable as such and should, whereverbe identifiable as such and should, wherever    possible, be capable of being possible, be capable of being possible, be capable of being possible, be capable of being 

removed without damage to significant fabric or spaces.removed without damage to significant fabric or spaces.removed without damage to significant fabric or spaces.removed without damage to significant fabric or spaces.    
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GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• When a new function is being introduced, a new architectural vocabulary of 

details and materials may be adopted to complement the existing architectural 

character. 

• Period detailing should be used to reconstruct elements for which there is clear 

evidence of the original detail, either remaining in the fabric or in documents. 

• Where there is no evidence of the original detail, it is not necessary or 

appropriate to invent a period detail unless the original character of the space 

is to be recreated and the new element is required to blend in. 

• Careful detailing will ensure minimal damage to the significant fabric and will 

allow for reversibility. 

• Where a function is being re-established, new fittings and fixtures may be 

adopted to complement the existing architectural character. 

 

7.4.27.4.27.4.27.4.2 Integration of ServicesIntegration of ServicesIntegration of ServicesIntegration of Services    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Adaptations of existing fabric for practical reasons such as installation of new 

services and equipment, and the need to meet fire safety and other statutory 

requirements may be required in terms of securing a viable use for the building 

components as a whole, and satisfying the changing needs of the general public. 

Policy 17Policy 17Policy 17Policy 17    

The extension or alteration of exThe extension or alteration of exThe extension or alteration of exThe extension or alteration of existing services in isting services in isting services in isting services in Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    is acceptable in is acceptable in is acceptable in is acceptable in 

the context of rethe context of rethe context of rethe context of re----use, but should not have a detrimental impact to the use, but should not have a detrimental impact to the use, but should not have a detrimental impact to the use, but should not have a detrimental impact to the 

significance of the building components as a whole.significance of the building components as a whole.significance of the building components as a whole.significance of the building components as a whole.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• Any proposed upgrading of services should be carefully planned. The 

preparation of schematic layouts is not sufficient: service routes must be 

planned so as not to damage the significant fabric or disrupt significant 

spaces. Documentation for services installation should include a requirement 

for service routes to be marked prior to any works related to their installation, 

and for the marked routes to be inspected and approved by the project 

heritage consultant. 

• Any upgrading of services is subject to the proper approval process. 

• Existing or old service chases or conduits should be re-used in preference to 

new chases. Services should be rationalised, grouped and treated to minimise 

intrusion. Areas previously modified for services should be re-used, in 

preference to modifying intact fabric. The surface mounting of services is 

preferable to chasing services into significant fabric. 
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• Intervention into any building fabric should respect the integrity of the extant 

material, be carefully controlled, and be limited to that required by the 

proposed works. 

• Brackets or fixings for services should not damage significant fabric. 

• No externally mounted air-conditioning, ventilation equipment, water heaters 

or service components should be visible from the street or impact negatively 

on the façade. Care should also be taken when siting equipment at roof level 

to avoid impact on the appearance of the roofscape. 

 

7.4.37.4.37.4.37.4.3 Compliance with Building RegulationsCompliance with Building RegulationsCompliance with Building RegulationsCompliance with Building Regulations    

The Building Code of Australia is the operative building control in New South 

Wales, referenced in State building legislation. 

 

For building works within The Rocks, the key issues are usually compliance with 

fire resistance, egress provisions, and provision of disabled access and facilities. It 

is essential that the cultural values of the buildings and the overall complex are 

not degraded by inappropriate responses to meeting regulatory requirements. 

Policy 18Policy 18Policy 18Policy 18    

Approaches to compliance with building regulations for the conservation and Approaches to compliance with building regulations for the conservation and Approaches to compliance with building regulations for the conservation and Approaches to compliance with building regulations for the conservation and 

upgrading and reupgrading and reupgrading and reupgrading and re----use programs use programs use programs use programs forforforfor    Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    should focus on responding to should focus on responding to should focus on responding to should focus on responding to 

the performance requirements of the BCA if dthe performance requirements of the BCA if dthe performance requirements of the BCA if dthe performance requirements of the BCA if deemedeemedeemedeemed----totototo----satisfy compliance would satisfy compliance would satisfy compliance would satisfy compliance would 

adversely affect the significance. Uses which require an unacceptable degree of adversely affect the significance. Uses which require an unacceptable degree of adversely affect the significance. Uses which require an unacceptable degree of adversely affect the significance. Uses which require an unacceptable degree of 

intervention for upgrading to comply with regulations should be avoided. intervention for upgrading to comply with regulations should be avoided. intervention for upgrading to comply with regulations should be avoided. intervention for upgrading to comply with regulations should be avoided.     

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• Conservation and on-going use programs should not place undue stress on 

the building fabric in order to meet excessive requirements of compliance with 

regulations. 

• Methods of complying with fire safety requirements which utilise fire or smoke 

detection and active fire suppression are preferred to the addition of fire rated 

material, which may obscure extant finishes. 

• Future upgrades of the building should take into consideration any newly 

developed approaches for the implementation of fire safety standards that do 

not harm the existing significant fabric. 

• When dealing with disability access issues, refer to the document “Access to 

Heritage Buildings for People with Disabilities” prepared by E.J. Martin (Cox), 

August 1997. 

• Consultation with the NSW Department of Planning Heritage Branch’s Fire 

Access and Services Advisory Panel may also assist in achieving appropriate 
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compliance solution. For contact refer to NSW Department of Planning Heritage 

Branch. 

 

7.4.47.4.47.4.47.4.4 Relevant Foreshore Authority’s PoliciesRelevant Foreshore Authority’s PoliciesRelevant Foreshore Authority’s PoliciesRelevant Foreshore Authority’s Policies    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

All new work has to comply with relevant Foreshore Authority Planning Policies to 

assure granting of consent to the proposal. These include policies relating to 

Signage and External Lighting. It is recognised that commercial and retail tenancy 

identification and temporary signage are an intrinsic component of the 

commercial use and viability of Penrhyn House. External lighting of buildings can 

add to their character. Signage and external lighting, however, should have no 

adverse impact on significant heritage fabric and the overall character of the 

place. 

Policy 19Policy 19Policy 19Policy 19    

AnyAnyAnyAny    proposed work to proposed work to proposed work to proposed work to Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    must fully comply with all the relevant must fully comply with all the relevant must fully comply with all the relevant must fully comply with all the relevant 

Foreshore Authority Policies applicable to development in Foreshore Authority Policies applicable to development in Foreshore Authority Policies applicable to development in Foreshore Authority Policies applicable to development in The RocksThe RocksThe RocksThe Rocks....    

Policy 20Policy 20Policy 20Policy 20    

External signage and lighting should be in harmony with the overall character of External signage and lighting should be in harmony with the overall character of External signage and lighting should be in harmony with the overall character of External signage and lighting should be in harmony with the overall character of 

the place, and complementhe place, and complementhe place, and complementhe place, and complement the historic character of the building on which it is t the historic character of the building on which it is t the historic character of the building on which it is t the historic character of the building on which it is 

mounted. mounted. mounted. mounted.     

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• All signage should be consistent with relevant sections of the Foreshore 

Authority’s Signage Policy. 

• Suitably located signs that provide a legible and clear message and contribute 

to the vitality of Penrhyn House are encouraged. 

• It would be preferable for signage to be concentrated in the vicinity of the 

original shop, and discouraged in the vicinity of the original residence. 

• Signs on the individual building components should be discreet and 

complementary in terms of colour, material, proportion, positioning and font. 

• Signs should be harmoniously integrated with the architecture of the building 

and should not obscure or damage the significant features or fabric. 

• It is not necessary to attempt to create or recreate an “historic” character in the 

signage, but modern standardised “trademark” signage is not appropriate. 

• Fluorescent and iridescent paints are inappropriate. Signs should preferably be 

illuminated by floodlighting. 

• Any illumination of Penrhyn House should highlight architectural features 

rather than floodlighting whole façades. Care should be taken to ensure that 

over-illumination does not occur.  
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• All new work must also comply with the Foreshore Authority’s Policies for 

Disabled Access, Telecommunications, Commercial Outdoor Seating and 

Building Ventilation Installation.  

7.57.57.57.5 Archaeological resourcesArchaeological resourcesArchaeological resourcesArchaeological resources    

7.5.17.5.17.5.17.5.1 Prehistoric (Aboriginal) archaeological resourcesPrehistoric (Aboriginal) archaeological resourcesPrehistoric (Aboriginal) archaeological resourcesPrehistoric (Aboriginal) archaeological resources    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Sites of pre-historic archaeological potential are protected under clauses of the 

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Act 1979. 

Policy 21Policy 21Policy 21Policy 21    

Any potentially encountered Aboriginal archaeological resources should be Any potentially encountered Aboriginal archaeological resources should be Any potentially encountered Aboriginal archaeological resources should be Any potentially encountered Aboriginal archaeological resources should be 

conserved in accordance with the requirements of the NSW National Parks and conserved in accordance with the requirements of the NSW National Parks and conserved in accordance with the requirements of the NSW National Parks and conserved in accordance with the requirements of the NSW National Parks and 

Wildlife Act 1979 and their potential for Wildlife Act 1979 and their potential for Wildlife Act 1979 and their potential for Wildlife Act 1979 and their potential for interpretation considered.interpretation considered.interpretation considered.interpretation considered.    

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• In the event archaeological material is unexpectedly discovered during works 

to this site, work shall immediately cease in the affected area and the Sydney 

Harbour Foreshore Authority and the Department of Environment and Climate 

Change (DECC) will be contacted for advice. 

• Should disturbance be required where Aboriginal archaeological material has 

been identified, an application under Section 90 of the National Parks and 

Wildlife Act will be required for this disturbance. 

 

7.5.27.5.27.5.27.5.2 Historic (European and Aboriginal) archaeological resourcesHistoric (European and Aboriginal) archaeological resourcesHistoric (European and Aboriginal) archaeological resourcesHistoric (European and Aboriginal) archaeological resources    

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Sites of Historic archaeological potential are protected under clauses of the NSW 

Heritage Act 1977. 

Policy 22Policy 22Policy 22Policy 22    

Any potential archaeological resources on the property should be conseAny potential archaeological resources on the property should be conseAny potential archaeological resources on the property should be conseAny potential archaeological resources on the property should be conserved in rved in rved in rved in 

accordance with the requirements of the NSW Heritage Act 1977 and their accordance with the requirements of the NSW Heritage Act 1977 and their accordance with the requirements of the NSW Heritage Act 1977 and their accordance with the requirements of the NSW Heritage Act 1977 and their 

potential for interpretation considered. potential for interpretation considered. potential for interpretation considered. potential for interpretation considered.     

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines    

• If works are likely to disturb sub-surface areas, an application under Section 

60 of the Heritage Act will be required prior to the works commencing. 

• Archaeological testing of areas of archaeological potential should precede 

large-scale disturbance. Areas of large-scale disturbance should first be 

subject to an Archaeological Assessment. 
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• Any archaeological resources must be managed in accordance with the 

recommendations arising from the Archaeological Assessment and any 

approval issued by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority or the NSW 

Heritage Council. 

• In the event that archaeological material is unexpectedly discovered during any 

works to this site, work shall immediately cease in the affected area and the 

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority contacted for advice. 
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8.8.8.8. Implementing the Implementing the Implementing the Implementing the pppplanlanlanlan    
This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared to provide guidelines for 

the conservation, re-use, interpretation and management of Penrhyn House and 

to ensure that the heritage value of the place is maintained and enhanced. 

 

This section sets out the implementation guidelines for the policies, including a 

list of management issues and a list of exemptions that can be endorsed by the 

Heritage Council which will not require further reference for approval. 

8.18.18.18.1 Minimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair    

Standards that need to be addressed to assure the compliance of Penrhyn House 

with their provisions are those for Inspection, Essential Maintenance and Repair, 

Weather Protection, and Fire Protection and Security.  

 

It is considered that the current arrangements fully satisfy the above Standards. In 

the current situation, these are not of concern.  

 

To assure compliance with the Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair on 

the site of Penrhyn House, the following works need to be undertaken: 

 

Minimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and RepairMinimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair    

Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House, , , , The RocksThe RocksThe RocksThe Rocks    

Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for:    INSPECTIONINSPECTIONINSPECTIONINSPECTION    

ALL AREAS GENERALLY 

The building should be regularly inspected to check for the potential presence of 

vermin. The issues expected particularly include subterranean termites. 

ROOF, AWNING AND DOWNPIPES 

The rainwater disposal system should be inspected regularly to ensure that all 

rainwater is safely being discharged from the building and no water penetration 

is occurring.  

MASONRY WALLS 

Face brick walls should be regularly inspected for failure of pointing that might 

allow water penetration to the interior.  
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8.28.28.28.2 Schedule of Conservation Works Schedule of Conservation Works Schedule of Conservation Works Schedule of Conservation Works     

Fabric condition ratings in this report use the following table: 

 

Condition RatingsCondition RatingsCondition RatingsCondition Ratings    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

5 Excellent Building or fabric element has no defects. Condition and appearance 

are as new.  

4 Good Building or element exhibits superficial wear and tear, minor defects, 

minor signs of deterioration to surface finishes, but does not require 

major maintenance. No major defects exist. 

3 Fair Building or element is in average condition. Deteriorated surfaces 

require attention. Services are functional but require attention. 

Deferred maintenance work exists. 

2 Poor Building or element has deteriorated badly. Serious structural 

problems exist. General appearance is poor with eroded protective 

coatings. Elements are defective, services are frequently failing, 

significant number of major defects exist.  

1 Very Poor Building or element has failed. It is not operational and is unfit for 

occupancy or normal use. 

 

These condition grades should inform future building condition reports and 

maintenance schedules. For elements in Very Poor condition, reconstruction may 

be the only available option. For elements assessed as being in Poor or Fair 

condition, various degrees of repair or maintenance may be required, immediately 

or in the short term, to prevent further deterioration and the subsequent loss of 

significance. Elements in Good condition may need some maintenance but the 

need for repair is not anticipated in the next two or three years, while elements in 

Excellent condition are likely to need only minor maintenance in the next five to 

ten years. 

 

At this stage, all elements of the place are in good or excellent condition and 

require only ongoing maintenance within the next three years. 

 

8.38.38.38.3 OngOngOngOngoing oing oing oing mmmmaintenance aintenance aintenance aintenance     

The ongoing maintenance schedule refers to cyclical maintenance works to fabric 

that should be implemented by the Foreshore Authority (or the tenant on behalf of 

the Authority) as part of the process of ongoing management of Penrhyn House. 

Work performed, and any faults discovered or repairs made, should be recorded 

and kept separately alongside a copy of this maintenance schedule. 
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Schedule of Ongoing MaintenanceSchedule of Ongoing MaintenanceSchedule of Ongoing MaintenanceSchedule of Ongoing Maintenance    

Penrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn HousePenrhyn House    

ElementElementElementElement    Every YearEvery YearEvery YearEvery Year    Every 5 YearsEvery 5 YearsEvery 5 YearsEvery 5 Years    Every 10 YearsEvery 10 YearsEvery 10 YearsEvery 10 Years    

Face brick façades, 

including reconstructed 

areas 

Inspect for damp 

and structural 

movement  

Clean and repair 

defective pointing 

and flashings 

 

Original concrete lintels Inspect for 

concrete cancer 

 Repaint 

Timber windows Inspect for rot, 

leaks or damage 

 Repaint 

Rainwater goods Inspect for rust. 

Inspect gutters 

for blockages 

Inspect for damage 

and repair 

Repaint 

Roof  Inspect roof for 

rust and repair if 

required.  

  

Steel columns Inspect for rust  Repaint 

Timber floor structures 

and flooring 

Inspect for 

termite damage 

and rot 

Refinish clear 

finishes to flooring 

 

Timber posts, and 

timber and iron roof 

trusses 

Inspect for 

termite damage, 

rot and 

structural 

movement 

  

Fixtures and services Inspect and 

certify essential 

services. Inspect 

and clean out 

drainage lines 
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10.10.10.10. AppendiAppendiAppendiAppendicescescesces    
 

10.110.110.110.1 Occupants of Argyle Terrace, Argyle Street: 1873Occupants of Argyle Terrace, Argyle Street: 1873Occupants of Argyle Terrace, Argyle Street: 1873Occupants of Argyle Terrace, Argyle Street: 1873----1922192219221922    

Lots 11Lots 11Lots 11Lots 11----14 of Unwin’s subdivision14 of Unwin’s subdivision14 of Unwin’s subdivision14 of Unwin’s subdivision    

DateDateDateDate    Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1873 Vacant shop William Jones 

fruiterer 

Vacant shop  Sands 

Directory 

1875 

Argyle 

Terrace 

1 Patrick 

Cane 

stevedore 

2 Ward  

soap factor 

3 Wm Jones 

ironmonger 

4 J N Brightfield 

tobacconist 

Sands 

Directory 

1876 1 Patrick 

Keane 

stevedore 

2 George 

Walban 

dealer 

3 Wm Jones 

ironmonger 

4 J N Brightfield 

tobacconist 

Sands 

Directory 

1877 

Argyle 

Terrace 

Patrick Keane 

stevedore 

George 

Walban 

dealer 

Wm Jones Michael Dunn Sands 

Directory 

1879 Patrick Keane 

stevedore 

George 

Walban 

Engineer 

Wm Jones 

blacksmith 

Michael Dunn Sands 

Directory 

1880 18 Charles H 

Low 

plumber 

20 Michael 

Dunn 

22 Wm Jones 

ironworker 

24 Wm 

Brandtman 

tailor 

Sands 

Directory 

1882 14 Charles H 

Low 

plumber 

16 Michael 

Dunn 

18 Wm Jones 

ironworker 

20 Wm 

Brandtman 

tailor 

Sands 

Directory 

1882 14 John 

Monaghan 

shop 

brick/slated 

2 floors / 4 

rooms 

16 Michael 

Dunn 

house 

brick/slated 

2 floors / 4 

rooms 

18 Sarah Jones 

house 

brick/slated 

2 floors / 4 

rooms 

20 Wm 

Brandtman 

shop 

brick/slated 

2 floors / 4 

rooms 

Rate 

assessment 

Gipps Ward 

1883 14 John 

Gormley 

bootmaker 

16 Michael 

Dunn 

18 Wm Jones 

ironworker 

20 Wm 

Brandtman 

tailor 

Sands 

Directory 

1884 14 John 

Gormley 

bootmaker 

16 Michael 

Dunn 

18 George 

Martin 

boardinghouse 

20 Wm 

Brandtman 

tailor 

Sands 

Directory 

1885 14 John 

Monaghan 

hairdresser 

16 Michael 

Dunn 

18 Edmund 

Thomas 

20 Wm 

Brandtman 

tailor 

Sands 

Directory 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1886 14 John 

Monaghan 

hairdresser 

16 Michael 

Dunn 

steamboat 

proprietor 

18 Wm 

Reynolds 

dealer 

20 Wm 

Brandtman 

tailor 

Sands 

Directory 

1887 14 Jules 

Dirund  

hairdresser 

16 Albert T 

Fletcher 

plumber & 

gasfitter 

[18 Not listed] 20 Mrs M Fuller 

boardinghouse 

Sands 

Directory 

1888 14 Eli T Webb 

bootmaker 

16 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber & 

gasfitter 

[no number] 

Albert T 

Fletcher  

18 Mark Burge 

bootmaker 

[No number] 

Mrs Hughes 

Sands 

Directory 

1889 14 Eli T Webb 

bootmaker 

16 Thomas 

Simmons 

plumber & 

gasfitter 

[no number] 

Charles Lacey 

cabinet maker 

18 Mark Burge 

bootmaker 

[No number] 

Mrs Hughes 

20 John C 

Wilkie 

boardinghouse 

Sands 

Directory 

1890 22 T H 

Dusserre 

restaurant 

keeper 

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber & 

painter 

[No number] 

Mrs H 

Sedgwick 

26 Oscar 

Nelson 

28 Jensen & Co. 

fruiterer 

Sands 

Directory 

1891 22 T H 

Dusserre 

restaurant 

keeper 

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber & 

painter 

[No number] 

Mrs H 

Sedgwick 

26 O Ravat 

laundry 

28 S Keyvar 

fruiterer 

Sands 

Directory 

1891 22 J Dusserre 

shop BS/iron 

2 floors / 6 

rooms 

24 G Sedgwick 

shop BS/iron 

2 floors / 6 

rooms 

26 H Raven 

shop BS/iron 

2 floors / 6 

rooms 

28 S Keyvar 

shop BS/iron 

2 floors / 6 

rooms 

Rate 

assessment 

Gipps Ward 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1892 22 T H 

Dusserre 

restaurant 

keeper 

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26 Leon Ravat 

laundry 

28 Mrs Ellen 

Sedgwick 

Sands 

Directory 

1893 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26 Madame 

Jeanne 

Castillon 

28 Mrs Ellen 

Sedgwick 

Sands 

Directory 

1894 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26-28 Mrs 

Ellen Sedgwick 

 Sands 

Directory 

1895 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

[26-28 Not 

listed] 

30 Charles 

Miller engraver 

& diesinker 

Sands 

Directory 

1896 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

[26-28 Not 

listed] 

30 Charles 

Miller engraver 

& diesinker 

Sands 

Directory 

1897 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26 E Darling 

bootmaker 

30 Charles 

Miller engraver 

& diesinker 

Sands 

Directory 

1898 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26 Alfred Ray 30 G Vadala 

teacher of 

music 

Sands 

Directory 

1899 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26 Alfred Ray 28 W H Kent 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 

1900 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26 Alfred Ray 

28 Nicholas 

Newman 

bootmaker 

 

30 W H Kent 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1901 22 James 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 

Charles Brown  

24 Thomas 

Summers 

plumber 

26 Alfred Ray 

28 A Oberwein 

bootmaker 

 

30 W H Kent 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 

1901 22 Mary 

Robertson 

shop & 

dwelling 

house 

brick/slate 2 

floors / 5 

rooms 

22 1/2 Mary 

Gallagher 

dwelling 

house & shop 

2 floors / 5 

rooms 

24 shop 

brick/slate 1 

floor / 1 room  

26 Alfred Rae 

dwelling house 

2 floors / 5 

rooms 

28 John Walsh 

shop 1 floor / 

1 room 

30 William Kent 

shop & 

dwelling house 

2 floors / 5 

rooms 

Rate 

assessment 

Gipps Ward 

1902 22 Mrs Mary 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 James 

Gallagher 

26 Alfred Ray 

28 W Mason 

bootmaker 

30 W H Kent 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 

1903 22 Mrs Mary 

Robertson 

grocer 

22 1/2 James 

Gallagher 

26 Alfred Ray 

28 Wm T 

Brown 

30 W H Kent 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 

1904 22 Mrs Mary 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Mrs 

Sophia 

Petersen 

26 Alfred Ray 

28 Wm T 

Brown 

30 L Bergman 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 

1905 22 Mrs Mary 

Robertson 

grocer 

22 1/2 Mrs 

Sophia 

Petersen 

26 Alfred Ray 30 L Bergman 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 

1906 22 Mrs Mary 

Robertson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Mrs M 

A Taylor 

26 Alfred Ray 

]28 Not listed] 

30 L Bergman 

clothier 

Sands 

Directory 

1907 22 Mrs Mary 

Watson 

grocer 

 28-26 [sic] 

Alfred Ray 

30 Francis 

Casimir 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1908 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

  30 Francis 

Casimir 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1909 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 Frederick 

Street mercer 

28 James 

Kegger 

bootmaker 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1910 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 Frederick 

Street mercer 

28 James 

Kegger 

bootmaker 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1911 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 Frederick 

Street mercer 

28 James 

Kegger 

bootmaker 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1911 22 George 

Watson 

house & shop 

brick/iron 

22 1/2-24 

William Briggs 

house 

brick/slate 

26-28 James 

Keggin house 

& shop 

brick/slate 

30 Henry 

Matthews 

house & shop 

brick/slate 

Rate 

assessment 

Gipps Ward 

1912 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 James 

Keggen 

bootmaker 

28 Hannah 

Fischer 

pawnbroker 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1913 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 James 

Keggen 

bootmaker 

28 Hannah 

Fischer 

pawnbroker 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1914 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 James 

Keggen 

bootmaker 

28 Hannah 

Fischer 

pawnbroker 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1915 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 James 

Keggen 

bootmaker 

28 Mrs Hannah 

Fischer 

pawnbroker 

 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1916 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 James 

Keggen 

bootmaker 

28 Mrs Hannah 

Fischer 

pawnbroker 

30 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

Sands 

Directory 

1917 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs 

24 James 

Keggen 

bootmaker 

28 Henry J 

Matthews 

hairdresser 

30 George M 

Smith fish shop 

Sands 

Directory 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / Occupant / 

premisespremisespremisespremises    

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1918 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 James 

Keggen 

bootmaker 

28 Wm E Avery 30 George M 

Smith fish shop 

Sands 

Directory 

1919 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 James 

Kegger 

bootmaker 

28 Wm E Avery 30 George M 

Smith fish shop 

Sands 

Directory 

1920 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 Thomas 

Chestnut 

confectioner 

28 Gus 

Hamilton 

hairdresser 

30 Wm 

Buckingham 

fish shop 

Sands 

Directory 

1921 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 John 

Rendal boot 

repairer 

28 A Turner 

hairdresser 

30 Leo Tahm 

fish shop 

Sands 

Directory 

1921 22 Mary 

Watson 

house & shop 

stone/slate 

22 1/2 Joseph 

Briggs house 

brick/slate 

24 John 

Reynold shop 

brick/slate 

26-28 

Augustus 

Turner house & 

shop 

brick/slate 

30 Leo Tahmo 

house & 

dwelling [sic] 

Rate 

assessment 

Gipps Ward 

1922 22 George 

Watson 

grocer 

 

22 1/2 Wm J 

Briggs  

24 John 

Rendal boot 

repairer 

28 A Turner 

hairdresser 

30 Mrs Barbara 

Mallaburn 

Sands 

Directory 
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10.210.210.210.2 Occupants of Lot 15 of Unwin’s subdivision 1850sOccupants of Lot 15 of Unwin’s subdivision 1850sOccupants of Lot 15 of Unwin’s subdivision 1850sOccupants of Lot 15 of Unwin’s subdivision 1850s----1922192219221922    

 

DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1856 Building shown on Lot 15 1856 Trigonometric 

Survey (Sydney City 

Council Archives) 

1858 New George Street out of Argyle Street 

Richard Egan shipsmiths 

Sands Directory 

1861 New George Street 

W Nelson & R Egan ship / general smiths 

Sands Directory 

1861 40 New George Street 

Owner James Norton 

Occupant Wm Nelson House brick/shingled 1 

floor/1 room 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1861 

1863 New George Street 

W Nelson & R Egan blacksmiths 

Sands Directory 

1864 & 

1865 

Argyle Street – north side 

Nelson & Egan shipsmiths 

Sands Directory 

1866 Argyle Street – between North George Street and 

George Street 

Nelson & Egan shipsmiths 

Sands Directory 

1867 Argyle Street – between North George Street and 

George Street 

Nelson & Egan shipsmiths 

Sands Directory 

1868 Argyle Street – between North George Street and 

George Street 

Nelson & Egan blacksmiths 

Sands Directory 

1869 Off Argyle Street 

Nelson & Egan 

Sands Directory 

1870 Argyle Street 

Nelson & Egan blacksmiths 

Sands Directory 

1871 Mill Lane west side 

William J Nelson blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1871 Off Argyle Street ‘commonly known as George 

Street’ 

Owner & occupant Wm Nelson (building lease). 

Agents Allen Street & Norton. 

House wood/iron, 1 floor/4 rooms. Blacksmith’s 

shop with a 3-room house ‘lately added’ 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1871 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1873 New George Street 

William Nelson shipsmith 

Sands Directory 

1875 Argyle Street 

W J Nelson ship & general smith 

Sands Directory 

1876 New George Street 

W J Nelson ship / general smith 

Patrick Keane stevedore 

Sands Directory 

1877 Argyle Street between lane to Kendall’s mill and 

George Street 

Wm Nelson shipsmith 

Sands Directory 

1879 40 Little Gloucester Street William Nelson 

shipsmith 

Sands Directory 

1882 Off Argyle Street  

Wm Nelson owner & occupant workshop 

wood/iron 1 floor/1 room 

30 Little Gloucester Street 

Occupant Alexander McLeod, owner Wm Nelson. 

Brass foundry iron/iron 1 floor/4 rooms 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1882 

1883 Little Gloucester Street 

Alexander McLeod brass founder 

William J Nelson blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1884 28 Little Gloucester Street  

William J Nelson blacksmith. (Listed under Argyle 

Street as shipsmith) 

Sands Directory 

1885 30 Little Gloucester Street  

William J Nelson blacksmith (as shipsmith in 

Argyle Street listing) 

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1886 28 Little Gloucester Street  

William J Nelson blacksmith 

John Turnbull blacksmith (Argyle Street listing as 

ship & coppersmith & plumber) 

Sands Directory 

1887 28 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1888 28 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1889 28 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1890 28 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull blacksmith 

Sands Directory 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1891 28 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1891 36 Playfair Street 

Occupant J Turnbull, owner Allen & Co. 

Workshop iron/iron 1 floor/1 room 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1891 

1892 28 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1893 28 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull blacksmith 

Sands Directory 

1894 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1895 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1896 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1897 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1898 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1899 36 Playfair Street  

William Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

CHECK change of 

name 

1900 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1901 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1901 36 Playfair Street 

Occupant John Turnbull, owner Wm Eyre 

Matcham Workshop brick/iron 1 floor/1 room 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1901 

1902 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1903 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1904 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1905 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1906 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1907 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1908 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1909 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1910 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1911 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1911 36 Playfair Street 

Occupant John Turnbull, owner NSW Govt (Rocks 

Resumption) Foundry brick/iron 1 floor/1 room 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1911 

1912 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1913 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1914 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1915 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1916 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull JP coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1917 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1918 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1919 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1920 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith  

Sands Directory 

1921 36 Playfair Street 

Occupant John Turnbull. Foundry brick/iron 2 

floors/2 rooms 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1921 

1921 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1922 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith / engineer JP 

Sands Directory 

1923 36 Playfair Street  

John Turnbull coppersmith 

Sands Directory 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1922-

1923 

Construction of new building for John Turnbull 

incorporating site of smith’s premises and 

Argyle Terrace 

 

 

 

10.310.310.310.3 Occupants ofOccupants ofOccupants ofOccupants of    22222222----26 Harrington Street / Playfair Street: 26 Harrington Street / Playfair Street: 26 Harrington Street / Playfair Street: 26 Harrington Street / Playfair Street: 

1922192219221922----2008200820082008    

When Playfair Street was widened in c. 1922 it became an extension of Harrington 

Street and was known as Harrington Street from 1923 until 1953 when the name 

was changed back to Playfair Street. 

 

DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1922-

1923 

Construction of new building for John Turnbull 

incorporating site of earlier foundry and 

Argyle Terrace.  

1923 Playfair Street 

became an extension 

of Harrington Street 

1924 36 Playfair Street 

John Turnbull engineer & coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1926 20-26 Harrington Street  

John Turnbull engineer & coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1927 20-26 Harrington Street 

John Turnbull engineer & coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1928 20-26 Harrington Street  

John Turnbull engineer / coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1929 20-26 Harrington Street  

John Turnbull engineer / coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1930 20-26 Harrington Street  

John Turnbull engineer / coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1931 20-26 Harrington Street  

John Turnbull engineer / coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1931 22-24 Harrington Street 

Leslie A Turnbull  

Workshop brick/iron 2 floors / 3 rooms 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1931 

1932-

1933 

20-26 Harrington Street  

John Turnbull engineer / coppersmith 

Sands Directory 

1933-

1935 

Probably vacant  

1935-

1937 

Food relief depot for Department of Social 

Services 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1937-

1948 

Leased to Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd for use as 

motor garage 

 

1942 & 

1947 

Argyle Garage motor service station Wise’s NSW PO & 

Commercial Directory 

1948 22-24 Harrington Street 

Occupant Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd Owner NSW 

Govt. Workshop brick/iron 2 floors / 3 rooms 

Gipps Ward Rate 

Assessment 1948 

1948-

1972 

Continuing use by Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd as 

garage 

 

1953  Harrington Street 

renamed Playfair 

Street 

1970 Comes under control of Sydney Cove 

Redevelopment Authority 

 

1972-

1978 

Probably vacant  

1979-

1991 

Shop & commercial offices 1979 renamed 

Penrhyn House 

1991-

1993 

Building remodelled as part of The Rocks 

Square revitalisation 

 

1993-

2008 

Speciality retail centre 

The Rocks Centre 

 

c. 

2006? 

The Rocks Visitors Centre located in building  

10.410.410.410.4 Sequence of ownership (freehold and leasehoSequence of ownership (freehold and leasehoSequence of ownership (freehold and leasehoSequence of ownership (freehold and leasehold), Penhryn ld), Penhryn ld), Penhryn ld), Penhryn 

House, 22House, 22House, 22House, 22----26 Playfair Street, 26 Playfair Street, 26 Playfair Street, 26 Playfair Street, The RocksThe RocksThe RocksThe Rocks, Sydney, Sydney, Sydney, Sydney    

Currently known as The Rocks Centre comprising Penrhyn House and Scarborough 

House 

Original grant: Sydney Section 85 Allotment 1 

Property comprises: Lots 11, 12, 13, 14 & part of Lot 15 of 1841 subdivision by F 

W Unwin 

Primary Applications: PA7359 (DP57359) Lots 11-14 & PA7758 (DP57758) Lot 15 

Current Folio Identifiers: Penrhyn House and Scarborough House 1/264080 & 

2/264080 

Current Deposited Plan: DP 264080 

All records cited are held at Land & Property Information, Department of Lands. 

This summary details the ownership of Lots 11-14 and of Lot 15 to 1844. The 

later history of Lot 15 is described in section 2.3 of this report 
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

1788-1816 Site part of the area used by the first hospital  

1816 Hospital site vacated  

4 June 1828 Grant to John Piper of 184 rods west side of George 

Street corner of Argyle Street, bounded on west by 

Gloucester Street 

Grants Vol. 

14 pp 230-

232 

[formerly 

Vol. 10] 

29-30 June 

1828 

John Piper and Ann his wife to Mary Reibey for 

£2,000 land on west side of George Street 184 rods 

‘and also all that capital unfinished stone building 

now erecting on the said piece or parcel of land’ 

M 105 

4-5 November 

1828 

Mary Reibey to Frederic Wright Unwin for £2,500 

land on west side of George Street 184 rods ‘and 

also all that capital unfinished stone building now 

erecting on the said piece or parcel of land’ 

M 106  

1 May 1829 F W Unwin mortgages property to Samuel Terry for 

£3,000: 184 rods and also all that ‘capital 

unfinished stone building now erecting and all other 

buildings &c.’ 

C 41  

6-7 July 1829 F W Unwin mortgages 184 rods and ‘all that newly 

erected messuage or tenement warehouse or 

building’, together with other lands in the District of 

Sydney, to Wakefield Simpson and James Norton of 

Sydney (trustees under the settlement made on the 

marriage of James Saint John Ranclaud and 

Susannah his wife) for £2,000 

C 404  

23 March 

1838 

Reconveyance by Rosetta Terry, John Terry Hughes, 

Tom White, Melville Winder and James Norton 

executors and devisees in trust under the will of 

Samuel Terry deceased to F W Unwin of 184 rods 

with building thereon used as the Customs House 

following payments by Unwin of £4,000 and £1,200 

M 780 

23-24 January 

1839 

F W Unwin and his wife Ann King mortgage 184 rods 

‘and all that capital messuage and other buildings 

erected thereon and now occupied as the Custom 

House’ to David Wallace for £3,400 

O 223  
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DateDateDateDate    Occupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premisesOccupant / premises    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

9-10 August 

1841 

F W Unwin and his wife Ann King mortgage 184 rods 

‘with the warehouses and other buildings standing 

thereon’ to James Norton for £2,000; subject to 

payment of £2,000 & interest secured by Wakefield 

Simpson and James Norton dated 6-7 July 1829 and 

to mortgage on the same premises to Mr David 

Wallace dated 23-24 January 1839 for securing 

£3,400 & interest 

X 707  

21 January 

1842 

Reconveyance from Wakefield Simpson & James 

Norton to F W Unwin for £2,000 of ‘all that newly 

erected messuage or tenement warehouse or 

building with the piece or parcel of land and 

appurtenances thereto belonging’ being 184 rods, 

together with other lands in District of Sydney 

Z 381 

21 January 

1842 

Reconveyance from David Wallace to F W Unwin of 

‘all that capital messuage and other buildings 

erected thereon and now occupied as the Custom 

House’ for payment of £3,400 

Z 387  

21 January 

1842 

Reconveyance from James Norton to F W Unwin 184 

rods ‘with the warehouse and other buildings 

standing thereon’ for payment of £2,000 

Z 376  

7-8 February 

1842 

[Lots 1 & 11 of 

subdivision] 

F W Unwin and his wife Ann King Unwin convey to 

James Chapman for £1101. 10s Lots 1 & 11 of 

subdivision of part of John Piper’s grant 

Z 339 

8-9 February 

1842 

[Lots 1 & 11] 

James Chapman mortgages Lots 1 & 11 to F W 

Unwin for £750 

Z 340 

8-9 February 

1842 

[Lot 2 of 

subdivision] 

F W Unwin and his wife Ann King Unwin to Michael 

Gannon Lot 2 

Recited in 

Bk 69 No. 

470 

9 February 

1842 

[Lot 2] 

Michael Gannon mortgages Lot 2 to F W Unwin for 

£446. 5s 

Recited in 

Bk 10 No. 

154 

February 1842 

[Lots 1 & 2] 

Michael Gannon to Morehead & Young assignment 

of mortgages of Lots 1 & 2 

Recited in 

Bk 69 No. 

470 
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11 February 

1842 

[Lots 1, 2 & 

11] 

Assignment of mortgage debts [£750 & £446. 5s] 

and release of mortgaged premises by F W Unwin to 

Robert Archibald Alison Morehead & Matthew Young 

being Lots 1, 2 & 11 of John Piper’s grant for 

£1046. 15s. 0d 

Z 658 

30 April 1842 

[Lot 2] 

Michael Gannon to James Chapman equity of 

redemption in Lot 2 

Recited in 

Bk 10 No. 

154 

21 February 

1843 

[Lots 1 & 11] 

James Chapman and Esther his wife mortgage three 

pieces of land to William Perry for £1,000 including 

Lots 1 & 11 of Unwin’s subdivision 

Bk 3 No. 

447 

May 1843 F W Unwin and his wife Ann to James Couper – 

mortgage of part of land 

Bk 4 No. 

133 

28 February 

1844  

[Lots 3-6, 12-

14 & parts of 

15 & 16] 

F W Unwin and his wife mortgage part of lands to 

John Thacker, Mashfield Mason & William Fane de 

Salis of Sydney merchants in business as Thacker 

Mason & Co as security for promissory notes valued 

at £1050 and £1075. Being Lots 12, 13 & 14 and 

part of Lots 15 & 16 and also Lots 3, 4, 5 & 6 on 

George Street together with all buildings now being 

erected on Lots 3 to 6 

Bk 6 No. 

260  

29 August 

1844  

Reconveyance James Couper to F W Unwin Recited in 

Bk 25 No. 

944 

20 December 

1844 

[Lots 3-6, 12-

14 & parts of 

15 & 16] 

F W Unwin, James Thacker & others mortgage Lots 

3-5 & pt 6, 12, 13 & 14 & parts Lot 15 & 16 to 

William Dawes and the Bank of Australasia 

Bk 8 No. 23 

24 November 

1845 

[Lots 1, 2 & 

11] 

Morehead & Young sell Lot 1, Lot 11 and Lot 2 to 

James Chapman of Sydney carcass butcher for 

£1256. 1s 2d 

Bk 10 No. 

154  

24 November 

1845 

[Lots 1 & 11] 

William Perry reconveyance to James Chapman of 

three allotments, including Lots 1 & 11 for £1,100 

Bk 10 No. 

155 

24 November 

1845 

[Lots 1, 2 & 

11] 

John Piper of Bathurst and Ann his wife to James 

Chapman of Sydney carcass butcher Lots, 1, 11 & 2 

[confirmation that right to dower of Ann Piper is 

extinguished] 

Bk 10 No. 

156 
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7 January 

1846 

[Lots 1, 2 & 

11] 

John Chapman and Esther his wife mortgage 

properties to John Tindale of Penrith gentleman for 

loan of £2,580 Lots 1, 11 & 2 and other allotment in 

Fort Street 

Bk 10 No. 

157 

10 March 

1846 

James Chapman insolvent – default on mortgage 

payments to John Tindale 

Recited in 

Bk 61 No. 

785 

September 

1851 

[Lots 1 & 2] 

John Tindall [sic] and James Chapman lease and 

covenants for sale of Lots 1 & 2 [inter alia] 

Recited in 

Bk 69 No. 

470 

18 February 

1853 

[Lots 12, 13 & 

14] 

John Brown, James Henderson and William Hay to 

William Perry of Paddington gentleman Lots 12, 13 

& 14 

Bk 25 No. 

944  

25 February 

1854 

[Lots 12, 13 & 

14] 

William Perry of Paddington gentleman to John 

Henry Challis of Sydney merchant and Charles Smith 

of Sydney Lots 12, 13 & 14 for £1387. 10s 

Bk 32 No. 

148 

3 June 1858 Equity Jurisdiction of NSW Supreme Court, Andrew 

McCulloch plaintiff and Esther Martha Chapman, 

Frederick William Chapman, Henry Milford & John 

Richard Tindall defendants 

Recited in 

Bk 69 No. 

470 

29 September 

1858 

Report of Master in Equity. Order that property of 

late James Chapman be sold. 

Recited in 

Bk 69 No. 

470 

10 August 

1858 

[Lots 1 & 2] 

John Richard Tindall [sic] and Henry Milford 

conveyance of Lots 1 & 2  [inter alia] for £2,580 

Recited in 

Bk 69 No. 

470 

6 April 1859 

[Lots 1, 2 & 

11] 

F W Perry official assignee of insolvent estates to 

Henry Milford of Sydney solicitor [trustee of the real 

estate of James Chapman] equity of redemption in 

Lots 1, 11 & 2 and allotment in Fort Street for 10s 

Bk 61 No. 

785 

27 April 1859 

[Lot 11] 

Henry Milford of Sydney sole trustee of real estate of 

James Chapman to Henry Bell butcher of Sydney Lot 

11 for £425. 10s 

Bk 69 No. 

470 

3 October 

1859 

Lots 12, 13 & 

14] 

J H Challis & C Smith to Henry Bell butcher Lots 12, 

13 & 14 for £1082. 5s 

Bk 65 No. 

223 
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18 June 1880 

[Lots 11-14] 

Henry Bell to Alfred Goodwin Lots 11, 12, 13 & 14 

for £3,500 

Bk 205 No. 

492 

21 June 1880 

[Lots 11-14] 

Alfred Goodwin of Oakwood Station near Charleville 

Queensland mortgage to Henry Bell of Sydney for 

£1500 Lots 11, 12, 13 & 14 

Bk 205 No. 

493 

22 March 

1882 

[Lots 11-14] 

Elizabeth Bell of Sydney widow and Richard 

Holdsworth of Sydney solicitor trustees, executor 

and executrix of the will of Henry Bell proved in the 

Supreme Court 28 March 1881 acknowledging 

receipt from Alfred Goodwin of £1526. 5s in full 

payment of mortgage 

Bk 241 No. 

464 

15 April 1889 

[Lots 11-14] 

Lots 11-14 brought under Torrens Title by 

Alfred Goodwin of Drummoyne gentleman 

PA 7359 

Vol. 920 

Fol. 214 

1901 Resumption by government  

12 September 

1921 

Lease to Leslie Alfred Turnbull of Sydney engineer. 

Surrendered 1933 

Vol. 920 

Fol. 214 

1939-1948 Lease to Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd Vol. 920 

Fol. 214 

1970-1991 Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority  

1991-1999 Sydney Cove Authority  

 Site consolidation see RPA 57990 Vol. 15234 

Fols 68 & 69 

DP 264080 

1 February 

1999 

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority  

 

 


